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• Rhea Resigns- as Highway ' OVER 100 ENTER
Head to _Run for Governor COLLEGE FOR LAST
 HALF SEMESTER
For Governor I
Issues Statement; to Open
Headquarters in Louis-
ville Soon
FRANKFORT, KY., March 29-
Resigning as chairman of the
State Highway Commiszion, Thom-
as S. Rhea of Rusellville today
formally announced his candidacy
for the Democratic gubernatorial
nomination subject to the August
primary.
"If nominated and elected,"
Rhea said • in a brief statement
given to newspaper men, _"I
pledge to the people of Kentucky
my utmost endeavor to give them
an economic, efficient and faith-
4u1 administration of government."
Rhea's announcement has been
expected for some time. Since his
election to the Highway Commis-
sion chairmanship last January
to succeed the ousted Ben John-
son of Bardstown he was consid-
ered the administration's candi-
date for the Governorship. His
announcement automaticaly vaca-
ted his office as chairman and
of-the -comnuseson. The
resignation was accepted by;; Gov.
•Ruby Laffoon.
W. E. Rogers; Sr., of Guthrie,
speaker of the House of Repre-
sentatives. J. A. Reed of F,dmon-
son county, district engineer for
the Third road district and Eu-
gene Flowers of Russellaille. Com-
missioner of ,Agriculture, were
mentioned in well-informed cir-
cles as the trio from which Rhea's-
successor as Highway Commis-
sioner , would be elected.
HON. THOS. S. RHEA
EXPECT WORK ON
CITY SEMS IN
NEXT FEW WEEKS
City Has Been Authorized to
Pay Bonds; Word Now
Expected of Loan
P. W. A. GIVES 0. K.
LAST SATURDAY
"It has long been my ,ambition The P. W. A. grant for the pus-
to serve Kentucky as GoVernor." chase and development of the Mur-
Mr. Rhea said in his prepared ray Sewerage system was given
statement handed_ taut by Ern- an °kelt by the finance depart-
merson Beauchamp, a member of ment last Saturday and the city
the State Tax Commission. The bonds are now in the hands orthe
law requires that . I sever my con- Federal Reserve Bank. Louisville.
nection with the State Highway A check is expected at anytime
Cemmission before becoming - a froth the bank and engineers will
candidate; therefore. I have re-
rigned ait chairman and as a menus The city bonds total _$83,000 and
her of the State Highway Corn- the grant from the P. W. A. is
:nission.° which resignation has for $17,000. The total of $100,000
been accepted by Governer Lap will ke tlat‘..171:116indleing
-Wm developing of the system. The pur-
"There are many important chase of the, old system will take
matters to come before the High-
way Commission. which I would
like to have had the privilege of
helping to solve; yet I am happy
to know these matters are left for
solution to such sincere and pa-
triotic men at the Governor and
the members_ of the commission,
Continued on Back Pagel
SHOTS FATAL TO
LAMON ELKINS 15
Wounds From Shidgun lislied-
dental Shooting Proved Fatal
ACon Third Day.
Lornon Elkins, 15 years of age.
died • at the Keys-Houston . Clinic
Wedritsd:ay morning where he was
a patient for; treatment following
injuries when he was accidentally
shut with a shotgun Monday while
fishing on ss the Tennessee River
with his father, rts D. Elkins. The
accident occurred when the youth
•tried to Teach-Abe -gun which' was
placed in the boat behind him.
Shots entered the right arm ,and
left hand and in the body. Blood
loss was.beavy _before reaching the
hospital.
Funeral services were held_ Weds
nesday afternoon from the Pales-
tine church at 2 o'clock .with the
Rev. D: W. Billington iii charge of
the services.
The youth is.. survived by *his
father. R. D. Elkins, stepmother,
end two 'lieters. EUrel Elkins°and
torothy May Elkins and three
brothers. Dees Elkins., Bobbie Elk-
ins. and James ; Williams.
Mrs. Joe Murdock
Funeral Thursday
Funeral services for Mrs. "Ola
Trousdale Murdock., 38 54ars of
age.. were held_ Thursday after.•
noon from the Beech Grove
church. Elder L. 'H. Pogua was in
charge Of the services. Mrs. Mur-
dock is surived'by her husband
Joe Murdock. near Bell City, her
6 mother, Mrs. Bettie 'I'rousdale, four,
children, Mrs. .Grace Lee Brooke,
Nell. Huth and Pansy Joe. She'
else leaves foOr sisters. Mrs. T.
F. Bullock, Mrs. "Nannie Ray. and
Jaek Grissom. Graves county,
and Miss. Edna Lamb, Puryear.
Pallbearers Were: Eimer Mother-
al, John Dublin, Parvin Murdock,..
Leslie Murdock, , Ed Wilson, and
Mich Oubtln.
be notified when this is received
• The summer school will be in
session six days per week instead
of the five .days during the reg-
ular semesters. Dr 4. W. Carr has
announced that the -regular- facul-
ty Wil1 be in Charge. ,
v One of the new departments
$17,000. especially popalar at Murray
Several weeks will be taken State, -Dr.- Carr said, is the corns
probably to get under construction mercial department which prepares
after the contractor is notified. students for commerce,. business,
Enrollment is Above Year
Ago and College Proper
Has 1000 Students
SUMMER TERM BEGINS
JUNE 10; 6-DAY WEEK
FISCAL ;COURT
SETS. TAX RATES
The Piscal Court of Calloway
County did at its regular session on
April 2, 1935, fix its 'tax rates for
the fiscal year beginning with July
1. 1935. and ending with June 30,
1936, as follows: The regular 50e
levy was made upon all eseperty
subject-to-local taxation. This levy
is to pay for salaries, general ex-
penses and the maintenance of the
public roads of the county. • There
was also levied the legal rate of 20c
on-bank shares and 15c on agricul-
tural products, the tax 'accruing un-
der these rates to be applied to the
general fund. The usual $1.50 poll
tax rate was set to be applied to
the general fund.
Inasmuch as the fiscal year was
changed from December 31 to June
30 by an act of the recent legisla-
tnre it was mandatory on the fis-
cal court under a recent decision of
the supreme court of Kentucky that
the fiscal courts of the various
counties shouTd-make a tax levy
for the six months period beginning
with January 1, 1935, and _ending
with June 30, 1935, so that the
County would have finances with
which to defray; the expenses of the
county and the maintenance of pub-
lic roads. The supreme court held
that the fiscal court could only levy
50 per. cent of the regular yearly
levies to meet and care for the
expense's for the six month month
period as above set 'out. In other
words the court made levies ag-
gregating 75c for the general fund
and road fund combines; and $2.25
poll tax; 30c sinking fund; in'-order
to finance the county's business for
a period of eighteen months be-
ginning with January I, 1935, in-
Stead -Of' the usual rate covering a
period of twelve months as has
been the custom under the old law
governing the, fiscal year.
Sincethe fiscal year for schools
has been ;for some time beginning
with July 1 and ending with July
30, there will be no extra levy-
made by the school board, there-
fore the common school rate is the
usual rate of 75c on each $100 and
$1.00 poll' The Murray graded
'school tax was fixed- at $1.15 on-
each $100 and $2.00 poll tax. This
is a reduction of 10c under the rate
of 1984. -
With over 100 students entering
on the first day of the mid-term
registration Monday ; at Murray
State College. the total number of
students enrolled in all depart-
ments of West Kentucky's only
senior college soared over 1700, &-
finials announced today.
This number includes about 1000
in .the college proper. 373 in the
Training School. and over 400
through the extension and study,
center departments.
Murray officials reported a de-
cided increase in the mid-term en-
rolheent over that of a year ago.
Classwork for the second half, of
the mid-tePm continued as usual
Monday for those already entered,
and opened Tuesday for those who
'entered Monday...
_ The -last day- to register -for
maximum credit for the last half
is April 3. although limited' credit
may be obtained with registration
as late as April 8. The last half
consists of 9 weeks, ending official-
ly with the close of the spring
semester May 31.
Isi•ey 23-30 has been set for com-
mencement week, at which time
more than 60 seniors will be grad-
uated with bachelor degrees.
The summer term this year will
be of 10 weeks durattons •begin-
Ring with enrollment on June 10.
The summer session, like the reg-
ular semesters, will be divided
into two terms. The first term
will extend for five weeks from
June 10 to July 13. The second
half ,of the summer tam will
begin July 15, closing August 17.
accounting, clerical work, or -for
teaching these subjects in high
schools.
MRS C. L. MORRIS
RITES HELD TODAY
Death Came at Home Wednesday
Following Illness of Several
Days. ,
Funeral services for Mrs. Mary
Morris. 85 years of age, were held
this afternoon at 2:30 o'clock from
the First Baptist Church. The Rev.
J. H. Thurman and the Rev. N. S.
Castleberry Were in charge of the
services. Burial was in the Mur-
ray cemetery.
Mrs. Morris died at the home en
West Poplar street Wednesday at
1 o'clock following an extended ill-
ness. Mrs. Morris had fallen
several weeks ago and suffered a
broken hip. She was a member
of the Murray Baptist church and
was beloved by many. She was
formerly Mrs. Mary Pullen and
leaves several relatives in the
county. J. S. Pullen is a nephew.
Besides her husband. C. L. Mor-
ns, Mrs. Morris is survived by a
sister Mrs. Sudie Chunn, Farm-
ington.
Levy Goes on Taxes
Monday, April 8th
Sheriff Carl Kingins ben
the levying on property for the
collection of delinquent taxes Mon-
day, April 8. Collections have been
more prompt this year. than in
several but much remains unpaid.
There will, be no extension of
time Sheriff Kingins states • and
levying will begin Monday on all
property on which taxes have not
been paid.
Father of Mrs. James
Bowman Called by Death
Word . ha s been received here
of, the- death in Panther. Ky., of
Sam Rate. father of Mrs. James
Bowman. formerly of Murray. Mr.
Pale's daughters. Kathleen, who is
now Mrs. Bowman, ard Pauline,
attended Murray State College four
years each and have many friends
here -who regret to learn of their
father's death. 4a
Living Room Suite Drawing
Takes Place Saturday, 2:30
All Details of Di.awing Given Here; Duplifate of Ticket
Drawn Must Be Presented
Saturday afternoon after two-thirty o'clock,
some subscriber to The Ledger & Will be
the happy owner of d'beautiful, new, up to date
living room suite. - •
The drawing will take place upon the pub-
lic square at 2:30 o'clogk. It will be necessary
for you to have your ticket there to match the
winning ticket if your number is drawn. This
does not mean .that you have to .be there in per-
-son. If for reasons of illness, bad weather or any
other Cireumstarke you cannot be there in per-
son_yau may sead_your ticket by someone else
to represent you. In short, you don't have to-be
there but your ticket does:. . .
The plan:of drawing is this: Sortie kind or
a truck or elevated platform well be provided.
We will•ask some person from the county out in
the crowd to pick out a little boy or girl to do
the drawing. The child will be blindfolded and
permitted to reach into the box and do its own
picking. The drawing.will 1;ie held up and
above where everybody can see and everyone is
asked not tO make any suggestions to the child
who does-the actual drawing,--
-The.box of -tic-kets will be thoroughly shak-
en up and if the child wants to pick one4off the
top, go to the bottom or get to the middle or side
to pick the ticket, please let the child do it. .
We have used the duplicate number system
for a good reason. We have no record of who
has what number; do not know and do not want
to know. When We gave you a number we
placed its duplicate in the box. There are, of
course, no two persons-with the same number
as they run consecutively.
Tickets will be given on subscriptions up* to
noon Saturday and none thereafter. The office
will be. closed shadily at noon Saturday and
thereafter,no.tickets, will be given. Please do
not ask -Us for them for wewill have to embar-
rass both•of us with relkisal.
If _there's anything.about the drawing you
do not understand we will be glad to .have you
come to the Ledger & Times office and we will
explain it.
March Rainest Month Here Since '25-
1st Quarter 3rd Wettest in 10 Years
•June, 1928, Wettest Month
in Murray History With
18.67 Inches
As everyone would have guessed
without any meakirements what-
ever, the past March Was the wet-
test March in Calloway count's'
history with exactly 11 inches of
rainfall. However, the first quar-
ter of the year ranks third in the
10-year records of H. B. Arnold,
official govenment Weather record-
er here. It has rained 21.05
inches during January. February
and March this year but this mark
is below the 21.35 of the first quar-
ter of 1932 ands-the 'record 22.08
for the first quarter of 1927. a big
flood year throughout the Ohio
and Mississippi River valleys. -
Wet as March was, it was a dry
month compared to June, 1928.
when 18.67 inches of rain fell. as
much and half again as precipi-
tated in March and it fell on 23
out of the 30 days in the month.
Other odd records are revealed
by Mr. Arnold. Strangely enough
the rainfall here during the big
drouth year of 1930 was above the
average for the 1st quarter of that
year. being 16.19 inches compared
to the average 1st quarter pre-
cipitation of 15.08- inehes.
March's rainfall was about twice
the annual average, 11' inches
against 5.45. On the contrary June
is =usually wAry
average of 2.30 inches. /stain
speaking of the drouth year, it
rained practically as much the 1st
quarter as ,the remainder of the
year. 16.19. inches against 18.43 for
the last nine months together.
During the three months' of
April, May and June, 1S28, we had
a total rainfall of 27.M inches,
almost two-thirds of it in the
usually dry month of June.
The 10-year annual average for
Calloway .county is 51 04 inches,
enough to cover the entire county
to a depth of four feet and three
inchee While we are talking fig-
ures, if you are interested in them
you might figure up how much
this amount of water weighs in
pounds and tons. You'll be sur-
prised. There are. 263,680 acres in
the county and fresh water weighs
62.5 pounds a cubic foot. Get you
a pencil and a big piece of paper
and figure it out.
If you like weather records, clip
this out and paste it in your scrap
book.
Softball Schedule. for
Count -High Schools
. Following is the softball sched-
ule of Calloway county high
schools for the remainder of the
current season:
Friday, April 5
Pleasant Valley at Almo.
Kirksey at Concord.
Faxon at Hazel.
Friday, April 12
Almo at Faxon.
• Hazel at Lynn Grove.
Pleasant Valley at Kirksey:
Friday, Apr_ilI9
Concord at kirno.
Lynn Grove aat Kirksey.
Hats]. at Pleasant,,Valley.
Friday. April 26
Hazel at Alms,
Lynn Grove at Concord.
Faxon at Pleasant Valley.
Friday, May 3
Almo at Kirksey.
Lynn Grove at Faxon .
, Concord at Pleasant Valley.
'Friday. May 10 •
Pleasant Valley at Lynn Greve.
Kirksey at Hazel.
Faxon at Concord.
200 Members Reached
- By Murray Post No. 73
Two hundred members for 1935
was reached by Murray Post of the
American Legion on April 1 this
year. This it-an increase of ap-
proximately 80 per cent over the
year before.
This figure exceeds the quota
fixed by the state department by
25 and is only 35 short of 235 quota
the post fixed for itself.
Three new members last week
Who made the even 200 were
George Starks. Hazel Route 1;
William C. Arnett. Murray Route
47 and Charley Dixon. Murray.
Charley Denham. chairman of
the membership committee, said
the post would reach its 235 mark
before many more weeks had
elapsed.
RETURNED TO ASYLUM
Peter Boyd, of the Poplar
Springs community, was taken to
the Western Kentucky State Hos-
pital. Hopkinsville.. where .lag ,was
entered for treatment. Boyd .was
a former patient for areatteent and
COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CAL-
LOWAY COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK
LIGHT SESSION
CIRCUIT COURT
OPENS MONDAY
Tommy Driver Charged with
Murder of Sam Grogan
Only Important Case
CIVIL DOCKET HAS
MANY CASES LISTED
A light Session for the April
term of court is expected as to
criminal businesa. The court opens
Monday with the tailing of the
grand jury and the petit jury will
be impanelled Tuesday sand trials
will begin. The case of Tommy
Driver, charged with the murder
of,,Sani Grogan. Negro, lest August.
is ,onlY murder case and only
ill‘minal case of much consequence.
The civil docket is; however, fairly
heavy and much of the time will
be gives to these hearings.
Trials set for' Tuesday, April 9:
Jay Futrell. housebreaking; Jay
Futrelle, taking the personal prop-
erty of another but not with fel-
onious intent; Bill Chapman, dis-
turbing a lawful assembly; Pete
King, disturbing-- tawftrt-as-
sembly; Jeffrey Bailey. storehouse
breaking, false swearing, burglary
'and asSault with intent to rob;
hester McCuistors storehouse
breaking; Chester McCuiston. as-
sault with intent to rob; Charles
T. Davis, wrongful . conversion.
Several child desertion cases are
before the court and a number of
lesser important cases.
Trials for WednesdaY. Marshall
Foster, malicious shooting; Tommy
Driver, wilful murder, Darnell
.Wilson, removing parts of an auto-
mobile, two charges; Tom Scog-
gins, uttering a cold cheek,. two
charges; Aubrey Seay, grand Ian.
eeny. Trials booked for Thursday
are: Hampton Ellis, malicieus
striking; Berry Willis. wilful tres-
pass; Winifred James, failing to
render aid; Laverne Nard, -e8b-
bery: Elbert Ray, malicious strik-
ing; George /thus, assault and
battery; Dumas Outland, petit
(Continued on Back Page)
WALTER KING RITES
nn a year in Calloway,
M 
/
arshall, Graves, Hen-
rY and Stewart Counties.
$1.qn a 'S,ear elsewhere ins"" the state of Kentuoky.
-
$2.nn a year to any adamants"`"' other than above.
Home Owners Urged
to Premises
Our Sherift Says
Papers Must
Be Served
- J. 'L Fox, deputy sheri.; under,
Carl B. Kingins, 
wheel 
in
serving the papers he has
papers to serve. The sheriff's
office has been taxed to capac-
ity for the' past wt.ek serving
various papers in preparation
for the .Apell term of court. It
has been necessary /or both
Sheriff Kingins and Deputy Ira
Fox to work nights. Sundays
anal any and all 'times.
Sunday Deputy Fox was serv-
ing papers on the East side and
-after running into headwater
of the Blood River and his car'
was drowned out he secured a
mule from a firmer and rode
three miles to serve the papers.
•
BOARD RMSES 1935
TAX LIST S133,845;
TOTALS ABOVE '34
Town Lots, Tangible Proper-
ty, Livestock Show Gain
Over'1934
GAINS IN LIVESTOCK,
TANGIBLES, TOWN LOTS
The board of' equalizers raised
the tax assessments $133,845 in
their 'work completed the first of
last week. The assessments are
$113.159 above those of 19311
The property was. listed at $6,-
747,464 when the board went into
session and at the close the total
was $7,409,414 after reductions
were made. Reductions of the
board were $3.450 and property
listed by the board totaled $531,-
555. •
The 1935 assessments showed an
increase of $113.159 over the 1934Hap TuEsimy 
pM. 
 townist and o tsi c$r2e ree5s5;
 
were g isbhi o wn 
prop-
erty, $199,810; live stock, 7 $28.165.
Decreases over the 1934 list were:
real estate, $24,070; intangibles,
$58.375; bank shares. $4.856.
Found Dead in Bed Monday Morn-
ing; Inquest Held by Coroner
Churchill.
)441111WiTera1 services for Walter King,
60 years of age, Were held Tues-
day afternoon at 2 o'clock at the
Walker cemetery. Elder A. A.
Walker was in charge ef the ser-
vices.
-Mr. King was found dead in bed
Monday morning at the home near
Center Ridge. He had been ill
since 'Friday and had been in
poor health sometime. Coroner
I J. H., Churchill held, an inquestMonday at home. The verdictread: "We the jury find that Wal-
ter King came to his death of un-
known causes."
Surviving are his widow and
three sons, Sammie King, Delbert
and W. .L. King. of Arkansas and
fob/. daughters. Mrs. Opal Wyman.
Terre Haute, hid., Mrs. Eupal
Chadwick. county, Mrs. Elsie
Doughty, Calvert City, Miss Eva
King. Terre Haute. He also leaves
five brothers. John King, Arkan-
sas and Clifton, Lunnie. Carl and
Ben, all of Paris, Tenn. He leaves
a sister. Mrs. Lillie King, Mem-
phis.
He was a member of ,the W. 0.
W. and a Baptist by preference.
Softball Managers,
Supporters to Meet
Softball managers, team spon-
sors, players-and supporters will
meet "Friday night at the court-
house ;at 8 o'clock. The adopted
rules will be explained and all
problems confronting managers
will be discussed. The method of
securing sign ups and changes will
be discussed and this will be the
last meeting prior to the season's
opening to settle all questions of
doubt. All who are interested in
play this year are urged to be
present.
ATTEND DENTAL MEET
All of Murray's dentists. except
Dr. 0. S. Irvan who is confined to
his home with , Illness, attended
the state convention held in Pa'
April 15 Closing
Date for Special
Tobacco Contract
The tobacco section of the AAA
at Wasffington has notified the
State Adjustment Office at the
Agricultural Experiment Station
that April 15 will be the closing
date for receiving applications of
&misers for allotments under the
special tobacco base contract.
The special base contract is
being offered to farmers who,
because of cirmumstances beyond
their control, such as weather, or
disease or financial distress,
not grow enough tobacco in 1931,
1932 or 1933 to enable them to ob-
tain equitable allotments under the
regular tobacco adjustment con-
tract.
Farmers who have signed con-
tracts or who could obtain equit-
able allotments under the regular
contract are not eligible to sign
the special base contract.
All non-signers interested in sigri-
ing contracts this year are urged
by J. T. Cochran, county agent, to
see him or their local control
committee before April 15.
The county agent reports that
the number of contracts in Callo-
way county that are completed are
as follows:
Burley contracts  15
Regulaas tobacco contracts 1376
Rider contracts  374
1935 tobacco contracts  115
Special Base contracts  ' 239
Corn-Hog contracts  486
Cotton contracts  'MO
Wheat  19
All tobacco contracts must be
signed by April 1.5. Also April 18
is the closing date for cotton. a,
The total amount of 'money paid
to the farmers of this county in
rental and benefit payments is:
Tobacco Payments  $44.727.25
Corn-Hog Payments $23.932.39
Wheat Payments $ 707.53
ducah the, first of the week. In- Total
eluded were Dr. B F. Berry. Dr. LITtie toral nesnber of
H. M. McElrath and Dr. F. E this county is 3150.
Crawford J. T. Cochran.
Dr. McElralh was elected sec- County Agent
was released from the hospital rettiry of the organization of past
It Pays to Rend ther--elavitftEdttaboirt 18 months ago. 
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City to Furnish Wagons for
Trash Removal on April
9 to 12
Murray home and property
owners are urged to follow the
decree of city officials in the City
Clean-up week set for April 8-13
City officials and health authori-
ties are very anxious that each
property owner do their part in
cleaning up and beautifying their
homes and property.
The Murray city officials have
made arrangements to have
wagons gather up the trash and
litter during four days of next
week, Tuesday, Wednesday. Thurs-
day and Friday. The trash must
be'placed on the curb or very
handy for gatherers Chief Hays
sfatet.-*The- wagons are not expect- •
ed to and will riot drive to out of
way places or to the rear of homes
for the rubbish.
The clean up and paint up week
is being pushed in conjunction
with a campaign for remodeling.
repairing _ Mars
repairing and remodeling has been
done this spring than in - many
years and the year as a whole will
be a building and, repairing year.
Every inducement is being made
for better homes in general and
stress is being laid on home furn-
ishings as well including furniture,
electrical refrigeration lighting
facilities ,and home convenieneei.
The clean tip week is for both
reasons of beauty and of health.
Health conditions in Murray stand
for improvement and the pres-
ence of malaria, dysentery and
other diseases which come from
filth speaks the - need of the clean
up campaign to control the mos-
quito and the house fly. Dr2Out-
land, county health officer, urges '
that homes be completely screened
to guard against-infection by flys
ang mosquitoes.' For under the
best of sanitary conditions the
house fly will breed and spread
diseases.
The Young, Business Men's -Club
will give away a small quantity
of flower seed to persons,. who
want to beautify their nomes and
yet. do not feel that they can pur-
chase the seeds. The distribution
will be handled by Mrs. B. Melus.
gin at Red Cross . headqUatterar
Anyone.. whether on relief of any'
kind or not, who desires the seed
and will plant them may call for
them' at the Red Cross head-
qaurters in the postoffice. Only
a ;mall quantity is being given
and the club- is anxious to secure
the greatest benefit possible
MRS. JOHN MILLER
CALLED IN DETROIT
Former Resident of county fa
Buried at New Providence
Saturday.
Mrs. John Miller, 67. formerly
of the New Providence section of
thtS county, died last Thursday at
the home of her daughter, Mrs.
Bowman Clanton in Detroit with
whom she had made her home for
the past few years.
She had been in- ill health for
several months. She is survived
by one son, Hardy Miller, merch-
ant of New Providence; one daugh-
ter, Mrs. Bowman-Clantori of De-
troit: and one step-son, Dr. E. W.
Miller, prominent physician of
Hazel. ...
Mrs. Miller had' been a member
of the Church of Christ since
early childhood, was a stilendid, s
Christian lady. quiet and unassum-
ing, but her gentle disposition, her
loyalty to her church, her devo-
tion to her family .,and kindness
to her friends made fur her a
warm place in the hearts of all
who knew her.
i Funeral services 'Were conducted
I
from the New Providence Church
Of Christ. Saturday. by Elder John
B. Hardeman. assisted by Elder
Robert Hart. Burial was in the
New Providence cemetery.
Pallbearers were: Houston Lai.
heorge Shoemaker... Finis stedd.
Ellis Shoemaker, and W. H. Curd.
New County Agent
Begins Duties Here
Kelly Cromwell began hik duties
here this Week as assistant county
agent. Mr. Cromwell is working
under the T." V. A. and the Ken-
tucky Extension stleriartment as a
sell specialist.. 1g is a native of
Hickman county and has been em-
plarYed at Dixest-tar _thai-aaast
•
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I Hazel- High News
Hazel First In County Tourney
Hezel High school was placed
first both in total points in music
and public speaking at the schol-
astic events held at Hazel High
school last week. The schools in
order of winning in public speak-
were: Hazel; Faxon, Lynn Grove.
Almo, and New Concord. In order
of winning points in. music: Hazel,
Lynn Grove, Crew Concord, Almo,
Faxen.
In debate Hazel was first; Faxon
second; Lynn Grove, third. The
liazel -debaters are: -Robert O. Mil-
ler, L K. Pinkley, Truitt Hawley.
In oration and declamation
Hazel was first, New Concord
second. .Lynn Grove third. The
winner was Robert 0. Miller.
In poetry reading. Miss
Ora Paschall won for Hazel. "axon.
second: and New Concord third. In
discussion: Almo first. Lynn Grove.
second. and Hazel third. In ex-
temporaneous speaking: Faxon.
- Lynn Grove. Hazel.
• In music events Hazel was first
in piano. by Miss Audrey Oliver,
, Lynn Grove second. Girls solo.
New Concord first Hareisnecond.
'Almo third. Boys' solo bass. Fax-
one, baritone. Lynn Grove. Alrno.
Has third. Girls' trio, New Con-
cord ...Nine. Almo second. Hazel
thirst Mile quartet. Hazel. Lynn
Grove, Faxpn The vnnners were
Truitt Hawley, L. K. Pinkley, Mil-
stead'3mes. torn Turnbow.
Mixed quartetnsHazel, New Cen-
cord. Lynn Grove.., The wean:tie
were: Audrey Giver. Celia Miller.
Miletead -James. Torn Ttirnizow,
K. Pinkley.
Octet: New Concord first\Lynn
-- Grams- -second. and Hazel  
Mixed . chorus: Hazel. New
cord, Aline- Those in the reinsert
chorus were: Celia Miller. Laurine
Curd. M. J. Clayton. Visginia Mill-
er. Audrey Oliver. Roy Mae Hart.
Willie Asa Paschall. Hilda F Bran-.
-Hoar- - ainunee.
Brandon. Mandy King. Mildred
Armstrong. Joe Ruth White. Et
Clayton; L K. Pinkley, Milstead
James. Torn Turribow. Truitt Haw-
ley. James Wilson. Eyarcl Hicks,
Dallas Miller, Joe Paschall, J. C.
Roland. Is B. Tucker. .
Girls' chorus: first. Alum: sec-
ond. New Concord: end third
-Hazel Boys' chdrus. first.. Hazel:
secrand. New -Concord; third Almo.
Boys and girls' in the winn.
choruses are: L. K. Pinkley.. -J. C.
Roland. L.. B. Tucker, James Wil-
son. Robert Whites .̀ Dee. .Lareb,
Militead James, Tom Tronbow,
Dallas Miller. Evard, Hicks -- Joe
Pow I it. Joe- Parker,.• Bob -7:11rri,--
how. Bc1 Miller. James . Marshall.
Harold Brandon. Truitt Hawley.
B. Clayton. Clarence Hendon. Du-
ran Edwards.
The play entitled "Eyes of Love"
was given 'here last Saturday night.
This play was .given by the senior
C1325. but it is .not the real senior
lansO-crissed was present.
aid we took in t2400 The seniors
are gbing to give their regular
senior _play in about. another
--Month.
Students who will represent Hazel
in the Scholastic 1:tiniest have been
a selected. They are: .Alghbra
Roy Mae Rio Algebra II—Vir-
s
• - , .
ginia Miller; Arithmetic—Brown
Cleyton; Geometry—Clifford Bran:
don; American History—Truett
Hawley; World,.... History—Laurine
Curd; English Mechanics. fresh-
man—Hilda Faye Brandon; Eng-
lish Mechanics, sophomore—Mary
Frances White; English Mechanics,
junior and senior—Clarence Hern-
don; Literature. English and Amer-
ican—Celia Miller; Biology—Marg-
aret Gibson; Agriculture I—Ever-
ard Hicks: Agriculture TI—Hafvey
Ellis; Agriculture III—Brooks Un-
derwood; Agriculture IV—H. E
Brandon: Current Events, fresh.
ma n— Dallas Miller; Current
Events, sophomore—Bradford Arm-
strong: Current Events, senior—L
K. Pinkley: Geograinny—Edward
Fitts; Home Economics— Evelyn
Alton.
Big HMI Quite
The St. Louis all stars traveling
U. S. professionnl Nattpnal girLs
chant-pions.- onTy boys.
will be the guest of Hazel High
school Blue and Gold Warriors
Saturday night. March 30. The
girls' are composed of four All-
Americans selected at Wichita.
Kanasas as. well as several other
expert ball players. They are sel-
dom beaten even by men's teams
throughout the nation. They 'are
expected to give Hazel and-Callo-
way county something different in
basketball.
Remember Saturday nigh t.
March 30!
Across the River
Spring is here again and the
time for beginning again, so if the
trees and grass which, have been
apparently dead all -winter, can
begin to peep forth green once
mete. Surely we who have - Sur-
vived very comfortably, can also
find sufficient courage -to get out
old garden hoes, the rusty
chittken fountains. the dilapidated
flower boxes and the scraps Of re-
eisergessapt expended on
years disappointments. and beg
to try. try aasain.
I went to s'lzurch again Sunday
Heard Bro. Nelson preach a good
Missionary Baptistsnermon on mis-
sions. He might -have thought I
was hypnotized if he-. chanced to
see Me sitting back thic with my
eyes closed. but I was only trying
to imagine myself back in my old
home church at Sulpher Siseing
was wondering who at that
moment was - Occupying the old
organ" stool there, and who and
how many were singing in the old
choir My! tut- I'd like to attend
Bro. Keys' singing school there!
- -Sprifigs' a time for memories I
guess. , Peach blossoms and the
like just start me to wondering
bole iba old orchard looks back
home. and if the old rose bushes
are beginning to bud. and all that
sort of thing. Then I know I'd
better get Out and feed my baby
chicks or clean up the chap pile
or do something diverting or first
thing I Vistas' 111 be laawilnir-of
sheer home sickness. t „
I can't think of any unusual hap-
penings-around- her in the last
few days,.
Mrs Barney Cook is convales-
cing from a broken leg caused by
a fall a few weeks ago.
Linus Spiceland's glee over hav-
ing his basketball team win three
Give Them Plenty of
SUNBURST
at Every Meal, Every Day .. and Watch
Them Grow in Health!
HE KNOWS SHE
LIKES IT...!
A
CHILD will take what it% mother puts in its hand with
perfect confidence beeause it has never been given loud
that wasn't good. That confidenee is one of the primary rea-
- sons mhy ue maintain IV ilkid standard oI uniform goodness
in all our products. Mothers know it, too, and have learned to
depend on ns.
-••
Murray Milk Products Co.
Telephone 191
it
BOY MOVIE STAR IN
PERSON ArCAPITOL
Aft
Manager Clifton Morris, of the Capitol Theatre, was
fortunate in being able to book here at the Capitol in per-
sonal appearance for the two days of Sunday and Mon-
day,-Rillie Vallie, famous juvenile, screen and stage star.
Billie does imitations of famous people. such as Greta Gar-
bo, Stepin' Fetchit, Mae West, and many others, as well
as repeating famous inroductions He had made of such
personages as Jack'Dempsey and Jim Londos.
The child lAedigy is best known for his work in the
, the-fitnrs•uf "Sunny
Side Up," in which he sang the theme song, appearing with
Janet Gaynor and Charles Farrell in this big success and as
the little rascal in "Our Gang Comedies." A t the Capitol
Theatre, "Sonny ̀ Boy," as Billie Vallie is called, will do
impersonations of famous people and sing. He wil also re-
late the story of how he broke into moving picturse. He
is now on a personal appearance tour, having appeared In
43 Fox and Warner Brothers Theatres. -'rom Murray he
goes West to Texas to makeseveral appearances and
thence on to Hollywood.
"Sonny Boy," in addition to the famousjams men-
tioned, has appeared in 15 "Our Gang Comedies." "Grow-
ing Up" was one of his last pictures, while he also ap-
peared in "The Bishop Murder Case." He was crowned
"King for a Day" at the .Century elf Progress Exposition
in ChiCago; was a guest of the Italian Admiral Balbo;
has pictur,es made With such notables as Floyd Gibbons.
Ralph De Palma, and many others. At present, "Sonny
Boy" is only eight and one-half years old, but has unusual
intelligence for his age. He first appeared in pictures in
"Lucley Duck" at,, the age of 18 months. Mae West is his
favorite actress àd Warner Baxter his favorite actor.
Fishing is his chie sport. "Sonny Boy" is a native of
Palm Beach, Fla., an to.uriug with him is his mother.
'He is indeed a versatile entertainer and proniises to
give Murray movie fans a "big run" for their money in
-his personal appearance here.
games with Mint Spring was anti-
climaxed by, his consternation and
terror when one of the Fyrt Hen-
ry outbuildings which stood by a
gh beside him to say nothing of
th rows of crosses marking the
gra of those lives given only
a few ago for nothing but to
creek became undermined by re- satisfy a call falsely termed
cent rains and toppled over back-
wards with seven of the students
inside. None received serious in-
juries, though he carried two to
Meer for medical aid.
Eagle. here's an item worthy of
your column_ Mesdames Estelle,
Blanche an Spiceland
motored up to Church Saturday
afternoon, but when they would
have, started home, the car
wouldn't have its switch turned on.
In spite" of all the suggestions of-
fered by the church, or all prof-
fers of the assistance of the teams
and wagons. the ladies sat in the
car ior walked die till near .six
o'clock. by which time a lot of
unpleasant things had been said'
about Ford's newest invention.
Just before the 'sun 'went doetivis
and when the pastor and the con-
gregation had shaken their heads
and said "We've done all we can
do," and had slowly filed home-
""tvard. leaving two disconsolate but
determined women alone, these
-suddenly discovered it was the
spare- tire key they had been try-
ing 'instead of the svritch. Class-
ical? .
Mr. -Raymond Kirks. another
Mr. Kirks, Raymond's uncle. Me
and Mrs. Lonnie 'Cathay and chil-
dren and Miss Hazel Dennis were
vests at the heme of Mrs., Ger-
trude Spiceland last Sunday week.
Rural schools here' will not close
for artother month at the' end of
which many of the teachers plan
to attend the teachers' convention
at Nashville.
Well, it seems that there are
rumors of war again. but I hope
that American people will always
bear just such epicture in mhwl  as
was in one of the daily papers re-
cently—Uncle Sam with a pile of
accumulated war debts still piled
Girl to Woman
Miss Minnie Wagner cd
63 E. Main St., Johaso•
City, TelITI., said "I suf-
fered from dhry headaches.
lacked ambition, had no
desire tor food, and felt
weak and was always tired.
I took DT. Pierce', Fa.
write Prescriptioe - for
sheet Ume mei I - ids
wow& hod more ambi-
tion, sad gained lb weight."
New- size, tablets SO cm. 'NMI! 21-00,
Lerte size, tabs. or ',quid, $1.35.
Write Dr. rierce's Clink, Buffalo. N. Y.
patriotism.
I heard over the radio recently
a man asking curbstone questioes
to passersby, one of his questions
being "If War were declared, would
you be ready to fight?", and the
emphatic answer was. "No!" I
admired that kind of patriotism.
I'm going now in order to leave
space for some one else and,
people, use that space. They say
it's better to give than to receive.
Prove it.—The Chatterbox.
Stella Gossip
It Pays to Head the Classified 
the roarsulses Willard
1118 "......666 tailed re=
mous aremusim
—foe thasasaffering from
sroaa•cai OR DUOOSNAL
utmenciPOOR DIGES-
TION, ACID DYSPEPSIA.
SOUR STOMACH. GAS31-
HISS, KLARTEURN, CON-
STIPATION, SAD BRILATH:
SL KKKKK SSNISS OR *MAD.
ALCMS. DIM TO EXCESS ACID.
Ask for a fr. copy of Willorer 1144•8044. We
are AuUsorised Willard 'Dealers.
Dale, Stubblefield & Co.
Monthly Pains Relieved
Women who take CARDUI have
found that severe monthly pain'
have been relieved and that by
continued use of it for a reasonable
length of time their strength has
been renewed and their general
health improved.
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Why Is Life's Walk.
Easy?
Because I have my shoes
fixed at Castleberry's.
B. C. CASTLEBERRY
In Whiteway Barber Shop
East Side Square
I. H. Pogue swill preach over
radio station WPAD, Paducah, next
Friday. March 29. at 1:10 p. m. on
-Second Comet( of Christ". We
heard him last Friday. Send postal
cards to L H. Pogue, care of this
station.
Tomie Cochran's house caught
fire, burnt the roof off of the din-
ing room, Had it not been for
Alvie Slaughter and Jiriti Jones
the house would have burnt up!!
Peach, plum, and sarvioe trees
are in full bloom. March 23.
Beautiful as she could be. this I
cannot deny.
Now is the time to spray or-
chards and get rid of worms,
moths. and San scale.
A boy, young gent, near Cold-
water went wrong. I think though
he was sober.
Where is -my- wandering boy to-
night? Down in a licensed saloon.
Moon shine still back in the hills
so a certain man said, wis his
guess.
In- passing my house call out
your own name, NOT mine! rm
'bout blind. I "make out" like I
know you. I'm tired tatting a
blame hypocrite!! Call out your
own name laud!!. I can't hear as
good as I could once 40 years ago.
—"Eagle"
ColdWater News
We are glad that the health of
this community is better at this
writing.
Mrs. Cerro! Kingins has been on
the sick list for the past few
weeks but am glad to state she is
much better.
Mr. and Mrs. Jennings Turner
attended the funeral of Mr. Bog-
gess of near Penny. last Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Perkins Adams and
children spent Sunday with Mr.
and Mrs. Boyd Carter and family.
Several youngsters around hese
attended the party at Mr. Hubert
Wfiliiiiii-1".Saturdal— night —nine
Backusburg. All reported a nice
time.
Dow Jones. T. R. Jones' young-
est son. is studying law. We hope
hes`succeecLs in his neer profession.
Fonzo Hargrove ant Hollis Bar-
rett left ,last Saturday for Detroit.
We wish them luck.
The chicken thieves have been
traveling around in these parts
lately. They took about all Mrs.
J. 0. Haneline had.—A. C.
-Stone News
Mr. and Mrs. Lonnie Hargis and
family and Mr. -and Mrs. Frank
Hargis were business visitors.- in
Paris last Monday.
Mrs. William Grogan of Birm-
ingham, Ala., visited relatives in
this neighborhood Wednesday and
Thursday of last week.
Mrs. Dan Hart was a business
visitor in Nashville one day last
week.,
Mr. and Mrs. Miles Hendrick
and family were week end guests
of Mr and Mrs. Charley Evans.
Mr. Tom. George and Garvin
Linnville attended the funeral of
their aunt. Mrs. Mollie Vaughn of
near Fulton Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Cochran of
near .Coldwater were week end
guests of her parents, Mrs and
Mrs. S. A. Harris.
•
— --
Supt. and Mrs. M. 0. Wrather
of Murray spent Friday night with
Mr. and Mrs. George Geogion-i--'
Mrs. George Linnville, Sue and
Dot were guests of Mrs. Tom
Linnville Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Grogan
of Hazel were week, end guests of
the former's father. B H Grogan.
. ,
Joe Rachiman Rites
Several folks from this neigh-
borhood attended the funeral
services of Mr. Joe Buchanan at
New Providence Saturday after-
Mr. Buchanan died after a fee;
days illness of pneumonia. He is
survived by his widow. Mrs. Thula
Buchtrnan, two sons, Carlton of
Union City, Tenn.. and Taylor of
this county; three daughters. Mary
and Bernice of Union City, and
Called by betrayers
dole,"
-ex bartered
our -tioula
Pluggin' along for a dollar a day
Pluggin' along for a dollar a day
While those who made millions
fight efforts to pay
If the war had been lost, if the
Kaiser had won,
They would pay with
each arrogant Hun;
Pluggin' along for a pfennig a day.
"a bonus and
a bonus,
This little poem was taken from
the Tennessee Legionairre. The
American Legion Auxiliary has
expressed their wishes to have it
appear in the Sentinel for we
think it expresses the sentiments
of every ex-service man and since
there is so much being said about
the Adjusted Service Certificates,
Mrs. Myrtle Shoemaker of New'commonly known as the bonuses.
Providence, being paid, we thought this a
Funeral services were held 'from good thought for those who oppose
the Providenew Chore* at Closia
with_ the—Rev. Charley Taylor in
charge.
Mr. Buchanan was .14 years of  
age and leaveera host of friends to
mourn his passing.
Pluggin' Along
Pluggin' glong for i dollar a day
When freedom called men and the
foe was at bay.
When the trenches ran red where
the tide ebbed and flowed
We never complained of the long
weary road
Pluggin' along for a dollar a day
Pluggin' along for a dollar a day
Buying war-risk for the folks -far
away.
Sending allotments to those left
in need
And a Liberty Bond coming ou,t of
our feed.
Pluggin' along for a dollar a day
Plugger' along for a dollar a day
Two bits was a bonus to those in
the fray:
Standing the watch during the
cold dreary night.
Dreaming of home and a fireside
--to-Tighr
Pluggin' along for a_ dollar a {jay__
Still—pluggin' along for a dollar
a day.
With children to feed and the doc-
tor to pay.
With steps growing slower and
hair turning grey.
Tenting tonight near the end of
the way.
Pluggin' along for a• dollar a day
Pluggin' along for a dollar a day
Just compensation due years far
away.
When Your Head
Feels"Stuffi• •
VIC-KS
VATRO•NOL:
4.01 nose &
throat
Apply Va-tro-nol
—just a few drops.
Va-tro-nol pene-
trates deep Into
the nasal passages,
ref:IA:Ices swollen
inegbrates, clears
away dogging mu-
cus, brinp welcome
d.
Two generous sizes
... 300 and 500.
. US1D IN TIM!
Heirs PREVENT MANY COLDS
Gunter's Flat
• Lilton Ellis Dies
This community was sadly
stricken by the death of our frined
and relative, Lilton Ellis. son of
Mr. and Mrs. Duncan Ellis, who
died last Friday. He was only
sick one day and night. It was
sad tp think he had to be taken
just in. the prime of life, only 18
years '-old. But God knows best
Funeral and burial services Were
held at South Pleasant Grove Sat-
urday afternoon in the presence
of a large crowd.
Mrs. A. h. Wells is recovering
from. the measles. ;
Mrs, J. S. Smotherman has post-
poned her Bible schinal Which was
to have began at this place March
25 until April 1. beginning. at 1.30.
Misses Hilda Cole end Willie
Mae Paschall spent Wednesday
night with Mary Elaine Brandon,
Mrs. Short of Dexter has been
1
spending a few days with her
daughter. Mrs. A. L. Wells, who
has had the measles.
Miss Lids Ellis and Estelle Hays
have been sick and had to miss
sehool a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Jackson of Bell
City visited in the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Deck Steely Tuesday
night.
Mr. and Mrs. Otrnan Cohoon of
near Murray visited in the home
of Mr, and Mrs. Edgar Wells
and Mr. and Mrs. Joe Brandon
Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Wilkerson
and Mr. and Mrs_ Galen Wilker-
son attended church at Sinking
Spring Sunday.
Mrs. Henry Wilson spent Sun-
day afternoon with her brother,
Joe Brandon. and Mrs. Brandon.
"Rosebud"
It Pays to Head. the Classifieds
TEACHER WANTED
Either man or woman as
Manager for branch to be
established in your section to
cover entire State. Duties
largely correspondence. Good
for 11,00042,000 first year,
steadily increasing. Permanent,
References and part owner-
ship required.
NATION WIDE TEACHERS'
BUREAU
Shrine Bldg., Memphis, Tenn,
NOTICE
To Stock Breeders
My jack, Starlite, will make
season on old Murray-Hazel road
four miles south of Murray. For
Information inquire at C•nerete
Service Station on Murray-liasel
highway.
1' C. GOOCH
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in outstanding Quality,
Performance and Economl
\l-,U '..T%\l)%111) CIR.% 11011.1
II erlJs literemf-priceil six
THE New Standard Chevrolet uni
tes
quality with economy to a degree never
before approached in Chevrolet history.
You will know this when you view its trim _
beauty ... experience its brisk power and
getaway—and find out how much money
it will save you in operating costa as well
as in purchase price. See and drive this
fine car at your earliest convenience.
*465
AND UP. List price of
New StandArd Roadatar
_ at Flint, htrch., $463.
With bumpers, spare
tire and hr. lock, tha
' list price is $10.00
Prima sruirisidt 'to
chimer without notice..
1111.: N1..%1 Nl V.11.11 In-: 1.1 \ lift\ lit ot.rr
lortr-prireil curs
*560
AIMS WI. List pence of
Mast., Da Luse Copp.
at Flint, Mich , $W.
With bumper., apar•
tire and tire lock, the
hot prioa is $23 00 addi-
Loran J. Prices atalseaat 41,
T=tidlet. ion optional atwithout notice.
*20.00 artr•.
CHEVROLET
FOR 1935
DEALER AlrVERTISIEME_NT
SET your desires for quality as high asyou may ... the new Master De Luxe
Chevrolet will gratify them. Beautifully
styled . . . longer and larger than last
year's Chevrolet . . . built to the highest
standards of quality manufacture . . . it
provides a kind of motoring you have
never been able to buy before at Chevrolet
prices. See your Chevrolet dealer for full
information—today!
CHEVROLET MOTOR CO., DETROIT, MICHIGAN. Compare Chevrolet's low delivered prices aivd.easy G. M. A. C. terms. A General Mogan Value
CHOOSE CHEVROLET FOR QUALITY AT LOW COST
West Main Street
PORTER MOTOR CO.
Telephone 97 Murray, Kentucky
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Rhea Resigns as Highway
Head to Run for Governor
Issues Statement; to Open
Hendquaiters in Louis-
ville Soon
FRANKk'ORT, KY., March 29—
Resigning; as chairman of the
State Highway Cornelis:eon, Thom-
as S. Rhea of Rusellville today
formally announced his -candidacy
for the Democratic gubernatorial
nomination subject to the August
primary.
_"11 nominated and elected,"
Rhea said in- a brief, statement
given to newspaper men. :I
pledge to the .people of Kentucky
my utmost endeavor to give them
an economic, efficient and faith-
ful administration of government."
Rhea's announcement has been
e,xpected for some time. Since his
election to the Highway Commis-
sion chairmanship last January
to succeed the. ousted Ben John-
son of Bardstawn he sees consid-
ered the administration's candi-
date' for the Governorship: His
announcement automaticaly vaca-
ted his office as chairman and
member of the commission. The
resignation was accepted by Gov.
Ruby--baffeeet - 
W. E. Rogers. Sr., of Guthrie..
speaker of the House of Repre-
sentatives. J. A. Reed of Edmon-
son county. district engineer for
thee Third road district and Eu-
gene Flowers of Russell-Me. Com-
missioner of Agriculture; were
mentioned in well-informed cir-
cles as the trio from which Rhea's
successor as -Highway Commis-
sioner would be elected.
"It has long been my ambition
to serve Kentucky as Governor,"
Air.- Rhea said in his prepared
- strnent banded out by Em-
irierson Beauchamg, a member of
the 'State Tax Commission. "The
law 'requires that I sever my con-
neition with the State Highway
tommission before beeeming
candidate; therefore-4 have re-.
signed as chairman and as a mere-
bet of the State Highway Com-
mission, which resignation has
been accepted by Governor Laf-
loon.
"There are many impost:int
matters to come befor the High-
way Commission. - which I would
like to have had the, privilege of
heTping to—IP-Ive; yet I am happy
to know these matters are left for
solution to such sincere and pa-
triotic men as the GoVenter and
the members of the commission.
Continued on Biick Page)
SHOTS FATAL TO
LAMON ELKINS 15
Wounds From Shotgun in Acci-
dental Shooting Proved Fatal
on Third Day. ,
eleamon Elkins. 15 years of age,
died at the Keys-Houston Clinic
Wednesday morning where he was
a. patient for treatment following
injuries when he was accidentally
shot with a shotgun Monday while
fishing on the Tennessee River
with his father. R. D. Elkins. The
accident occurred when the youth
tried to reach the gun which -was
placed in the boat behind him.
Shots entered the Ingle arm and
left hand and in the body. Blood
loss was heavy before reaching the
hospital.
Fifneral services were field Wed-
nesday afternoon -from the Pales-
tine church at 2 o'clock with the
Rev. D. W. Billingion in charge of
__the services.
• The youth is survived by his
father. R. D. 'Elkins, stepmother.
and two sisters. Eurel Elkins and
Dorothy May' Elkins and three
brotbers, Dees Elkins. Bobbie Elk-
ins. And James Williams.
Mrs. Joe Murdock
Funeral Thursday
Funeral sereiees T6?' Mrs. Ola
Trousdate Murdock. -38 years Of
age. were held Thursday after-
noon from the -Beech Grove
church. Elder L. H. Pogue was in
charge of ,the services, Mrs. Blur-
is survived by her husband
Joe Murdock, near .Bell City, her
mother. Mrs. Bettie l'rousdale. four
children. Mrs: Grace Lee Brooks,
Nell. Ruth and Pansy Joe. She
also leaves.:,tour sisters. Mrs. T.
F. ElulldbilkTee Nannie Ray. and
Mrs. Ner-Grgsom. Graves county.
and Mrs. Edna Lamb, Puryear.
- Pallbearers were: Elmer Mether-
Jphn Dublie, 'Parvir. Murdock,
Leslie Murdock. Ed Wilson, and
Dick Dublin.
HON. THOS. S. RHEA
EXPECT WORK ON
CITY SEWERS IN
NEXT FEW WEEKS
City Has Been Authorized to
Pay Bonds; Word Now
_ Expected of Loan
P. NV: A. GIVES 0. K.
LAST SATURDAY
The P. W. A. grant for the pur-
chase and development of the Mur-
ray Sewerage system was given
an okeli by -the finance depart-
meet tast Saturday arid the city
bonds are now 'in the hande of nee
Federal Reserve Bank, Louisville.
A check is expected at anytime
front the bank and engineers will
be notified when this is received.
.. "Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newspaper",
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon, April 4, 1035
OVER 100 ENTER
COLLEGE FOR LAST
HALF SEMESTER
Enrollment is Above Year
Ago and College Proper
Has 1000 Students
SUMMER TERM BEGINS
JUNE 10; 6-DAY WEEK
With over 100 students entering
on the first day of the mid-term
registration Monday at Murray
State College, the total number of
students enrolled in all - depart-
ments of West Kentucky's only
senior college soared over 1700. of-
ficials announced today.
This number includes about 1000
in the college proper, 373 in the
Training Sehool, and over 400
through the extension and study
center departments. `
Murray officials reported a de-
cided increase in the mid-term en-
rollment over that of a year ago.
Classwork for the second half of
the mid-term continued as usual
Monday for those already entered,
and opened Tuesday for those who
entered Monday.
._ The _last day. to I:v.-tar
maximum credit for, the last half
is April 3. although limited credit
may be obtained with registration
as late as April 8. The lest half
consists of 9 weeks, ending official-
ly with the close -of the =ring
semester May 31. .
May 23-30 has been set for com-
mencement week, at which time
more than 80 seniors Vlit be
uated with bachelor degrees.
The summer term this year Will
be of 10 weeks duration, begin-
ning with enrollment on •June 10.
Theaummer session, like the reg-
ular' semesters, will be, divided
into two terms. • The first term
will extend for flee weeks from
June 16 to July 13. The second
half of the summer term„ will
begin July 15, closing August 17.
Living Room Suite Drawing
Takes Place Saturday, 2:30
All Detaila-of_Drawing Given Here; Duplicate of Ticket
Drawn Must Be Presented
The summer school will be inThe- city bonds total ;33,000 and
the grant from the P. W. A. is 
session six days per week instead
15T-the-five 'days during the reg-for $17,000. The total- of $100.000 ular semesters. Dr. 3, W. Carr haswill be used in purchasing not announced that the regular &mil-developing of the system. The pur- ty will be in charge. _chase-of the old system will, take One of the new departments$17.000. ' especially popular at , Murray
Several weeks will be taken State, Dr. Cart said, is the cons-
probably to get ender construction rnercial department which prepares
after the contractor is notified, students for commerce, business,
accounting, clerical work. or for
FISCAL COURT teaching these subjects in high
SETS TAX RATES 
schools.,
The Fiscal Court of Calloway
County did at its regular session on
April 2. 1935, fix its tax rates for
the fiscal year beginning with July
1, 1035, and ending with June 30,
1936, es fellows: The regular 50c
levy was made upon all property
subject to local taxation. This levy
is to pay for salaries, general ex-
penses and the maintenance of the
public roads of the county. There
was also levied the legal rate of 20c
on bank shares and 15c on agricul-
tural products, the tax accruing un-
der these rates to be applied to the
"general fund. The usual $1.50 Poll
tee rate Was set to be applied to
the general fund.
Inasmuch as the fiscal year was
changed from December 31 to June
30 by an act of the recent legisla-
ture it was mandatory on the fis-
cal court ender a recent decision of
the supreme court of Kentucky that
the fiscal Courts of the various
counties should make a tax levy
for the six months period beginning
with January 1, 1935, and ending
with June 30, 1935, so that the
county would have finances with
which to defray -tne expenses of the
county and the maintenance of pub-
lic roads. .The supreme court held
that the fiscal court could only levy
50 per cent of the regular yearly
levies' to meet and care for the
eepenses for the six month month
period as above set out In -ether
words the court made levies ag-
gregating 75c for the general, fund
and road fund combines; and $2.25
poll tax; 30c sinking fund; in order
to finance the county's business for
a period of eighteen months bee
ginning with January 1, 1935, in-
stead of the usual rate covering a
period of twelve months as has
been the custom under the- old law
governing the fiscal year.
Since the fiscal year for schools
has been for some time beginning
with July 1 and ending with July
30, there will - be no extra levy
made by the school board,- there-
fore the common school rate is the
Usual rate of 75c on each $100 and
$1.00 poll. The Murray gradeci,
school tax was fixed at $1.15 on
MRS C. L. MORRIS
RITES HELD TODAY
Death ('arise at Home Wednesday
Following Illness of Several
Days.
Funeral services for Mrs. Mary
Morris, 85 years of age, were held
this afternoon at 2:30 o'clock from
the First Baptist church. The Rev.
J. It, Thurman and the Rev. N. S.
Castleberry were in charge of the
services. Burial was in the Mur-
ray cemetery. '
Mrs. Moths died .at the home on
West Poplar street Wednesday at
4 o'clock following an extended ill-
ness. Mrs. Morris had fallen
several eweeks ago and suffered a
broken -hip. She was a Member
of the Murrey Baptist church and
was beloved by many. She was
formerly Mrs. Vary Pullen and
leaves several relatives in the
county. J. S. Pullen is a nephew.
Besides her husband, C. L. Mor-
ris, Mrs. Morris is survived by a
sister Mrs_ Sudie Chunn, Farm-
ington.
Levy Goes on Taxes ,
Monday, April 8th
Sheriff Carl Kingins will, begin
the levying on property for- the
collection of delinquent taxes Mon-
day. April 8. Collections have been
more prompt this ;ear than in
several bp much remains unpaid.
There Al be no extension of
time Sheriff Kingins states and
levying.will begin Monday on all
property on which taxes have not
been paid.
Father of Mrs. Jamel
Bowman Called by Death
Word has been received here
of the death in Panther, Ky., df
Sant Pate, father of Mrs. James
Boy/ream formerly of Murray. Mr.
Pate's daughters: Kathleen, who is
now Mrs. Bowman. ard Pauline.
attended Murray State College foureach $100 and $2.00 poll tax. This years each and have many friends,is a reduction of 10c under the rate here who regret to learn of theirof 1934. 
• father's death.
• • ...ON., •••••••  ...•••••• • s .
Saturday afternoon after two-thirty oLclock,
some subscriber to The Ledger & Times will be
the happy owner of a beautiful, new, up to dtire
living room suite.
The drawing will take place upon the pub-
lic square at 2:30 o'clock. It will be necessary
for you _to have- 'our ticket there to match the
winning ticket if your number is drawn. This
doea not mean thit you have to be there in per-
son. If for reasons of illness, bad weather or any
other circumstance you 'cannot be there in per-
son, you may send your ticket by someone else
to represent you. In short, you don't have'to be
there but your ticket does.
' The plan'of drawing is this: Some kind of
:a _truck or elevated platform will be provided.
We will ask some person from the county out in
the crowd to pick out a little boy or girl to do
the drawing. The child will be blindfolded and
permitted to each into 'the. box and do its own.
picking. The drawing will be held up and
-above where everybody %an see and everyone is
asked not to make any suggestions to the child
who does the actual drawing,—
tic-kets-will-b,e-thorotigirly shah.=
en up and if the child wants to pick oneoff the
top, go to the bottom or_get to the middle or side
to pick the ticket, please let the child do it.
We have used the duplicate number systern
for a good reason. We have no record of who
has what number; do not know and do not want
to-know. When we gave_you a number we
placed its duplicate in the box._ There are, of
course,,no two persons with the same number
as they run consecutively.
'Tickets will be -given on subscriptions up to
noon Saturday and none thereafter. The office
will be closed sharply at noon Saturday and
thereafter no tickets will be given. Please do
not ask us for them for we will have to embar-
rass both 'of us with refusal.
If -tbere's anything...about the drawing you
do not understand we *ill be glad to have you
come to the Ledger & Times office and we *ill
explain it. -
March Rainest Month Here ,Since '25
1st Quarter 3rd Wettest in 10 Years
0 
June, 1928, Wettest Month Ito the average 1st quarter pre-in Murray History With cipitation of 15.08 inches. .
18.67 Inches March's rainfall was about twig
the annual average, 11 incffIrs
As everyone would have guessed against 5.45. On the contrary June
without any measurements what- is unusually a dry month with an
average of 230 inches. Againever, the past March wee the wet-
speaking of the drouth year. ittest March in Calloway county rained practically as much the 1sthistory with exactly 11 inches of quarter as the remainder of therainfall. However, the first quer- year, 16.19 inches against 16.43 forter of the yeareranks third in the the last nine months together.10-yeate records of H. B: Arnold,'
official g,ovenment weather record- During the three months of
en here. It has rained 21.05 
April. May and June, 1928, we had
inches during January, . February 
a - total rainfall of 27.54 inches,
and March this year but this mark 
almost two-thirds of it in the
is below the 21.35 of the first quer- 
usually dry month of June.
ter of 1932 and the record 22.08 
' The '10-year annual average for
for the first quarter of • 1927, a big 
Calloway county is 51.04 inches.
flood year 'throughout the Ohio 
enough to cover the entire county
and Mississippi River valleys. to a depth of four feet and three
inchef. While we are talking fig-Wet as March was, it was a dry urea, if you are interested in themmOnth compared to June. 1928. 
when 18.67 inches of pain fell, as 
you might figure up how much
much and half again as 
precipi. this amount of water weighs in
tated in March and it fell, on 23 
pounds and tons. You'll be sur-
out of the 30 days in the month. 
prised. There are 2E1.680 acres in
the county and fresh water weighsOther odd records are revealed 62.5 pounds  a..cubic fag.. Get.youby Mr. Arnold. Strarigely- enough a pencil .and a big piece of paperthe rainfall here during the -big and figure. it out,
drouth year of 1930 was above the ' If you like weather records, clipaverage for the 1st quarter of that this out and paste it in your scrapyear, being 16.19 inches compared book.
Softball Schedule for 200 Members Reached
County High Schools 
By Murray Post No. 73
Two hundred member, for 1935
Following is the softball sched- was reached by Murray Post of theule of Calloway. county high American Legion on April 1 thisschools for the remainder of the year. This is an increase- of ap-
,'cerrent season: proximately 80 per cent over the
Friday, April 5 year before.
Pleasant Valley ar Almo. This figure exceeds the quota
Kirksey at Concord. fixed by the state department byFaxon at Hazel. 25 and is only 35 short of 235 quota
Friday. April 12 the post fixed for itself,
Almo at Faxon. 4 Three new membets last weekHazel. at Lynn Grove, who made the even 200 werePleasant Valley at Kirksey. George Starks. Hazel Route I:
Fridley. April 19 William C.- Arnett. Murray RoutConcord at Almo. 4. and Charley Dixon. Murray.
Lynn Grove aat Kirksey. • Charley Denham.-- shairman of
Hazel at Pleasant 'Valley. the membership committee. said
. Friday, April 26 the post would reach its 235 mark
Hazel at Almo. , before many ." more weeks had
Lynn Grove at Ceneord. elapsed. ,
Faxon at Pleasant Vaney.
Friday. May 3 RETURNED TO ASYLUM •
Almo at Kirksey.
Lynn Grove at Faxon - Peter, Boyd. Jet the Poplar
Concord at Pleasant Valley. Springs community, was taken to
• 'Friday. May 10 . the Western Kentucky State Hos-
Pleasant Yeller at Lynn-an:five. pitals Hopiclnsvillee wliere he as
Kirksey at Hazel, eatered for treatment. Boyd was
Faxon at Concord. a former patient for treatment and
was released from the hospital
It Pays to Head the Clwielfleds about 18 months ego. .. s-
COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CAL-
LOWAY COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK
LIGHT SESSION
CIRCUIT COURT
OPENS MONDAY
Tommy Driver Charged with
Murder of Sam Grogan
Only Important Case
CIVIL DOCKET HAS
MANY CASES LISTED
- - -
A light kession for the April
term of court is expected as to
criminal business. The coert opens
Monday .with the calling of the
grand jury and the petit jury will
be impanelled Tuesday and trials
will begin. The case of Tommy
Driver, charged with the murder
of Sam Grogan, Negro, lest August,
is the, only murder case and only
criminal case of much consequence.
The civil docket is, however, fairly
heavy and much of the time will
be gives to these hearings.
Trials set for' Tuesday, 'April
Jay Futrell, housebreaking; Jay
Futrelle, taking the personal prop-
erty of another but not with fel-
onious intent; Bill Chapman, dis-
turbing a lawful assembly; Pete BOARD RAISES 1935King, disturbing .a lawful as-
met . assault with intent to rah;
biy; Jeffrey. Bailey.
breaking, false swearing. burglary LIST 5133,845;
breaking; Chester McCuiston, as- TOTALS ABOVE '34
Chester McCuiston, storehouse
sault with intent to rob:, Charles
T. Davis, wrongful conversion,
Several •child desertion cases are Town Lots, Tangible Proper
before the court and a number of ty, Livestock Show Gain :
lesser important cases. e
Trials for Wednesday: Marshall Over 1934
Foster, malicious shooting; Tommy
Driver, wilful murder, Darnell GAINS IN LIVESTOCK,
Wilson, removing' parts of an auto-
mobile, two charges; Tom Scog- 
TANGIBLES, TOWN LOTS
gins, uttering a cold check, 'two The board of equalizers raised
'charges; Aubrey Seay. 'grand lar- the tax assessments 31e3,845 in
ceny. Trials ,booked for Thursday their work Completed fhe first of
are: Hampton: Ellis, malicious last week. The assessments are
striking; Berry Willie wilful tree- 113,159 above those' of 193$
$1 00 a year in Calloway,"'"' Marshall. Graves, Hen-
ry and Stewart Counties.
$1.50
a year elsewhere in
the State of Kentsiellet.
I $2.00 a year to any Adamsother than above.
 •
S
Volume CIII; No. 14
Home Owners Urged
to Clean Up Premises
City to Furnish Wagons for
Trash Removal on April
9 to 12
Our Sheritl Says
Papers Must
Be Served
J. I. Fox. deputy sheriff under
Carl B. Kingins, believes in
serving the papers when he has
papers to serve. The sheriff's
office has been taxed to capac-
ity for the past week serving
various papers in preparation
for the April term of court. It
has been necessary for both
.Sheriff Kingins and Deputy Ira
Fox to work nights. Sundays
and any and all times.
Sunday Deputy Fox was serv-
ing papers on -the East side and
after running into headwater
of the Blood River and his car
was drowned out he secured a
mule from a farmer and rode
three miles to serve the papers.
pees; Winifred James, failing to
reader aid: Laverne Nerd, rob-
bery; Elbert Ray, malicious strik-
ing: George Tulles, assault and
battery; Dumas Outland, petit
(Continued on Back Pagel -
WALTER KING RITES
HELD TUESDAY P M.
Found Dead in Bed Monday Morn-
ing; Inquest Held by Coroner
Churchill.
Funeral services for Walter King,
60 years of age. were held Tues-
day afternoon at 2 o'clock at the
Walker cemetery. Elder A. A.
Walker was in charge ct the ser-
vices.
Mr. King was found dead in bed
Monday morning at the home near
Center Ridge. He had been ill
since Friday and .had been in
poor health sometime. Coroner
J. H. Churchill held an inquest
Monday at the home. The verdict
read: "We the jury find that Wal-
ter King came to his death of un-
known causes."
Surviving are his widow and
three sons, Sammie King, Delbert
and W. L. King, of Arkansas and
four daughters, Mrs. Opal Wyman,
Terre Haute, Ind., Mrs. Eupal
Chadwick, county. Mrs. Elsie
Doughty. Calvert City, Miss Eva
King, Terre Haute. He also leaves
five brothers, John King. Arkan-
sas and Clifton. Lennie. Carl and
Ben, all of Paris, Tenn. He leaves
a sister, Mrs. Lillie King, Mem-
phis.
He was a member of elite W. 0
W. and a Baptist by preference
Softball Managers,
Supporters to Meet
Softball . managers, team spon-
sors, players and supporters will
meet Friday night at the court-
house at 8 o'clock. The adopted
rules will be explained and all
problems confronting managers
will be discussed. The method of
securing sign ups ahd changes will
be discussed and this, will be the
last meeting prior to the season's
opening to settle all questions of
doubt. All who are interested in
play this year are urged to be
present.
ATTEND DENTAL MEET
All of Murray's dentists. except
Dr. 0. B. Imam who is confined to
his home with illness, attended
the state convention held in Pa-
ducah the first of the week. In-
cluded were Dr. B. F. Berry, Dr.
H. M. McElrath ande Dr. F. E.
Crawford t ,
Dr. ETtElrath was elected sec-
retdy of tfie organization -of past
presidents of tlee ,adociation. •
The property was listed at $6,-
747.464 when the board went into
session and at the close the total
was $7.409,414 after reductions
were made. Reductions of the
board were $3.450 and property
listed by the board totaled $531,-
555,
The 193.5 assessments showed an
increase of $113.159 over. the 1934
list and increases %vele shown in:
town lots. $21,655; tangit5Te prop-
erty, $199.810; live stock. $28,165.,
Decreases over the 1934 list were:
real estate, $24,070; intangibles,
$58(375; bank shares, $4.856.
April 15 Closing
Date for Special
Tobacco Contract
Murray home and property
owners are urged to follow the
decree of city officials in the City
Clean-up week set for April 8-13
City officials and health authori-
ties are _very anxious that each
property owner do their part in
cleaning up and beautifying their t
homes and property.
The Murray city officials have
made 'arrangements to have
wagons gather up the trash and
litter during four days of next
week. Tuesday, Wednesday, Thurs-
day and Friday. The trash must
be' placed on the curb or very
handy for gatherers Chief Hays
states. The wagons are not expect-
ed to and, will not drive to out of
way places or to the rear of homes
for the rubbish.
The clean up and paint up week
is being pushed in conjunction
with a campaign for remodeling.
repairing and reiederniz,ation. More
repairing and remodeling ha_s been
done This spring than in 'many
years and the yearas a whore will
bg a building and repairing year.
Every inducement is being matte
for better homes in general and
stress is being laid on home furn-
ishings as well including furniture,
electrical refrigeration lighting
facilities And home conveniences.-
The clean up week is for both
reasons of beauty and of health.
Health conditions in Murray stand
for improvement and the pres-
ence of malaria, dysentery and
other diseases which come -from
filth speaks the need of the clean ,
up campaign to contrel the mos-
quito and the house fly. Dr. Out-
land, county health officer. urges
that homes be completely screened
to guard against infection by flys
and mosquitoes. For under the
best of sanitary conditions the
house fly will breed and spread
diseases.
• The Young Business Men's "Club
will give away a small quantity
of flower seed to persons • who
want to beautify their nomer aed
yet do not feel that they can pur-
chase the seeds. The distribution
will be handled by Mrs. B. Melte.,
gin at Red Cross headmiattersi-
Anyone. whether on relief of any
kind or not, who desires the seed
and will plant them may call for
them at the Red Cross head-
qaurters in the postoffice. Only
a small quantity is being given
and the club is anxious to secure
the greatest benefit possible
The tobacco section of the AAA
at Washington has notified the MRS. JOHN MILLERState' Adjustment Office at the 
Agricultural Experiment Station CALLED  IN DETROITthat April 15 will be the closing
date for receiving applications of
farmers for allotments under the Former Resident of County Isspecial tobacco base contract. Buried at New ProvidenceThe special base contract is Saturday.
being offered to farmers who,
because of cirmumstances beyond Mrs. John Miller, 67., formerlytheir control, such as weather, or of the New Providence section ofdisease or financial distress, did this county, died last Thursday atnot grow enough tobacco in 1931, the home of her _daughter, Mrs.1932 or 1933 to enable them toesle- Bowman Clanton in-Detroit withtam n equitable allotments under the whom the had made her home forregular tobacco adjustment con- the past few years. .
tract.
Farmers who have signed con-
tracts or who could obtain equit-
able allotments under the regular
contract are not eligible to -sign
the' special base contract
All non--signers interested in sign-
ing contracts this year are urged
by J. T. Cochran, county agent. to
see him or their local control
committee before April 15.
The county agent reports that
the-number .of contracts in Callo-
way county that are completed are
as follows:
Burley _contracts  15
Regular tobacco contracts 1376
Rider contracts  374
1935 tobacco contracts  115
Special Base contracts"  239
Corn-Hog contracts 486
Cotton contracts  •  600
Wheat  19
All tobacco contracts must be
sigaed by April 15. Also April 18
is the closing date for cotton.
The total amount of money paid
to the farmers of. this county in
rental and benefit payments is;
Tobacco Payments  $44,727.25
Corn-Hog Payments   $23,932.39
Wheat Payments   $ 707.53
•
Total  $69.387.17
The total number of farms in
this 'county is 3150. e
J. T. Cochran,
County Agent
Reed the Clasatfled column.
She had been in ill health for
several months. She is survived
by one son. Hardy Miller, merch-
ant of New Providence; one daugh-
ter, Mrs. Bowman Clanton of De-
troit; and one step-son, Dr. E. W.
Miller, prominent physician of
Hazel.
Mrs. Miller had been a member
of the Church of Christ since
early childhood, was a splendid
Christian lady, quiet and unassum-
ing, but her gentle disposition, her
loyalty to her church, her devo-
tion to her family :and kindness
to her friends madr. for her a
warm place in the hearts of all
who knew her.
Funeral services were conducted
from the New Providence Church
of Christ. Saturday, by Elder Jebel
B. Harcicrnan, assisted by Elder
Robert Hart. Burial was in the
New Providenee cemetery.
Pallbeareri were: Houston Lax.
George Shoemaker, Finis Sledd.
Ellis Shoemaker, and W. H. Curd.
New County Agent
Begins Duties Here
Kelly Creimwell began his duties
here this week as assistant county
agent. Mr. Cromwell is working
under the T. V. A. and the Ken-
tucky Extension department as a
soil speciaTist He is a native of
Hickman county and has been em-
ployed at Dixon- for the past year.
e.
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Fvelyn lend Treman Pace
lesialseraisto Wee P140
Honoring their eighteenth and
twenty-first birthday. Evelyn and
Treman••Pace entertained with a
party at the home of their par-
ents. Mr. and Mrs. S. E. Pace.
Wednesday evening. March M.
Games and contests were enjoyed
throughout the evening, after
which refreshments were served.
The honorees received . many
eieeuttell-giees.
Those present were:
Nadine Graham, Geneva Whit-
low. -Ruth Calhoun, Rubene Gra-
ham. Rubye Mae Voting. Willie
Mae Short. Christine Russell. Irene
Boggess. Erlene and Evelyn Pace.
Clinton Burcifett, Fred Hart.
Herschel Pace. J. I. Patton, Luther
Swift. Homer Pace. Ivan Latimer
Melvin Young. and Trernin Pace.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee BUtchett, Mrs.
M. V. Boggess, and children,
Jeanne -and Richard. Mille Pace
and MI' and Mrs e. E. Pace.
• • • t
Mn. Norsuorthy
Given Shower
Mrs. Everett Norsviorthy was
given a shower on Tuesday.
March 26. at !the bane of her
mother., Mrs: Roland Wells. assist-
ed by Mrs. Glyco Wells. and Mrs.
Charles .Gibbi.
The social hour was conducted
be Mrs-Otis Workman..,
The honoree received many use-
ful gifts i prevented by little Marion.
Alice aed Betty Sue Wotkmah.
A lovely plate lunch was served
to the woes-h.
-Those inelieted• .
Long. Miz---Mee--.
Mrs. 'Donne Waldrop. Mrs.. Otis
ss Mile -Lon 
David41. Miss Willie Jetton, Mrs.
Festus 'Story and little daughter.
Sarah Pell. Mrs L. A. McKeel,
Mrs l'om Jones. Mrs. Everitt
Norserorthy, Mrs ClaVm Ray,
Mrs. 'tom Workman. Mrs. Bun
Ray. Mrs. Charles Gibbs. Miss An-
na Jeae Gibbs.
Mrs. eohn Workman and dau-gh-
ters. Meths. -Jo. and Bette Sue.
Mrs. Welliarn _Hurt. Mrs. Hays Mc-
Cation, Mrs. Otis. Workman and
little deughter. Marion 'Alice. Mita
Ruby Zones, Mrs. Burr Waldrop.
Miss :Tolle Mae Ray. Mrs. 011ie
Wurkrepdand little son. Samuel
Mr- It
Mrs. Lee Norswarthy Host
At Shower. _ ,
Mrs. Lee Norsworthy entertained
with I shower Thursday afternoon,
March 14. at her home near Kirk-
• y. honoring Mrs. Everett- Nora-
worthy. Conversation and music
were the -features of the afternoon.
A .plate lunch was served by the
h t asth-ted -by -Miss 'Berttriee Suti
Norswortily_.
I Those present were:
' Mrs. Fannie Cumungharre Mrs.
Will Dulaney. Mrs. LAY Nors-
eibrrhy. Mrs. Durwood Potts. Mrs.
Chloe Beaman. Mrs. Opal Johnson,
Mrs. Frieda Graham. • '
Mrs, Toy Lassiter. Mrs: Paul
Garland and daughter, Virginia
Mrs_ Lee Potts. Mes. Harvey Dixon.
Mrs. Flora Fortes.... Mrs. Polly Car-
net', Mrs_ Emma Hawke Mies Bea-
trice Spe Norsworthy, _and, Miss
Imogene Dulaney. re
Those sending gifts were:
Mrs Wesley Shelton. Mrs. Altie
Leakherei-lilre. -Stadelette -Parker;
sre etas t'strirtttri Sporn
I, Marshall. Mrs. Glyco Wells and Ile
lee -son. Gene. Mrs.' Sam Jones and
daughter Fredia Nell. Mrs. Vergil
Culver. Mrs. Ella Adansoa _Mrs.
Graham Bibb. Mrs. Lewis Nanny.
Mrs. George Brown. Mrs. Jim Ed-
wards. and Mrs. Roland Wells.
Those sending gifts were:
Mrs.- Cearlie Bagwell. Mrs. Sam
eelagswell, Mrs. Paul Cunningham:
Mrs. Ned Coleman bfrs. C. L
Fulton. Mrs. Will Ward. Mrs. J. W.
Pogue. Mrs. •L. H. Pogue, Mrs
liaiVey__ _Parker._ -
Mrs. Bay Hart. and Mrs. Chlitlis_
Snow.
'Mrs. eteele Has
Quilting •
Mrs. Bernice Steele entertained
at her borne north of Murray
Monday, March 25. With an all day
quilting.
At the noon hour a nice- lunch
was served by Mrs, -Steele.- which
was enjoyed by all.
These present were:
Mrs. Robert Edwards, Mrs.
Thales Graham, Mrs. James
Belcher. Miss -La • •Vergn Steele.
Mrs. Ellis Wrather, Mrs. Groat
Whitlow.- Mrs, Curt Orthant .-and
Mrs Bernice Steele.
All left reporting a nice time.
W. H. Carroll Honored
A dinner was given at the home
at Welter Carroll honoring his 40th
birthday At the noon hole' a
bountiful dinner WAS spread.
Those present were:
Mr. and Mrs. Hcmer Darnell and
daughter Bobbie Jean. Mr. and
Mrs, Ray Vaughan and daughter
Jean Audeen. Mr. and Mrs. Lub-
bie Herndon, Mr. and eirs. Barber
Carel:in -and 'daughters Charlene
and Morgan Jean.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Taylor, Mr.
arid Mrs. Walter Jackson, Mr.. and
Mrs. Walter Carroll family
Fted. Beatrice.. Clov,..r. Beuiati.
Lucille. Ted. - Sylvia Nell, Mary
Jane and Hugh Thomas sr.. -
Several-boxes of deticious feed
were arranged and sent to the
siak.
Shoats: h Given For
Mrs Floyd Gapton
_ Mra.* Brent Buttesv.o. criter-
tied- i-i2.(ntly,efe-heireeTerne with
a showee honoring Mrs. "Floyd
Gupton. .
..The afternocin wee spent inform-
ally with games and contests.
The honoree received. many
lovely gifts.
Refreshments were served
*
Those present were:
Mrs. Addie Jones. Mrs. Winnie
Kline. Mrs. Charlie Thurmart. Mrs.
Naomi Mills, Mrs. Bull Christen-
berry. 'Mrs. Braitzie FOrrest, Mrs.
Flossie Cochran, Mrs. Ruth" Park-
er. Mrs. Lottie Jones, Mrs. Mary
'ftay. Mrs. Erma Harding. Mr. and
Mrs. Luck Lawson. Mrs. Birdie
Lawson, Mrs. Attie Gupton. Mrs.
Edith Gupton 
. .
_ .
Mrs. Mattie Butterworth, '‘'itr-S7
Viola Farmer. Mrs. Hilda Warri,
Mrs Etna Swift, Mrs. Velma Rose.
Mrs. 'Noma Butterworth. Miss
Sadie Forrest. MisS Estelle For,
rest, Miss Margaret Swift. Mr. and
Mrs. Walley 0-Lipton.
Those Sending -gifts that were
unable to 'attend. were:
Mrs. • Ludie Stiller, Mrs. 'Dori"
Story. Mrs. Addie Caahey,. Mrs.
Rase Radford, Mrs. Cordelia Farm-
er. Mrs Eva Farmer, Mrs. Jim
- 
Miss
11r.lileiStYlLe.°Werdtle.
When You Think of. . .
House
leaning
.or fixing up your Living Room. Bed
11 ': Room, Etc.,
Next-- Think of. .
Ryan's 
We want you to see our Shades, Floor
Cover• ings, Cretonnes, Ruffled Curtains,
Curtain Nets, Terry Clothjdonks Cloth,
1:td Spreads, and other things pertaining
US fixing up the home.
'WE HAVE THEM AND BELIEVE
' YOU WILL LIKE THEM
COME IN TO SEE-
It Must Be a Square Deal at
RYAN'S
‘140011====.4.4
given a 'surprise' dinner at their
home. Wednesday evening, in cele-
bration of thetr.twentieth wedding
tiMsiversary.
-„A -heel); menu was-served.
Present were:
Mr. 'and Mrsi rhareie Hale. JaneI
and Reba Mae Hale, Mr. and Mrs.
,Y-,e Baker.. Charles Mason aad
aetha Jean. and Joe Gray Ihker.
a:r. and Mrs. Burl-us Waters.
Frances Amelia Waters, Mr. and
Mrs. J. B. „Shelton. ,Jeon and
ernes -Tyler Shelton.
Book , And Thimble Club-
i a
_
Ateeis
•• 4
ales. Burrus Waters.wee at
the Book and ThunbTe Club on
'• dnesday afternoon.
Spring flowers added are attrac-
nTA-e-in the rooms.
A delicious 'salad course was
• rvec'L
, Eleven .were present.
Murray. Petiole To AtFod Rotary
Meeting Al Paris
Murray „Rotarians and their
Pi-i. T on
USED
CARS
of ate wakes
See your nearest
FORD
DEALER
•
' Unusual wolves because
, of many high-grod• cars
being turnee in for the,
1935 Ford V-I. Low prises.
easy teems.
/0-
tFiOme Department to
Sponsor Poetry Contest
--
The Herne Department of the
Murray Woman's Club is sponsor-
ing a poetry contest among the
Isseeoel childien of the city ' The
confett.awleich wet have its culmi-
nation during National Poetry
Week in a program at the club, is
designed ,to stimulate interest in
creative writing and to fosaer pride
in original composition. Parents
and teachers may cooperate by
at:remittal the idea ef originality
and by explaining to the children
that the contest is not designed
to place children in. competition
with each ,ther. as in a toot race
or a ball game. It rather aims to
recognize meritorious achieve-
ment end to stimulate further en-
deavor along- the lines of literary
apprenticest ip.
-The contest, open now, closes on
May first. The rules follow:
1. All verses submitted must be
2. Verses must be written legibly
on only one side of paper. __ --
3. Grade of contestant must ap-
pear at top .of page and name of
contestant and name' of school at
bottom of page.
* Manuscripi may be submitted
to respective leachers of contest-
ants. i i
5.. Contestants may submitthy
number of verses, but no person
will be eligibie for more than one
-prize. Id _, •
6. A prize will be awarded for
the best verse in' each of the fol-
lowing groups:
• Oil 'First, second, and third
grades.
- Ibi Fourth, fifth, and sixth
grades.
IC) Junior ape Senior High
School.
'
I
, 7. Verses not receiving prizes are
eligible for Honorable Mention.
.8. Contest is open to any pupil
attenclihg the Murray Grades and
High School. the Training School,
and the Douglas School.
.9-Contest cirleies May first.--s- .
. .10. All prizes . will be awarded
by* 'a group of -selected judges
decisions will be final.
Friday eveningStory. Mrs..._Allie goehran. Mrs
Genie Cathey. Mrs. Fannie D.
Adains. Mrs. Vince Darnell. Mrs.
Clotiet Bawl. Mrs. Lois Myers.
Mrs. Esther .Smith, Miss Edith_
A.
• . •
for a district 'din-
ner meeting.
'College Dante Is A Success •
_staff of the College Shield
sponsored a dance at the college
-Oa Friday 'evening.
Mr.. And MA. Charlie Hale Are The large stage of the emit- Mrs. F D Mellen was host to
- ,
Ed Phillips, Mrs. Aldon Orr, Mrs.
Lee Humphreys. Mrs. Dwight
Boyd. Mrs John Warren, litq, C.
E. Erwin, Mrs. Carl Lockhart Mrs.
A. D. Stark, Mrs. Willie Wrather,
Mrs. Lamer Farmer.
Mrs. E. Penney, Mrs. Ches-
ter Gargus. Mrs. Edd Carter, Mrs.
Charlie Adams. Mrs. Coo 'Ware,
Mrs. Rob Gargus, Mr-. .Robert
James. Mrs A. B. Atark. Mg., W.
W. Paschall, Mrs B. Stark,
Mrs. J. A. Myers, Mrs. John
Boyd. Miss Marguerite Swann,
Miss Lavern ,Gargue Miss Mary
K. Farmer, Miss Wilma Hartfield.
Miss. eturiene Erwin, Miss Leloa
Erwin. Miss Clara Erwin, Miss
Lurine Erwin, James Toni Stark,
L D. Warren, and Mrs. Helloed
Story.
Those sending gifts were:
Mrs. Alton Paschall, Mrs. A. D.
Moore, Mrs. Bethel Paschall, Mrs.
Leeun Hall. Mrs. H. k Stephen.
Mrs. Willie Farmer, Mrs. W. D.
Erwin. Mrs. J. E. Erwin, Mrs. E.
Erwin. Nrri: rloble Cooper. Mrs T.
W. Erwin. Mrs. Otho Clark. Mrs
Ellis Paschall. Mrs. Sam Wilson,
Miss Martha Nell Stark. Miss Mae-
nell McLeod. Miss Ruth. Gunter
Paducah.
Si. E.:, Zone Meeting Is Held
A zone meeting of the. M. r.
Missionary societies was held at
the M. E. Church the 29th_ Mrs.
C. A. Bishop presided.
The Kirksey society, gave the
_program with the Murray society
giving the Training Day program.
-Mrs. Geo. McLeirin of Paris,
Tenn., was present.
-The Rev. W. A. Baker of Hetet
'dismissed -theesession. •
So And eo 
evii 
ab Meets
• 4 z.mig•
Mrs. Kathleen Dunn
her' sewing, club, at
Thursday. March 28.
were spent in sewing.
Nice refreshments were
by the host.
Those present were: -
Mrs. Elizabeth Churchill. Mrs.
Gela Valentine, Mrs. George Mae
Houston, Mrs. Ruth: Hart. -Mn,
'Martha Sue Boone, Mrs. Clover
Csahains, Mrs Ellia Hendon. Mrs
Luna Glasgow, Mrs. Katialtein
Padgett. Mrs. Meadow Brooks
Knight. Mrs. Franchon Miller, Mrs.
Verble Yates. and Mrs. Kathleen
Men,
entertained
her home
The hours
Magarthe Club Meets _
served
Hosered On 20th Weddle(
Anniversary
••• —
. .
torium was beautifully decorated the Magazine Club at the home
to storm a pretty setting for the of Mrs. Bonnie Houston on Thane-...
Mr. and Mrs. Charlie-Hale were Party: day. March M. ,
Mrs. C. A. Bishop. chairman.
presided during the business ses-
sion. -Benjamin Franklin" was
She subject of the afternoon's pro-
grant.4-"CTtib members responded
.40 the-roll call with old adages.
Splendid papers were given in an '
interesting manner by Mrs. Price
Doyle on "America's Patron Saint
of Cornmon Sense", and by Mrs.
Calvin Smith whose - subject Was
"Poor Richard's 'Almanac." ,
During the social fiour• Miss
1WrIllealFaRfe Of the 'college..-read
the slecp-wielkint scene /tom
"Macbeth."
There were twenty-seven -mem-
bers present and the following
were guests: Mrs. R. T. Wells: Mrs.
J. W. Care Mrs. E B. Liedwick.
Mrs, M. E Wooldridge. Mrs. Stroth-
er Hubbard. Mrs. Horace Presson.
Mrs. McCoy. Mrs. I3ondurant, Mrs.
Bonnie Houston.
Lee Cannon's orchestra played
during the evening.
• Visitors from other 'colleges in
the state, who were exerie for the
Kentqcky Intercoliegiate Press
meeting. were honor guests for
the otcasion.
Chaperones were Prof. Forrest
'Pogue. bean A. B. Austin, Dr. and
Mrs. J. W. Carr, Dr. Herbert Dren-
non. Miss- Susan Peffer: and Mrs.
R. T. Week i.e.,
A large number was .present.•
,r- • • - -
The Training.' School .Mothers'
Club will meet Friday. April 5th
-ftriam- mothers for the upper grades
have charge 'of plans.
• • • •
Mrs. Clarence Erwin
Given Shoe er
.A shower was given in honor- of
Mrs. Clarence Erwin. a recent
bride, at the .home of Mrs. eiefford
Story Friday afternoon.
Gerees and contests were enjoy-
ed. Prizes were won by -Mrs.
Clyde Wrather. Leola Erwin, Wil-
-ma Hartfield and Mrs. la perker.
- ettitheren, dressecl-asa-erkle - and
groom brought the gifts • to the
honoree.
A delicious plate. was servel_
Those praevet were,: •
Parker. Mn. Jim
.t)!. 'Stephens. Mr-
ful gifts.
Late in the afternoon every one
left wishing 'hen many more hap-
py, birthdays. -
Those present were:
and Ruth, Lorine
eAr. and ;sirs. Bonnie Bowden
chil 
Aaron' and .William, of Palmers-
villa. Tenn:, Mrs. John Laws and
son J. T. of Fulton, Ky., Mr. and
Mrs. Roy Anderson and daughter
of Farininaton, Mrs. Laura May-
field of Farmington, W. E. Hum-
ph/v.3' of Fulton, Aver)' Miller,
Lynn Grove. Mrs, May Bell Scobei
Murray.
Misses Jewel and Laverne Hill,
Hazel, Mr. and Mts. Bill Newton
and daughter Elaine of Miami.
Fla., James Alderdice. Palmers-
ville, Tenn., Bill Berry Palmers-
vale. Tenn., Mr. Valentine, Mur-
ray. Mr. and Mrs. Orville Ander-
son and children, Fay Nell and Joe
Pat. Murray, Mr. and Mn. Bog-
„gess and children, Cary, Ben, Rich-
ard. Lexie and Joha,4114:_arsi-ikqrs
Lloyd- Waldrop and son Billie
Lloyd.
Mr. and Mrs. Q. C. McNutt and
children, Ophus and .Leonard. Mr.
ands Mrs. Clint Jones. Eugene Boyd.
Mr. and 'Mrs. Tom Bynum, all of
Murray, Robert Canter, Lynnville,
Ky., Crate Bowden and children.
Harlon and Sara Agnes. Falvel
Morris Robertson, Claude Henry,
Martha and Alice Anderson,
Those Who called in the after-
noon were:
Mr. and Mrs. B. Brown and
children. Bonnie and Martha Nell,
Me. and 'Mrs. Ray Maddox aad
Jackie Ann Maddox, Prent Mc-
Reynolds.
Mr Anderson has eight living
children. 'four sons and four daugh-
ters, all were present incleding
Roy Anderson of Farmington, Ky.,
Mrs. Johns Laws of Fulton, Ky..
Mrs. Bonnie Bowden of Palmers-
ville, Tenn., Misses Martha, and
Alice Andersen, and Henry, Orville
and Tax Conenessioner Claude An-
derson, all of Murray. .
• • • • •
Presbyterians Welcome
Rev, J. Maxwell Adams
Mr. and Mrs. B. „F. Scherffius
entertained et -dinner at their home
,Friday evening in compliment to
Rev. J. Mexwell Adams, educa-
tional secretaey of theePresbyteriap
church. •
Covers were -laid for:
Rev. Adams, Dr. J. C. Barr. Har-
ry Jenkins, F. D. ,Mellen, and the
hosts.
Afterwards a _reception included
members of the Presbyterian
church and a number 'of college
students. 'Rev. Adams spoke on the
"Youth Movement.” A social
hour followed during which punch
was served.
• C • .• •
K. X.. A...Plans Of M. S. C.
The Murray State College will
1.,.si, their headquarters at the
K. K A. on the reeze.anine neer of
the Brown Hotel. On ?riday the
12th they will have a breakfast at
the Kentucky Hotel to which stu-
dents, faculty, and alumni are in-
vited
Delta Department
Mrs. Herman Doron, Mrs. 'Harry
Broach, and Mrs. Geo. Hart were
hosts for the April meeting of the
Delta Department Tuesday evening
at the home of the latter.
Current events touching every
field were most interestingly given
in full by Mrs. Myrtle Wall. Mri.
Ethel Ward, and Mrs. Graves
Slecid.
Officers for next year elected
were:
Chairman, Mrs. A. B Austin;
vice-chairman, Miss Margaret
Camilbell; secretary, Mrs. Roy
Stewart; treasurer, Mrs. John
timer. -- •
A salad plate was setved dur-
ing the social hour.
Atlas Grace Wyatt Is Honored
With Parties
Miss Grace Wyatt of Shorter
College, Rome, Ga., who spent last
week In Murray was extensively
entertained.
On Sunday afternoon Miss Verna
Goode and Miss Nadine Overall
had tea guests at their apartment
in her hunur. Intimate friends,
included were:
Mrs. David Gardner. Mrs. B. 0.
„Langston. Miss Margaret Campbell,
-Miss Jane Oliver, Mrs. A. M.- _ _
Wolfson. Miss Roberta Whitnah,
Miss Clara Rimmer. Miss Desiree
Beale. Mr and Mrs. Re E. Broach.'
Mr. and Mrs. 13. F. Scherffius. and
Charles e§eherffius.
On Thursday evening Miss
Beatrice Frye and Miss Birdie
Frye gave a bridge party in com-
pliment to Miss Wyatt.
Playing were:
Miss Grace Wyatt, Miss Nadine
°Senile Miss Dotozgaret Campbell,-
Miss Verna Goode, Miss Floy Rob-
bins, Miss Tennie Breckinridge,
Davis Dress Shoppe
-POPULAR PRICED DRESSES
New Easter Merchandise Just Arrived
BEAUTIFUL EVENING DRESSES FOR
GRADUATION
DRESSES
in Sheers, Novelty Weaves, and solid
colors. One-piece Dresses and Jacket
Dresses in Navy.
EASTER MILLINERY
Off the face- Hats, Sailors and Brims, in.
Rough Straws, Milans and ,Felts.
SLIPS $1.00
Wash Frocks
Smart,in colors, new in'
styles.
98c $1.69 --
Special group of --
Spring Coats and
Suits
S9.95
DAVIS DRESS SHOPPE
East Side of Square
. MRS. SAM ROBINSON, Manager
L A. Anderson Given
'Birthday Dinner
• On last eundas•. March 31. chil-
dren. grandchildren, and a few '
friende and neighbors gathered at •
the home of J. A Andersen to
celebrate his 85th* birthday. At
noon the long table in the yard
wait loaded with good things to
bat
The honoree recc.ved many use-
SPR.liNG
Demands a New HAT -
BUT-. . .
Any hat that -Looks New- meets-the-
emand.
-Fully Equipped and Experienced
*.
Superior Cleaners
-PHONE 44=--
INCLUDE YOUR CAR IN—
Firestone Tires
D-X Gasoline
Diamond Oils
and Greases
Washing
Polishing.
Duco-ing
'Vacuum Cleaning
Oil Changing
Doping
Greasing
Brake' Lining
Batteries
Spark Plugs
Accessories
te,
Spruce Up Week!
Every good citizen should to-operate iii CLEAN' -
UP, PAINT UP and BETTER HOMES WEEK IN
MURRAY and wecheerftilly give our co-operation. .
But Don't Forget Your Car
Spring is here by the calendar and soon the'
*arm days will break forth in earnest. IT IS AL-
READY TIME to be changing the oil in your crank -
case and the grease -in your transmission to heavier
oils and greaseS-161—• Sin—ffmer driving.
. ,
FlushOut Your Radiator
It will prevent your car from overheating and
give .you better Service,
Let Us Check:—'
Your battery, spark' plugs, brakes, fan belt and
riny other things which may be small in them-
selves -but, make much difference-in operating your
car. Replacing them costs little here and will save
you money. - . •
Let Us Give Your Car That SPRING
CLEAN-UP
IIIPERAFSERVICE
EAST MAIN ST. STATION Phone 208 Murray
Jachson Purchase Oil Co. Inc.
•
•
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PAGE THREEMrs. R. E. Broach, and the hostk-
Saturday afternoon Mrs. B. 0.
Langston an'.:Mss Margaret
Campbell were hosts at a tea atthe home of Mrs. Leritstom
prieluded were:
Miss Bertie Frye, Miss Beatrice
FrYC, Mrs. John Keys, Miss Hee
Keys, Miss Roberta Whitnah, Mn.
R. E Broach, Miss Tennie. Bieck-
inridge, Mrs. A. M. Wolfson.
Mrs. "14. G. Carman, Mrs. C. S.
Lowry. Mrs. Henry Gratin. Mrs.
David Gardner. Miss Nellie Mae
Wyman, Mrs. R. E. Broach, Miss
Ploy Robbins, Mrs. Cleo ,Hester.
Mettle Trousdak, Miss Em-
MI Helm, Mrs. J. W. Carr, Mrs.
ardon Banks, Mrs. R. A. Johns-Lovett, Mrs. R. T. Wells, Mrs.
tart. Miss Nadine Overall.
'Miss Verna Goode, Mrs. B. F.
Seherffius, Miss Jane Oliver, Miss
Naomi Maple, Miss Elizabeth
Lovett, Mrs. Poret. Miss Desiree
Beale, Miss Claya Rimmer-- -• - • • • • •
A. A. U. W. TO Meet The 8th.
The A. A. U. W. will meet Mon-
day evening the 8th because of the
K. E. A. Members are urged to
attend as the election of „officers
will be held.
Presbyterian Auxiliary Elects
Officers
The 'Presbyterian Auxiliary met
Tuesday with Mrs. E. Ludwick and
Mrs. Strother Hubbard. It was a
farewell party for the latter who
left Wednesday to spend the next
few months in Memphis.
Mrs. Horace Presson led the de-
votional. .
Officers elected fer the coming
year were:
Peesident, Mrs. F. D. Mellen.
_Vice-President, Mrs. B. F. Scherf-
flue.
Secretary - Treasurer, Mrs. .E.
LUdwick.
Several members will attend a
district meeting in Paducah April
12th and 13th.
M. E. Society Met Tuesday-
Tht Methodist Woman's Mission-
ary Society met at the home of
. Mrs. W. W. McElrath Tuesday
afternoon. .
A playlet`lwas presented by Mrs.
Roy Farmer, -.Mrs. Garnet Jones.
:Mrs. Walter • Boone. and ° Mrs.
.Gingles Wallis. Mrs. Leslie Put-
nam, Ws. Callie Hale. and Mrs.
_ Toe Baker also were on the pro-
gram.
"Several frdm the society will at-
tend the annual meeting of the
Memphis Conference of Missionary
Societies in Paducah the 9th te
12th of- ihis month. Mrs. Z. B.
Houston and Mrs. C. A. Bishop
will 'delegates
_
Arta And Craft. Club To Meet
April The 10th.
Mrs. Mayme Randolph_ will ise
at home to the Arts and Craft
Club Wednesday afternoon, April
the 10th.
Woman's Club Meeting
The Eleventh
fthe Murray Womans Club will
hold its April meeting Thursday
the eleventh at the home of Mrs.
Hall Hood.
The nursing staff of the Keys-
Houston Hospital has recently
been enlarged. by the addition of
Miss Erin Wilson, a graduate of
the Baptist Hospital of Memphis.
Tenn, Miss Raegan Johnston, two
years* training at the River Side
Hospital, Paducah, and Miss Va-
lera Daughty, one year's training
at the Wiggins' Hospital at Paris,
Tesin. • , .
Miss Lela Dowdy, superintendent
of 'the Keys-Houston Hospital has
returned from Memphis. Tenn..
Where she spent a few days with
her sister, and brother-in-law who
has been quite ill for the past
several weeks.
Mrs. Rudy Tyree Honored
Mrs. Rudy Tyree was .guest of
honor at a family birthday
luncheon Wednesday at noon at
the home of . Mr. and Mrs. John
Whitnell. Those present were: Mr.
and Mrs. Tyree, Mr. and Mrs.
Burgess Parker, Sr., Mr. and Mrs.
Burgess Parker, Jr., Mr. .and Mrs.
Whitnell and little MO Naomi
Lee Whitnell.
'Mrs. - Rudy Tyree Honored
With Party
Mrs. Rudy Tyree was quite hap-
pily surprised Wednesday evening
when the nurses of the Keys-Houe-
ton Hospital honored her with a
delightful birthday dinner. The
long dining table, beautifully dec-
orated, held as its center a large
pink cake.
Those present were:
Mrs. Tyree, hilts Laia Dowdy.
Miss JeSsie Nix.- Mrs. Calista But-
terworth Jones. Miss Valeria
Daughty. Miss Ftaegan Johnston.
Miss Modean Nicholas. Miss Ethel
Fondaw, Miss Erin Wilson and
Rudy Tyree.
• • 5 •
Enter Nous Meets.
Mrs. Marvin Fulton was- host to
the Entre' Nous Club and a few
others on Wednesday afternoon.
Delightful refreshments were
served.
Those present were Mrs. Vernon
Hale, Mrs. Jac-lb-Farmer, Mrs. Clif-
ford Melugin, Mrs. Karl Frazee,
Mrs_ B. 0. Lanaton. Mrs. S.
0411W461.
Not Just a Sale . . . A CLOSE OUT an
the Stock Must Go! _
Right at a season when many items in work clothe's
are fleeciest
W. F. Fitts going to Hazel tot open business.
W. S. Fitts retiring from business.
SHOES-both dress and work Shoes-50 per cent.,
off on every pair.
300 pairs of OVERALLS-Greatly reduced.
$1.00 DRESS SHIRTS  79c
$1.25 and 75c Work Shirts  49c up
Heavy WORK SOX  2 pairs ..... 15c
$2.25 Good Quality, Good Weight, Elk
WORK SHOES  $1.75
$1.00 WORK PANTS  85c
$1.00 FLANNEL SHIRTS  69c
Boys' PLAY SUITS  69c
Quality DRESS SUITS  69c
Quality DRESS SOCKS  10c, 15c and 20c
Everything Must Ca-There Are Hundreds of
Items and All at Savings!
W. S. FITTS & SON
EAST MAIN STREET
(
myna
Delinquent-
Tax Payers
Your Tax Has Now Been Delinquent
More Than 30 Days
We Are Sorry. .. But----
WE MUST LEVY FOR
COLLECTION
BEGINNING MONDAY, APRIL 8
If you are delinquent come in at once and
save this additional cost to both of us
SHERIFF CARL B. KINGINS
-
t
4
Yu*
Diuguid, Jr., Mrs. Harry Sledd,
Mrs. Marvin Whitnell.
e•Mmewit(seleLifisisaWegee. Mr* R. T.
Veit* Ides. Watson, Mrs. Joe
Ltfeett, Mrs. B. F. Scherffius, Mrs.
Hall Hood, Mrs. Kerner Carter.
• • • -• •
P. T. A. Meets.
The Murray P. T. A had their
regular meeting on Wednesday. af-
ternoon. Mrs. Leland Owen...pre-
sided over the business session.
Miss Ruth Sexton made a splendid
talk on "The Pleasure of Dining
and Dieting." Mrs. N. P. Hutson
will appear on the next program
-
HONOR ROLL
Correspondents and local adver-
tisers who get copy in Monday.
Johnson-Fain
Caffotely .Lumber Co„
Murray Milk Products Co.
SuperiOr Cleaners
Murray Marble Works
-R H. Vandevelde & Co. *
Murray Lumber Co.
Murry., Laundry
T.' O.-Turner
Wallace Lassiter
Dale. Stubblefield & Co.
Jones Drug
Ky:-Tenn. Light & Power Co.
Rev. E. B. Motley
Lerman Bros.,
Bank of Murray
S. Pleasant Grove
Independence
Love's Studio
Frazee, Berry di Mcflusin
Model Cleaners
E. S. Diuguid & Son
Dr. C. Barr
R. H. Falwell
Riley Radio
Boone Cleaners
Sexton Bros.
-Ctty of Murray
Eagle
Faxon - High School
YOUR BUSINESS
Whats the News?
LASSITER OPENS OFFICE
E. Wallace Lassiter .special rep-
resentative here for the Sun Life
Insurance Company of Canada, has
opened. offices _in the Purdo.m
building on the Southwest corner
of the court square, over the Ken-
tucky-Tennessee Light Power
Co. office.
Dr. Earl Adams, well 'clown
veterinarian of Coldwater. has
opened Murray treedquarters in the
J. Cecil Beaman Blacksmith Shop,
on North 4th street. Murray. op-
posite the jail. Dr. Adams is not
moving his residence to Murray
but ió located here from 8 'a. m.
to 5 p. m. daily. Dr. Adams is
making 'a special ,offer for limited
time of vaccinating dogs free with
a cash call.'
ROSS BUYS FEED BUSINESS
W. A. Ross has purchased the
interest of W. W. McElrath_in the
McElrath & Ross Feed Store and
will operate the business in the
future as the Ross Feed Co., W. A.
Ross. manager.
Mr. ,Ross said that he would con-
tinue the business at -the same
old stand, on the cornet of Third
and Walnut streets.
Card of Thanks
We wish to think each and
Dine Out Sunday
at
The Collegiate Inn
Music by
Lee Cannon and His
Orchestra
SUNDAYS
April 7---- April-14
April 28
TWICE DAILY"
Noon 12 o'clock till 1:00
Evenings 6 o'clock till 7.
Enjoy the best of foods with
this popular dance orchestra.
SPECIAL SUNDAY MENUS
COLLEGIATE. INN
•re.
••••••••••••••••••••••••
Dogs Kill 7
Head of Sheep
Bury Winchester, farmer of
five miles Southeast of Murray.
lost seven head of sheep recent-
ly due to the killing instinct
of dogs. Mr. Winchester was
unable to find oat the dogs that
attacked his sheep but he is on
the lookout for strays. The
dog situation continues to grow
serious as it has ip the past
bop from the .meence le lives
stock and from Ilte Mehace of
rabies. An outbreak of rabies
was reported in the Down's
section this last week according
to Deputy Sheriff J. I. Fox.
Persons who are inclined to
rid the county of tne stray dog
menace has the law on their
side. you can kill any dog
menacing rue- peiseri or- any-
dog seen attacking or. rnenaeing
your livestock ancLope sectioa-
'of the dog law j:lasteli by the
general assembly'. in 1930. as
listed in the agricultural bulle-
tin 37 page 17
"Any dog -that enters any
field unaccompanied by its
owner shall constitute a private
nuisance, andthe owner or ten-
ant of such field, or their agent
or servant, may kill such dog
while it is in the field, without
liability or responsibility of any
nature for such killing."
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
every one of our neighbors ,and
friends who were so kind to us
during the sickness and death of
our darling husband and father,
John K. Adams. We also thank
Dr. L. D. Hale and Dr. Jones and
for the beautiful floral offerings.-
Mrs. Emmet Atlantis and daughters.
Nala, Mrs. Vadie Coursey.
QUARTERLY MEETING AT MT.
HEBRON SUNDAY, APRIL 7
The second quarterly meeting of
the conference year. for the Kirk--
,sey -Charge will convene at Mt.
Hebron on Sunday. April 7. Rev.
Taylor, presiding elder, will preach
at the 11:00 o'clock hcrur and the
conference will convene immedi-
ately 'after noon.
A latge crowd is expec:led to at-
tend. Every steward and membd:.
of the charge is urged to ca-oper-
ate in making a good financial
report for this meeting. Stewards
should carefully' canv,ass their
membership lists and give every
member an opportunity to con-
tribute to the support- a his
church.
MaX B. Hurt,
Charge Lay Leader.
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Sunday School at 9:45 at the
Courthouse.
Dr. J. C. Berg,. minister, will
preach at 11 a. m.
There will be attractive musical
humber wider athi dffection of
Prof. L. R. Putnam.
Through the courtesy of H. E.
Jenkins, Rev, John MaXwelI Ad-
ams. director of University Work-
of the Board of Christian Educa-
tion, was met at Fulton, Ky., and
brought to Murray Friday morn-
ing. March 29 .to make, an ad-
dress at Murray State ,College. Mr.
Adams made a fine impression on
this occasion. -He and the officers
of the -local Presbyterian church
were entertained at dinner by Mr.
and MIS: a F. Scherffius. Later
in the evening. Mr. Adam's con-
ducted a delightful conference
for the members and young people
of the congregation. He gave as-
surance of his interest in the
building of the Presbyterian cause
in Murray and. will prove a pow-
erful friend.
Dr. J. C. Barr, Minister
MILE INSTITUTE AT DEXTER
TO BE HELD APRIL 11-14
The Dexter Baptist Church will
hold a Bible Institute beginning
Thursday night. April 11. and run
through Sunday night April 14.
-Bro. W.-W. Dickerson will speak
on Thursday night. Bro. Roy 0.
Semen.' Friday night; ' _
Bitnegton.. Satufday . ni Bro.
C. H. Wilson, Sunday morning and
night: .Bro. Carroll Hubbard. apn-
day afternoon at 3:00. .
The Dexter chOrch invites the
general public to attend this meet-
ings-C H. Wilson, Supply Pastor.
Card of Thanks
We take this method of express-
ing -our thanks -to our-friends and
neighhers ater their many demon-
strations of love,--sympathy. and
kindness shown us during the sick-
ness and death of our dear hus-
band and father.
We also wish to thank Dr. Hous-
ton. and the nurse for their faith-
ful services, and Bro. R. F. Greg-
ory for his loving words of sym-
path)':
cior-of -Farriei
to each oj ,,cu, may God bless
and comfort you-Mrs. Logan
Dodd and children.
Miss Mayme Whitnell
Is Library Assistant
'Miss Mason@ Whitnell, of Murray,
Ky., has been employed as Assist-
ant librarian in the Murray State
College library. She takes -the
place of Miss Verna Goode, who is
acting head librarian since Miss
Margaret Bailey has been forced to
discontinue temporarily her duties
as head librarian on account of ill-
ness.
Miss Whitnell is a former library
science student of Murray College.
PLAY IS BOOKED
The 3-act ceniedy, "Bound to
Marry", which was to have been
presented at Cherry school Sat-
urday- eight; -March -16.
-pottponed, will be given Saturday
night, April 6. Public cordially
invited. A srriall admission will
be charged.
Dexter News
Miss Eugenia Woodall I pent Fri-
day and Saturday night with Mr.
I Am Now Located at
J. C. Beaman's
Blacksmith Shop'
PHONE 209
DR. EARL ADAMS
Veterinarian,
LAX THE BLADDER
Juniper Oil, Ruche Leaves. Etc.
If you are bothered getting up
nights, burning, leg pains, back-
ache, niake this -25c test. Flush
out the excess acids and waste
matter that cause irritation. Get
jursipeT oil, extract buchu leaves,
etc., in green tablets called BUKT
ETS, the bladder laxative. Aftet
four days-if not satisfied any drug-
gist will return your iCe.;.. Dale,
Stubbier Id & Co.
WHY PAY $2.00
for second grade rub-
ber when you can get
1st grade
_GOODYEAR WING
BUGGY TIRES
for $2.00 per wheel
J. CECIL BEAMAN
Genetal Blacksmithing
Horseshoeing
North 4th Street
Jost Opposite Jail
MURRAY, KY.
 4•1•01•1•1•11.•111=111111M.lit
Your Housecleaning
SIMPLIFIED!
and made more complete
by the use of your cleaner.
There are numberless
items that we can handle
better in your spring
house-cleaning.
This week, next week,
or the week after, let us in
on your house-cleaning
work.
Curtains, drapes, table and radio covers, and
spreads can be handled by your dry claimer to the
best advantage.
- SEND IT TO
_ •
and Mrs. .Edgar Wooden at Mur-
ray.
Oatfieran of Padu-
cah spent the week end here with
her mother, Mrs. Sarah Cotheran.
Mr. and Mrs. Euing Mathis and
daughter, 'Marjorie, of Jackson.
Tenn., were week end guests of
Mrs. Molly Mathis.
Miss Bernice Ernstberger is
back at work again after a week's
illness.
Hal and Earl Mathis spent Mon-
day in Benton!'
Mr. end- Mrs. Hugh - Edwards
sperft last week in Alma with Mr.
and Mrs. Jeff Edwards.
Mrs. Emma Mathis left Monday
to work in Murray.-"C. A." 
r
CIASSI IF,I IUD
AIDIERTISIN
FARM WANTED-40 to 50 acres,
with or withcut improvements.
Close to Murray. See Shoemaker
Bros. at once.- lip.
MAN WANTED-for Rawleigh
Route of 806 families: Good prof-
its for hustler. We train and
help you. Write today. Rawteigh
:,Co., Dept. KYD-181-SA2, Freeport,
A4, 18p
HAY FOR SALE-Jap. fled Top
and Soy Bean, Nevin Wall, Hazel
Route 3. Allp-tf
FOR SALE OR TRADE-good
cream separator, in excellent con-
dition. Primrose make. Lee Bar-
nett, Almo, Ky. ltp
FOR SALE-Tractor disc harrow,
also 2 tractor plows, one flat bot-
toln, the other disc. J. R. Scott,
Murray. Route -1.
CAR LOAD mares and horses for
'sale. See me at my heme or in
Murray. Noel Lockhart. ltc 5711. Itp
iGIJNI)-ladies brown kid glove
at postoff ice. Owner may have
same by calling at the Ledger &
IFrrnes Office. Its
NOTICE TO BREEDERS- I have
a full line of Breec,"-.. Stock, 3
Jacks, 2 Horses as good. as the
best. One horse and jack for
sale. Come and ins7,ect. J. D.
Scott, Sedalia Ky. Al 1 p
GLADIOLA BULBS for sale, from
- 1-to 5 cent e apiece; krilias from
15 to 25 cents: Mrs. I. T. Craw-
ford. Allc
I.ET ME HELP you beautif7 your
home with shrubs, Evergreens.
and Roses, also protect your fruit
trees and shade trees from insects
by spraying. 15 years experience
in this work. Alton E. - Barnett,
Phone-204W, North 4th St.
FOR SALE-Broom earn seed, best
grade of " seed grown. Square
Deal Broom Shop, East Math St..
at Rail Road Crossing. Al2p
PAINTER. paper hanger and deco-
rator. All work the very best.
Plenty of ladders and equipment.
Prices Right. W. G. McBride,
-.-South Sixteenth St. Al8c
WANTED-house - cleaning and
yard work of any kind, odd jobs,
etc. Edgar Frazier. colored. North
Murray in New. Colored addition.
AMBITIOUS young man willing
to work any kind of job avail-
able. Will clean yards, flower
beds, any kind of odd job. What
have you? Otis Hatcher, 202 E.
Maple, Murray, Ky.
HAULING. gardening, flower beds,
or any kind of work. Lum Todd.
Call Sexton Brothers or see me
on corner at Graham-Jackson's. -
FOR SALE-Good Timothy Hay.
Call or see Nat Brown, Tel No.
4,444.44, *444
STOCK BREEDERS-I -wit maks "
the season at my farm six mil"-
north of Murray with Palmer - -
,Patch, horse, and Black Sam. jack,
,,ALso . Woodrow Black, Spaniels -
jack. Ellis Wrather.
•
AlOp-
STRAYED-large white Persian
cat: amber eyes. Notify Mrs.
'
Corinne Dulaney or phone,;44. 1,ts,
Tolley & Carson
FOOD MARKET
"Live Better for Less"
FLOUR, 24 pounds
guaranteed  76c
Per barrel . $6.00
100 lbs. Seed Potatoes,
Cobbler  $1.30
TOMATOES, No. 2 cans,
1 dozen  90c
HOMINY or CORN,
3 for  25c
FIG BARS, 2 lbs. for .25c
OATS, 2-lb. pkg. ., 15C-7.•
FREE
Eight 24-1b. bags FLOUR
Saturday, April 13.
Each purchase of 50c enti-
tles you 'to a chance.
BRING US YOUR EGGS
AND BUTTER
FRESH MEATS
Swifts Branded Baby Beef.
CHOICE STEAKS, CHOPS
---Every Itieve Branded -
Bryan Tolley Joe Carson
Telephone 37
Deposits - Resources
STILL INCREASE
$600,000.00 In 15 Months!
We are very proud of the increased patronage which continues togrow at a rapid rate.
We are pleased to be able to-report the following figures whichindicate the rate_of growth and_ show the confidensea-liaing phieed- in-this.ictstitution by the people of Calloway County.
While deposits up to $5,000.00 are insurea we take the s-ame careand precautions in handling your money and operating this bank 'asif your money Was not insured.,
Resources January 1, 1934 $ 648,926.86
Resources January 1, 1935  913,798.67
Resources March 6, 1935  1,240,738.90
Resources Apri11719-35  1,269-,661.10
INCREASE SINCE JAN., 1, 1935 $ 355,862.43
Increase Since Jan. 1., 1934 $ 620,734.24
Deposits January 1, 1934 $ 571,719.66
Deposits January 1, 1935  828, t30.18
Deposits March 6, 1935  1,146,344.00
Deposits April 1, 1935   1,168,893.1$
INCREASE SINCE JAN. 1,1935 ;$ 340,763.03
Increase Since Jan., 1, 1934 $ 597,173.52
Government Bonds Owned Jan. 1, 1934 . . . $ 10,000.00
Government Bonds Owned Jan., 1, 1935 . . 138,159.51-
Government Bonds Owned Apr., 1, 1935 . $238,465.00
"bax* o aarca
Officers
W. S. Swann, President.
Tremon Beale,..Vice Pres.
George Hart. Cashier.
Rev. W. P. Prichard, V. Pres.
L. L. Dunn, Asst. Calder.
E. H. Ross, Teller.
Elbert Lassiter. Teller.
Sally Whitnell, Book-keeper.
Martha Kennedy, B.-keeper.
Velma Tyree, Book-keeper.
Member
FEDERAL DEPOSIT
INSURANCE
CORPORATION
Deposits up to $5,000
Insured
Director's
W. S. Swann, George Hart,
Max B. Hurt, L.-k. Moody,
Frank Beaman, J. D. Sexton,'
Tremon Beale, M. T. Morris.
L. L. Dunn, Dr. F. E Craw-
ford, L. E. Wyatt, J. H
Churchill, M. 0. Weather, E
J. Beale, Rev. W. P. Prichard.
•
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•
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and baby of Pilot °irk came in
Monday afternoon to visit Mr
Douglas' parents, Mr. and Mrs
Charlie Douglas, for a few days.
abar. and Mrs. AtidreI Santrnans,
Mrs. T. S. Herren ast deugh-
!et. Ms Aims, I:egret/Naar
ors Friday.
Mr. and Mrs Robt. Paschall and
Mrs. Irene Miller were in Pails
Monday.
MISS Anna B. Hill win in Paris
Monday on business.
The Rev. and Mrs. Paul McClarin
and children Ann and Billie of
Cayce. Ky. spent the week end
with friends and relatives. in. Hazel
and Paris..
Mrs. Myrt Osburn is in Murray
this week with her sister, Mrs.
Amanda White.
Fred Phillips of Lynn Grove and
Connie Moore of Wiswell were in
Hazel last Friday.
Mrs. W. C. Oliver is quite sick
at her home in north Hazel
Mrs. R. H. Maddox of Murray
was here a few day., last week
visiting her daughter, Mn. - Floyd
Fudge, and her sister, Mrs. Deliah
Shirley.
Mr. and Mrs. Vonnie Clark and
' children Vonelle and Jonelle, and
I.Miss Louise Sykes of Bruceton.
Tenn., were here last Monday
week to visit Mrs. Clark's mother.
Mrs. Myrtle Walker. and fatuity.
Mrs. Walker returned home. with
them air a few days visit.
E. M. Mason is confined to his
home this week With illness.
Miss Annie Lee „Paschall and
Miss Lorene Pasthall of Puryear
were Hazel - Visitors Monday after-
noon.
Mrs. Max Churchill and baby
of Murray are guests of Mrs. Ber-
tha Maddox a few days this week.
Mrs. Alice Ales was, in Alta-
ray Tuesday on business. ,
Miss Hazel Jones, who is teach-
ing at Faxon. spent over the week
end here with her mether, Mrs.
Alice Jones.
Sam _Bruce Jones, Will}, is in
school at Duke University,- Dur-
ham, N.. C.. ts home for a few
days visit with his parents. Mr:
and Mrs. Will 'Jones _on the State
Line -roaa. a •
Miss Corene Wilson returned to
her home in Benton Sunday after
spending a week in the home of
Mr.' and Mrs. C. D. Claastona. -
Mrs. Bettie Clanton spent a few
days first part of the- week in
Parr as guest Of Mrs. Pear Pitts..
Mr. and Mrs. Will Jones were
in Paris Friday afternoon.
- The Rev. and Mrs. J. E. Under-
wood of Paducah were in Hazel
Tuesday to visit the Kelley family.
Miss Maud Walker is improving
after a• few days illness.
Mrs. 0. B. Turnbow and son.
0. B. Jr., an ittigs Rea.. Lee kos-
ry were in` Murray last Monday,
guests of Mrs. Amanda White.
,__Mrs. Martha Wilkerson of blur:
ray was in Hazel jest week guest
ef Mrs. W. E. Dick. ,
Ezra Hewes -was in Paris Mon-
day._
- Mr. and Mrs. Dick Miller and
sons, William Cyrus and Gean
Orr, were in _Paris Sunday, guests
Of Mr. and Mrs. E. Flowers.
Mr. and Mrs. E. D. Miller were
Preyear. aarisitom -Tuesday. -after.-
noon.
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Miller, Mr.
and Mrs. E. L. Miller, Dr. and
Mrs. E W. Miller, Mr and Mrs 0.
T. _Mayer. • Mrs. MYrtle Osborn.
Mr and Mrs G. pwen attended
the funeral-services of Mrs. Miller
at Providence Saturday.
W. C. Clanton of Pacmcab spent
Tuesday in Hazel visiting relatives
ancT friends. •
Miss Evelyn Anderson of Paris
was week end guest of Miss
Myrtle Whitnell.
Mr. and Mrs Freeland and baby
of Buchanan. Tenn.. were in Hazel
Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Ellis were
in Mayfield Tuesday on business.
An Announcement -
by Senator Turner
am makini a ,iiff..ult an-i
neuncernent First. because I can-
not advise the voter to elect me
arid -cannot ask you to vote for me.
Second. because you should be
very careful • in the selection of
your representatives in each house
of the General Assembly.
Your Very existence is involved;
Se meets onel bounds of every day
Tat and '/Ittertier--are taintroiled-
1:0 the verice of those you select
to represent you. The burdens of
government., local and state. are
measured by this vote. The curb
of selfish interests, the selfish de-
sire to use votes for his own in-
terest is in hits -own heads
--- a-The. burden- of taxation is at
ressata - voters", -iittet: end- -• now
nothing is provided that .may as-
-sure the taxpaper that • he "ill be
heraefited for and to the 'extent
that he is Used.
ft Is .trbe That schools are a di-
rect benefit to every citizen_ but
much more to some than to ethers.
ltte penat-arid eleemosynary insti-
!Cations are a protection 'and benefit
Id every person in the state more
sntarly alike. The police power
IA the state is very important but,
is used selfishly many times. The
tdghway_ department is. the greatest
linelit to develop the state and is
bourn by only a portion of the
rrtizens, only by the car owner.
ben aid* every citizen alike.
I am a partizan but I am op-
pesed to the State departments
being used .politically. --and favor
much as possiblenon-partizan
edministr'ation. I not by partizan).•
a '1 aeta - in favor of the man fitting
Ite job rather than trying to fite job te the man.
" a •F•
I have, served you as. StateSen-
ator,- in -The minority much of the
time, all because I regard the leg-
islative branch as responsible to
to the people providing ways and
means by which your state may
be governed-not to create a ma-
chine to perpetuate any organiza-
tion in po-wer dr satisfy the whims
of an executive who has often had
little tag., a ;..alrus bri slate gptram-
rnent and the institutions of state,
and dominated by would - be
friendaaaor their own oafish gain.
I tried hard to work with a Re-
publican governor and did agree
with him on requests he made of
me when -I could. and, did the'
same with a Democratic governor
wad. 1 Iree In arefuse his re-
quests as if he had not been of
rriS ....Ereltaicia -Ugh •
' Kentuck is in a bad its:. owes but
little but not in a position to pay.
The limitation of the constitution
prevents in, letter the debta now.
on the state, but it has been placed
any way and the courts have said
that since the state has had the
benefit of this it is an obligation
of the state but with no due date.
therefore not liquid and. often sell
below par although probably "one
state adjoining in owes six tames
as 'much and still her obligations
have never gone below par because
the law of that state permits the
creation of debt. Under the consti-
tution nothIng can be done until
the • people will vote an amend-
Ment to finance this small debt
over a reasonable time and giving
due dates of payment then the
treasurer could refinance ;hese, ob-
ligations for half the 'rate of In-
terest no* paid_
All revenue measures roust be
passed In the lower house first,
this makes the notate more im-
portant than the senate In times
like this in handling . state debts
and deficits. Stubborn m e p
should be lected to the legis-
lature now. Mild economy should
be practiced in state and county
government until the debts ate fi-
nanced.
Nonsessentials should be taxed
to help bear the burden of taking
care of this back debt rather than
tax the food and clothing of the
poor. - Local governments should
have _control of affairs locally rath-
er than centralited state govern-
talent which Is too expensive viten
extended to county affairs. '
Cut out this over-lapping of ser-
vices by useless boards. ' ,
Goverriai-s are dangerous ani-
mals whe • undertake to con-
trol legisl live 
r
branch by use of
Parranalie
To much power has been given
the governal,to. appointive power
and then to dismisa without cause,
thereby- eentroling legislation.
If I think the demand is for me,
to announce for and file for re-
election I will do so in plenty of
time. I would like to hear from
any who care to write me their
opinion, giving - reasons for or
against my election to :he senate
again. As- penny post card will
bring your auswer.
T. 0. TURNER,
Senator Third District, Callo-
way, Caldwell. Lyon and Trigg.
Murray. Kentucky-
HAZEL NEWS
Birthday Party
Mr. and Mr e Alicia Oliver en-
tertained at their home Wednes-,
day afternoon in honor of their
son's, William Henry, 13th birth-
How long
will
your
family circle
be complete?
Don't
Put off
having a
group picture
now. You will
like the kind
we make.
April
- Special
This Coupon Saves
You $1.25
Family Grbups or
Individuals
Bring this COUPON to
Love's Studio, and we
will make you one 5x7
- Photograph complete
with folder.
rTsva Proofs to Select Frortil
_
-Pay 75c at Time of
Sitting
50c When Picture is
Delivered
This is a regular $2.50
Phptog-raph
LOVE'S -STUDIO
NORTH FOURTH STREET ,,MURRAY, KY.
OFFER GOOD DURING APRIL ONLY
Clean Up! Paint Up! Redecorate!
APRIL 8-13
SELLING
Wall Paper
ALL NEW Patterns
Smart, Bright Colors That
WillStay That 'Way for a
Long Time!
•- •
Your entire home,-;•Tur-
rtis.hings, rugs, hang.ings,
will he more attractive if '
you give them a new set-
ting,-
• Select yolir.paper from
.!tfurray's lafgert supply.
LPIANT-11-=-of.:44itterns to
- - choose from.
COMPARE OUR
PRICES
t-h
At Your Service
6 111111111Mim
Bring PICIr t:-.0-1P-
' Irons to
Irmo.
• 
 Games and contests were enjoy-
ed throughout the evening. Later
the evenig the guests. Maud-
; his classmates in the Hazel
loot, were invited into the din-
:ea Taiffrii" sa-Vhe-ria- a' delicious salad
_plate was served by the host, as-
sisted by -Mrs. Sallie St. John_
Those present were:
. Joe Baker Littleton: James M.
OvercaSt, Eic.b TUrnbow. Ted Clan-
7,71-Brandon. John- Will Owen. Joe
• Parker. .Wilton Holland. Edd Mill-
er, Jr.. Ula P^,nkley.' Ruby Lee
Pinkley, Martha Elizabeth White,
Ara Lee Wilson. Elreta Lamb,
Alexa Outland, Laura Janette
Curd.
YounaC-Mr. Oliver received a
number of nice gifts •
• • •••• -4.
•Quarterly Meeting
There will .be a quarterly Meet-
ing-a- id-Rae' eliiiiiehesa adder atie lara
W. A. Baker's charge at Maaoras
Chapel April 13. Tbe Rev. J.' it
, Hal will preach at II o'clock in
the morning and the business ses-
sion will be held in the afternoon.
.Every body' invited.
M. E. Bible Stady Class Meets
The MelhodiSt Watt: -Stt.fdy class
,•:.t al the home of- Mrs W B.
'Idilstead. last Wednesday afternoon
at -2:30 -o'clock- with Mrs__ Baker
conducting the study.
Those present ,were:
Mrs. _Audrey Simmons. Mrs
Ruth, Underwood, Mrs. D. N.
White. Met Effie Scruggs. Mrs.
Roberta Brandon. Mrs. Alice Jones.
Mrs. Ta S. Herron. The Rev and
adjs. W. A. Baker. and Mrs. Wa-B.
Mastead.
• Benediction. Mrs Scruggs. •
Af:er the lesson, deliciouS4'e-
frestments were served by Mrs.
Milsaaaaa •
Mrs. Nancy Petty was called to
Paris on. account of the serious ill-
ness of her sister-in-law. Mrs_ Ada
Lamb. • •
Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Miller. Mrs.
BusNix and son -Strarley atttended
the. debate at Grove High School
between _Union._ University " and
glut-ray-State College.
Mrs. Bun Nix was in Murray
Monday on business.
Mr and Mrs Garvire flotillas
Former Resident ---- -
Dies in Oklahoma
Death came suddenly and peace-
fully to C. L. McCollister as he
slept.- at 2:30 Tuesday Morning.
i March 21. after a day in which
ht had followed his usual pur-
Clean Up. . Paint Up
Better Homes Week
Murray, April 8 to 13-
, Come to the Itexala Store sr 'your
paints and varnishes of an kind.
for draining up and painting up
this spring.
10,000 Painters Can't Be
Wrong"
Every paint and varnish
TIME-TMTr.D..
Complete line orcleaninz_disinfectants.
We have We have water-ProoT-iarniih'foi Tor
interior varnishing and re-decorating.
 Try the Rexall Store First-'-
DALE & STUBBLEFIELD
The 4:112.4.01.2. Sibee
-LAMINAL:
ants. After he had closed his
shop Monday evening, he had
worked in his garden and flower
beds. which was to him recreation
and hl& favorite pastime. Later
he. listened to the ,radio and read
. MOW Irler. egs
paxeatly in his usual health. Mrs.
McCallister was awakened by his
labored breathing, and soon after,
turning on the light, she discower-
ed he was dead.
Mr. McCallister had been In
business in La Cygne for eighteen
years. A blacksmith by trade, he
was an expert workman, and the
McCallister shop was patronized
by people "trom far and near
because of his ability to make or
mend anything in his line. He
was quiet and retiring, a man of
few words and not rated perhaps
as a "good mixer", but those who
were favored with his friendship
knew him as a man of high Ideals,
a great reader, well informed on
topics of public interest, - and a
good neighbor. He was a home
loving man. _and his gmatiasta JaY„.
in life was beautifying ,his home
place, and using his skill as a
workman in creating conveniences
fer the home. He was generous
With his flowers and shrubs and
the profusion of beautiful „flowers
sent to this lover of all thing's
beautiful, after his death, attested
the appreciation of his neighbors
and friends.
Charles Lewis McCallister, son of
Smith and Mary A. McCallister,
was born at Bristoiv. Ind.,.Febru-
ary 3. 1876. On November 21.
1898 he was united in Marriage
to Hettie Mosby Of Tell City, Ind.
To them was born two sons, Ever-
ett and Earl. The wife departed
this life in 1908.
In 1911 Mr.' McCallister moved
to Murray. Ky.. where he lived
until 1915 when he 'moved to
Arnett. Okla.. and athen in 1917
he came to La Cygne, where he re-
sided until his death.
-Mr. M-cCallister _united_ with.. the
Methodist church when a young
man. He followed his 'trade as a
blacksmith for forty years. Wher-
ever he lived he is remembered
very kindly by a- host- of friends
who knew him.---Oklahoma Paper.
County Needs New
Road Machinery
.Spring is here with all the ef-
fects of an unusual rainy season.
All ditches that were in the right
place are filled up and gulleys
have appeared in the wrong place,
carrying the gravel from the road
beds and the 'hill -aides to the
road ditches.
This is the big problem for the
fiscal -court -The hype -et -Mien
help on the country roads is here
with. the big relief appropriation.
but no machinery for opening
ditches or dor carrying dirt or
raneel is provided, nothing but
hand tools.
The cooperation of citizens and
fiscal court for this purpose is
necesasry to get reasonable berus-•-•
fits of ithis hand labor. Tha pre-
fect of r 314 miles 'from Crossland
west oa state line road has been
approved with the understanding
that Henry county will do the
grading as they have plenty of
machinery and Calloway will do
the graveling. The Relief has al-
toted plenty of labor but will not
do the hauling of grave!, so, it is
up to the citizens interested to
haul the gravel which will require
at least $223.00 per mile a; the
gravel surface is to be 12 feet
wide. It will take too much space
to explain the benefits of this
road to the county.
There is a project already start-
ed from Brown's Grove via Lynn.
Grove Senthualvhieh is a worthy
project but no power to do certain
heavy grading. There are many
such projects In the county need-
ed and in each case to get the
benefits of this man-power it is
necessary to have some heavy
machinery.
As I understand the equipment
_of the,, county is. in ausij. condition
that it will not do the work
whether it..,,can -be,' overhauled or
not. I do not know, but if. not. I
think that at least one unit of
tractor and grader should be pro-
vided at once to help in these pro-j
It will be said that the machin-
ery is worn .out with no benefits
for the original outlay. Now, this
is in part true only because much
grading of permanent nature has
been done. It is true that it was
abused by persons trying to pull
up stumps and sapflugs which was
too much for the machine but that
was the fault of the management.
but If .you will look around you
will find marry farm tractors that
have been worn out in the same
time and ,some farniers have•three
or four automobiles - in the same
time, much of this loss on account
of the bad roads' thaTilhey have
to travel
With the advance in farm pro-
ducts it is now necessary that the
farm-to-market roads be improved.
if you think so. cooperate with
your fiscal court advise with your
oitaa rnstaistratat at.. once and get
started to get the best out of this
federal relief that is starting in a
big way. • -
Each lend owner should, along
the roads and lanes that is need-
ed, work to clear the road sides
to make 'room to work or to •join
in your hands or neighbors along
these, roads to clear the way. The
cutting should be taken up at once
as it will do much harm if it is
left on road aides. The cutting of
brush. along the roads will stop
gulleys in the nearby fields 'or if
piled up will help make plant
beds next treason. -----
This 'county road joh is every
citizen's job in town or ecuntry.
-T 0. T.
Stella Gossip
Here is how I voted in primary
erection that Payton Thomas. of
10•111M....4(
-A.---Representative of
BROWDER
FEEDS
will be at our store
Saturday, April 6
to explain benefits and
profits of good feeds
COLLEGE CREST HATCHERY
East Maple Street Murray, Ky.
• 
HEAT
& _
MILLIGAN
PAINTS
CLEAN UP! PAINT UP!
in Murray, April 8-13
Nothing can add to the general appearance and
beauty of the home and surroundings as much as
PANT. Foethe greatest improvement per dollar
PAINT is the answer.
All paints look very much alike when first ap-
plied, but remember the months and years- -will
draw a sharp line of comparison. The best invest-
ment is in quality paint that stands the sun, rain,
and changing temperatures.
• ,
HEATH & MILLIGAN FOR
THE HIGHEST QUALITY
WEAR DRUG COMPANY
Hamlin, sent in to last week's
Ledger & Times, be ballot being
dated March 27, 189T, '38 years ago.
Representative, Abe Thompson;
circuit clerk, Ed Phillips; county
judge, Charley Stewart; attorney,
Jim Coleman; county diens, John
Keys; school su-perintenellikaoCa
Ray; sheriff, Claarley Fulton; jailor,
Will Sparkman; coroner, Henry
Miller; assessor, Eld JIM Hill. Six
of my votes- won in the,. race!!
That storm last fourth Monday
blew down Owen brothers tobac-
co barn, once the property of Bur-
ne/ Gingles near Charley Thur-
mond's. The same barn was
wrecked by lightning three years
ago, and the dwelling house burnt
up while- Jewel Sheridan lived
there. The stable doors have fall-
en down an' the roof is cavin' In.
Four hundred people attended
the funeral services of L. Brown
at West Fork March '28. An .auto
accident is said to have been the
cause of the young man's sad
death.
We. wish that the. Ica.d and
brige cbibmIssioner would make
a bridge across' The Cook branch.
About 150 autos have stalled. dam-
aged badly; school ch4ldren are
hindered and the general public
is handicapped when it rains. The
mail man some times has to un-a
hitch both traces and take out!!
Mr. andahars. Noval Pendergrass
and children, Mrs. Alvie Slaugh-
ter and son attended church "'ser-
vice at Coldwitter last Sunday in
Novel's bran' new 2-horse wagon.
I can remember when families
went to church in ox wagons,
which was "no disgrace".
Here it is April and nothin;
dean' on the farm. Been rainy
weather the, east three months.
Our next visitors will be Lady,
bed, hum, god tumble bugs!!
Say, girls and women, -don't
show .your -teeth when you have
your pitcures taken. It is very,
very unbecoming and besides it
is- a' woman's- place -to -keep her
mouth shut (7)" and the men can
do the talkin' and grinnin'. •
I managed to plant 3 patch - of
corn March_29 down .by the mail
box between shoWers., hut- I--tad
to resort to, strategy.- ,scitc.,„
To Adam Paradise was home.
To the good among his descend,
ants home is paradise.
, it nit 
Brief Facts About
• Crippled- Children
A campaign for the Crippled
Children's work will be. held In
Kentucky April 7-24. Turner
Alseritridit or Caftan,' emid,
and states that the allotment AU.
this cointty is $150.00.
The Need
There are between 12,000 and
15,000 crippled children in Ken-
tucky. It is estimated that ID
More than half this number ciin he
corrected; (2) • One-third can be
helped; (3) One-third can be edu-
cated to be sou-suppusung.
Mietery--01 State Organization:
1. The Kentucky Society
Crippled Children was organizeo.P
in 1923 by the Rotary Clubs to
make a study of crippled chil-
dren's needs in the state Its
Membership has been extcrided
until it now includes repr.--;,nts.
tives from all civic and luncheon,
clubs and citizens interested in this .
2. The Societl sponsored legis-
lation creating the Kentucky Crip-
pled Children Commission in 1924;
the Society continues to enlist pub-
lict support to promote the work
of The Commission air,1 lt • !., :al
welfare of crippled eliiiaria.
Financial Situation:
1. The state appropriat,..n the
Commission has never be,'1 suf-
ficiently large to answer the need
of more than 12,000 crippled chil-
dren for free clinic exa:I.A...tion.
free medical and surgical cave and
efficient follow-up service.
2. The Society sponsored legis-
m&nberhip fees and general -on-
tributions approximately Sao.000
which has been used to suppl,.!tient
the Commissjon's funds. and has
helped to exand the program.
Accomplishments:
•The Csimmission has examined '
more than 8.000 crippled children
in free clinics held in every part
of the state-and has furnished free
treatment to nearly 4.500 such
cases. '
The strength of a nation, especi-
-4147 a -Republica& natiew- is in
Ow intelligent and well-ordered
homes of the people.
Rome makes the man.
' The sweetest type of heaven is
home
Special Tire Prices
Heavy Duty Pinch-Proof Tube .given FREE
with all McClaren Tires sold during .Aril.
4-ply 6-ply
4.50x21...- .  $ 7.35
4.75x19   $ 7.75 $ 9.60
5.25x18  $ 9.25 $11.55
5.50x17  $10.15 $12.15
COMPLETE VULCANIZING SHOP
TIRES AND TUBES
J. 0. Chai-Obi erg-
Telepbtane 74 Murray, Kentucky
CLEAN UP!
Clean Premises Reduce
FIRE HAZARDS
Save Your •  7
Home lqvest- 
If/ 1';.4 
V
ment With i
Adequate
Insurance
Protection
Thousands of fires are
started and millions of
dollars in damages are
"lone annually by fires
started in refuse, litter,
defective wiring a,nd toy
many other preventitble
Causes. -
Clean up your premises
both inside and out.
Frazee, Berry & &kin
P11014, 381 GATLIN BUILDING
"It Does Make a Difference Who Writes
Your Insurance"
' ' •
'
1
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If you have visitors or„whois
your are not soshanied, please
report them for this column.
E. W. Wear, editor of the Bal-
lard County Yeoman, Wickliffe,
visited his brother, H. P. Wear,
and sister, Miss Mattie Wear Wed-
nesday-and- Thursday.- -Mr. Wear
also attended the Seventy Seventh
nniversary program of the First
ristian Church, his mcther being
charter member of that organiza-
tion.
For Sale-Little Re:. (_'obb Willis
Corn. L. F. 'Thurmor't.
Miss Suzanne Snook. teeo had an
operation (NI .„Ertelax...u._xecaver-
ing nicely.
Miss Margaret Bailey has gone
to her home in Adaii-v'l.e, Ky., for
--a-few months rest.
Mrs. Ellen riser, who fell last
week. is still quiet ill at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Slcaggs On
Weld Olive.
Mrs. Gordon Banks arid Master
Gordon Rainey Banks, who have
been visiting Vir• and Mrs. Joe
5.
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Lovett and sons left Saturday night
for their home in Ft. Wayne, Ind.
DINNER DANCE--Jimmie Mans-
field and his orchestra every Sun-
day evening._ Elite Cafe, Parts,
Tenn., 6:30 to 8. J. P. 1D4ck,
Prop. A4p
The follontitUt C. C. C. buys are
eabeats - at. the- if-eye-Houston
Hospital this week: William Far-
ley, Cadiz; Roy Cobb, Cifdiz; Har
Ion Wilkerson, Murray; Arthur
Gibson, Cadiz; Carl Vincent, Cadiz;
Lawrence Kuykendall. Ca di z;
Walter Lathon. Cadiz; Earl Watti,
Cadiz; Raymond Fee, Cadiz; Wil-
liam Fralsy, Cadiz; Otis Smith,
Cadiz; Jones Millis, Cadiz; Arthur
Woundtree, Cadiz.; - James Ricer
Benton.
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Wall, Sr.,
are expected to arrive home the
latter part of this week from Ros-
well, New Mexico, where they
have spent the winter.
Duke's Novelty Shop in the
front of Johnson-Fain's Music
Store.
Miss Kathleen Imes. daughter
Fisk Tires :-
30x3 1-2  $3.90
4.40x21  $4.25
4.50x21   $4.70
DELCO BATTERIES.. $4.00 to 55.50-Exchange
BIG SAVINGS QN ALL ACCESSORIES
-MURRAY AUTO PARTS
Located Just West of Lerman Store
Trade With
Economy Grocery
HOME OWNED
-FRIDAY and SATURDAY SPECIALS--
SUGAR, 10 lbs. pure cane for. . . . . . 46c
COFFEE, Maxwell House, lb.  28c
SOAP, P. and G., 10 bars for  25c
COOKIES, assorted, lb.  19c
CANDY, fancy mixed, lb. -  10c
SPORN FLAKES, 2 for .  15c
TOILET TISSUE, 1000-sheet rolls, 6 for 25c
SCOCO, 4-lb. carton  58c
MILK, Armour's, 3 for - 10c
CRACKERS, 2-lb. box  19c
COCOA, 2-lb. can   19c
BAKING POWDER, K. C., 25c size 19c
FLOUR, Aristos, for all purposes, 24 lbs $1.05
FLOUR, Sunrise, 24 lbs.  80c
TOMATOES, 2-lb. can, 3 for  25c
HIGHEST 114.?4111$,ET-PRICES FOR EGGS 
40( w 
** *
%
A NEW COCKTAIL LOUNGE-
-A NEW RESTAURANT-
A NEW NIGHT-CLUB!
'
,•.•-•,,t • ...MP
ALL three are combined in one gorgeous, glo-
rious NEW spot at the Brown Hotel-the
Bluegrass Room-the 'most modern and metropol.
itan room in the State!
You'll thrill to the marvelous new decorations!
You'll thoroughly enjoy the new menus! You'll be
delighted at the new music and entertainment that
almost never stops from noon t*O"lin the morning!
Prices? Probably no mart than you're accustomed
to paying, anytime you "step out"! ... Come up
some week-end, and see!
131.U4GRASS ROOM
'Brown Hotel
LOUISVILLEkAROLD E. HARTER, I.4 'norm• 
M AF
* * * 1( 4(
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of Mr. and Mrs. J. M. imes, Alma,
Ky., and a student in Bethel
Wtonturt college, Hopkinsville,
Kata g. 0.14batne tar the spring holi-
days. Miss Imes Sas as ter holi-
day guest a claesrreitsp Miss Marg-
aret Middleton, of Woodland. Miss.
Mr. and Mrs. James McFadden
Dick of Salisbury, Mct, snnounce
the birth of a uaughter on Tues-
day, April the second. Mrs. Dick
was Miss Virginia Malrath of this
city. Her sister, Mrs. 0. L. Buren
of Murray is with her in Salis-
bury.
Get your cotton seed early.
Murray Cotton Co.
Mrs. Pogue Maddox of Hunting-
don, Tenn., visited Miss Carrie Al-
lison Wednesday: Mrs. Maddox as
Miss Flo Harbert taught in Mur-
ray and made many friends.
Mrs. Golden Wilkerson was dis-
charged from the Keys-Houston
Hospital Sunday to return to her
home in Mayfield.
Dr: "a-nil-Mrs. F. Ea Crewford had
aa their houseguest Monday night
Dr. C. P. Mayhan of Harlan, Ky.
Dr. Mayhall, a college friend of
Dr. Crawford. is president of the
State Board of Dental Fataminers
and also a State Dental Trestee.
Chattanooga Vulcan and., ()liver
Plows. Slat and Solid mould and
all their repairs for less money
Otis season. Yours very truly, J.
W. Denham, Hazel, Ky.
Miss Jessie Sherman of Holly
Springs, Miss., spent the week-end
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. E.
C. Sherman of Murray Route 4.
Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Kemp of
Akron, Ohio. are the proud par-
ents of a son, Robert Harlan,- born
March 12. Mrs. Kemp was form-
erly Miss Blanche Sherman of
Murray,
Mrs. Ronald Smith, Mrs. Blem-
ker, Mrs. Bagenstose, Mrs. C. L.
Sharborough. Mrs. E. S. Diuguid.
Tr., and Miss Carrie Allison motor-
ed to Nashville Saturday fn . see
the play "Mary of Scotland."
When you want beautiful hos-
iery ask for Phoenix at Duke's
Novelty Shop.
Mrs. Humphreys iCej attended
a district meeting pf the Spencer
Garment Company which was held
Saturday in Paducah at the Cobb
. A. Y. McNeeley, -Route 4, is
patient at the Keys-Houston Hos-
pital where he has been several-.
days for treatment.
Dr. F. E. Srawford. Dentist, First
Nat'l. Bank Bldg. Tel. 192-J. if
Zeb A Stewart, lawyer of Har-
lan, Ky.. recently returned to his
home from Philadelphia. Judge
Stewart visited Col. and Mts. Man-
ning Stewart. Bay Ridge, Brook-
lyn, and stopped At' New York
ARTIST BOS WELL
a bay stallion will make the season
of 1935 at my home 2 miles south
of Crossland at $10. to Inset* a
mare in foal. Use all precautions
to prevent accidents but not re-
sponsible should any occur.
_ PRINCE
A starlight Jack will make the
season at the same place under
same iconditions at $8.00.
STARLIGHT JACK
Will also make the. season under
same conditions at. $3.00.
J. F. MORRIS
ROUTE 3 ilURYEAR, .TENN.
Loading Car of
POULTRY
Friday & Saturday
Will pay the following
prices
Heavy Hens . 16c
Leghorn Hens 13c
Roosters  5c
J. W. CLOPTON
• & CO.
Debot Street
Murray, Ky.
City. He visited, also, in Wash-
ington, D. C., before returning to
Harlan.
Miss Trees Rogers is visiting her
sister, Mrs. Fred Robinson, of
Goltcwah, Tenn.
Mrs. Mary E. Butterworth and
son, Reginald, were visitors in
Paducah' Monday.
Miss Venela Workman spent the
past week end with Mr. and Mrs.
Wayne Sullivan of Paducah.
The largest stock of Horse Col-
lars and mule rigging and the
cheapest prices you will find any
where and aast-sairety ',aye .you
monen.': 3:-W. -.Denham. Hazel, Ky.
Mrs. 6. R. McConnel. Sixth and
Vine, is confined to her home by
illness this week.
Ben Smith, city clerk of Hardin,
was a Murray visitor Tuesday. '
Mrs. J. B. Grubbs was admitted
to the Keys-Houston Hospital this
week for an aperation on her ear.
Mrs. L. B. Alexander, wife of a
Pleiminent Pa duce h attorney,
daughter of. .1. F. Boatwright; of
that settlement, is confined to her
home in Paducah with the mumps.
Albert Lassiter was a businless
visitor in Graves county Wednes-
day.
Atty. and Mrs. Flavius B. Martin.
Mayfield, were the guests of Mrs.
Martin's sister, Mrs. E. J. Beale,
Tuesday,
Get your cotton seed early.
Murray Cotton Co.
Mr. and Mrs. Genie Gilbert have
gone to Louisville to spend over
the week 'end with Mrs. Guthrie
Gilbert and family-.
Mrs. Eugene, Tarry, Mrs: Melus
Linn, Mrs. Luther-Dunn, Mrs. H.
M. McElrath were in Princeton
Tuesday attending a district meet-
ing of the Missionary societies ci)
the Baptist churches.
Elegant silk underwear, bags,
collars at Duke's Novelty Shop.
Mrs. Orbie Culver, of Dexter,
had her tonsils removed at the
Keys-Houston Hospital last week.
Dr. H. M. McElrath attended the
State Dental meet in Peducah the
first of the week.
Dr._,B. F. Berry was among those
attending the state dental meet-
ing in Paducah this week.
,A marriage license was issued
March 30 to Theron McGary and
Bertha Rowland, both of Graves
county. ,
A marriage license was issued
March- 30' to L. A. Alderson and
Ethie Jones, both of. Murray.
Miss Grace Wyatt of Shorter
College, Rome, Ga., war the guest
of Miss Margaret Campbell and
Mrs. B. 0. Langston last week.
In the front of Johnson-Fain's
Music Store you will find Duke's
Novelty Shop.
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Wall, Sr.,
who have been spending the
winter in Roswell, New. Mexico,
have arrived home.
' Mr., and Mrs. R. T. Parker, Jr.,
of Owensboro, Ky., viaticd relatives
here Sunday.
Miss Verdie Ramsey, of Puryear,
Tenn., underwent a tonsil opera-
tion at the Keys-Houston HOS-.
When a Man Cooks, he
brags about his way with
a Steak, a Chop, or Ham
and -
Plan YOFR Meals
Around
MEAT
We strive to always give
yeti. the best meats obtain-
able.
MURRAY MEAT
- MARKET
PHONE 12
•
Clean-Up, Paint Up, April 8-13
We can furnish you with everything you need
in  the ivoiorhoes. rikes,11P4-ding forks; shovels,
garden to-Ois. rubber 'hose; screen wire, fly sTfat 3,
lime, mops, .paint brushes.
Also one of the best lines_of implements con-
sisting of disc Cultivators, disc harrows, 14-tooth
cultiVators, section harrows, Chattanooga, slat wing
plows, Owensboro and Webef• Wagons.
SEXTON BROTHERS
-PHONE 53-
Just received another car of
fine George Delker Rubber Tire.
-Top HOES and will sell with
Harness as long as they last for
$110.00 cash. Yours very truly, J.
W. Denham, Hazel, Ky.
Mrs. I. W. Eskridge of Blythe-
ville, Ark., is spending a few days
lore with Mr. and Mrs. A. V.
Story and Miss Sarah Anne Esk-
ridge; Also her son Mr. Thos. C.
Eskridge and Mn. Eskridge who
are eneustiaia-the..-week end- -here
with her parents.
Yancey Bennett of Mayfield, is
rapidly improving at the Keys-
Houston Hospital where he was
recently operated for appendicitis.
Mr. and Mrs. Newell Kemp visit-
ed, friends in Indianapolis, Ind.,
last week.
Several from Murray attended
"Tater Day" in Benton Monday.
They reported one of the largest
crowds in years.
Walter Jones is adding a second
story te his home on Miller Ave-
nue in College addition. The
place is being modernized through-
outs
Lint Cotton for quilting. Mur-
ray Cotton Co.
Mrs. Lillie E. Mayer has extens-
ively remodeled her home on West
Miller Attnue in 'College addi-
tion.
Chief of Police Fleet Hays was
confined with illness Thursday of
last week, -
Miss Eva Grey Ward, who is-now
working in Lexington, spent last
week end in Murray visiting her
parentaaaad friends.
Mrs. Frances Bell, Paducah, has
moved, to New Concord to make
her home with her deughter Mrs.
E. R. Blalock,
Perry Stevens, who is a patient
at the Keys-Houston .Hospital for
treatment of e self-inflicted gun
shot wound, is slowly en the road
to recovery.
T. L. McNutt, income tax ac-
ommtant, is in Murray aiding
Murrayans in making out income
returns and corporation income re-
ports at Mrs. Laura Ferguson's.
April 15 is last day for filing.
(Tentative Returns).
You can afford to forget to eat
freakfast but dent forget Phoenix
Hose at Dukelii Novelty Shop.
„Mr. and Mrs. John RobinsOn of
Milburn. Ky.. spent the week end
with Mrs. Lula Riaenhoover and
friblids here.
Miss Geneva McNeely of St.
Louis was the guest of Mr. ,and.
Mrs. David McNeely on North
16th street last week.
Miss Polly Townsend of .Hick-
man, Ky., was the week end guest
of Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield, Jr.
ahd Mrs.--2Zbirliiiiler
taken a room at the home Of Mr.
and Mrs. lj. T. Waldrop.
Mr. and Mrs. N. G.- Coy are
building on'--ffieir lot-. on- West
Poplar.
Truman Smith of New - Concord
visited his slaters in St. Louis,
Mo., last week.
Mr. and Mrs. John Tom Taylor
and son and MraLonnie Hill visit-
ed in the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Everett Ray while in St. Louis.
Max B. Hurt, president, Ro,bert
Smith, past president, and T. Sledd,
Jr. chairman of the membership
committee of the Young Business
Men's' Club are in Memphis to-
ay making Leriar_e,gernenis for a
broadcast over WMC, in the in-
terest of Murray at a later date.
I - 'VISO Tdriry Beale sbent the week
ennd with Miss Vivian Venable
•
•
near Goshen.
Just installed a new croquignoie
machine.. May Belle Scobey Beauty
Shop.
Miss Elizabeth King and Miss
Alice Perrime, of Indianapolis,
pltal last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Thos. C. Eskridge
who are connetted-with .LL S.
Guest and •Gosediette Survey now- Jo-
cated at Fairfield, Ill., and Mr.
and Mrs. ,Boy ge Story and daugh-
ter, Jewell Eloise of Minton, KY- visited in Murray Wednesday and
spent the week end here ,with Thursday, Miss King is a teacher
tbeirefather, Mr. J. M. Story, and in the Indianapolis schrols and is
Mrs. Story, Mr. Eskridge and Mr. a former resident of Murray.
and Mrs. Story returned Sunday Miss'' Isabel Thomas and Mr.
afternoon. Mrs. Eskridge will Meredith Story left Thursday
visit .friends and relatives here for
two weeks. 
morning. April 4, to visit their
uncle, James H. Turner, and lam-
a).-
Special prices the rest of the
week on our newest spring suits.
You'll like them if you see them.
Farmer az Hart.
Among those who went to Nash-
ville Saturday to see Helen Hayes
and Pauline Frederick in the play
"Mary of Scotland" were Mrs. D.
E. Wilson, Jr., Mrs. Lucile Jordan,
Miss Annie Smith, Miss Katherine
Bondurant, Prof. Forrest Pogue,
Miss Maryleona- Bishop.
Mrs. U. M.. Griffin and Mrs.
Omar Griffin of Ft. Scott, and
Girard, Kansas, visited Murray
last week end enroute home from
wintering in Florida guests of
Mrs. Elizabeth Taylor.
Mr. 'arid Mrs. aBerniee Boyd,
Brown's Grove, were the guests of
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Guthrie, just
west of the city, Sunday.
Permanent waves reasonably
priced. Jut installed new cro-
quignole machine. May Belle
Scobey Shop.
Mr. and Mrs. John Tom Taylor
and son,. Dan Keith, and Mrs.
Taylor's father. Mr. Lonnie Hill. of
Hazel. spent the week end in St.
Louis. Mo., visiting their daughter
and sister, Mrs. Wylie Parker, and
Mr. Parker, 'and daughter, Joan.
R. Rasberry of Hazel visited his
sons, of St. Louis, Mo., over the
week end.
- CHURCH OF CHRIST
Regular _ services next Lord's
Day. Bible study 9:45 a. m.
Preaching by Thomas Pate at 10:45
OR $1000 IN CASH
offered by
PALMOLIVE
the soap stod•
*by* ad
ASK US FOR
FULL DETAILS
ABOUT THIS
GREAT CONTEST I
SPECIALS
PALMOLIVE, 3 bars  14c
SUPERSUDS, 3 for  2k
GIANT OCTAGON SOAP,
0 fix  25c
Ameriiii Ace Coffee, lb. . 33e
23-plece Imported, hand painted
Dinner Set, to one of 72 pm'-
chase. ,
tioe. lbs. Standard Cane Sugar $4.70
10 lbs. Cane Sugar  46c
1 bu. Seed Sweet Potatoes _ 40c
50-lb. can Pure Lard  $7.50
24 lbs. guaranteed Flour ____ 77e
5 lbs. Comb Honey, bright ____ 60c
Large Cup and Saucer Oats __ 25c
No. 2 1-2 cans Pork and Beans
or Tomatoes  10c
2 lbs. Seed English Peas 25c
Chum Salmon. tall cans 10c
3 Cans Mackerel  _ 24c
12 Extra fancy Oregon Apples 20c
Large Grape Fruit  5c or Sc,
___SWAnn rocery_ _
24  PHONES  25
a. m. and 7'p. m. -Prayer service
and song practice Wedneklay ev-
ening 7 o'clock.
.....119-4imb.u, -,please bear in
mind that a series of meetings
will begin second Sanday lApril
14) with H. Leo Boles of Nash-
ville, Tenn., doing the preaching.
Watch for more definite announce-
ment next week. In the mean
time be making your arrange-
ments to attend. It will be worth
your while.
The church extends a cordial in
vitation to all to attend all ser-
vices and a hearty welcome awaits
Prevent Fires
Cleaning Up is not only more health-
ful, making your home more inviting and
comfortable, it is also one of the greatest
measure g of fire prevention.
A big majority of fires are started from
refuse, trash and litters, both inside and -
outside homes and buildings, defective
wiring a n d 'Many other preventable
causes.
We are co-operating with clean--
Paint Up Week in Muftay abet urge all to
co-operate in making Murray the clean-
-est city in the state.
R FALWELL & COMPANY
GENERAL INSURANCE
'First National Bank Building
-- -2--
• ,411
•
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Thos.' Pate, Minister
Administrators,'.
Notice
All persons having lams against
the estate of W. G. aamb. deceas-
ed, will take notice that said
claims must be -filed-with -the-
dersigned administrator properly
proven on or before May, 1935,
or be forever barred from assert-
ing same.
This April 1, 1935.
- „CARL B. KINGINS.
Admn. of Estate of W G. Lamb
Card of Thanks
We take this method of thank-
ing each and everyone of our dear
friends and neighbors for their
kind help and loving sympathy
during the illness and death of our
dear son and brother, L. D. Brown,
and especially do we thank Dr.
Holiston and Hospital staff and Gil-
bert Doron for their 'services. We
thank you for the many beautiful
florial offerings and Bro. Gregory
and Bro. Wilson for their comfort-
ing words. May the same loving
kindness be theirs as in such sor-
rows as. ours. May God's rieheet
blessings rest on each and eyerr
one is our prayer.-Mrs. W. H.
Brown and family.
Marshall County
Singers to Meet
_The Marshall .....spunty. Singiala
conention will be held in the Ben-
ron High School.
Everybody invited. Come and
bring an singers.
Singers have a special invitation.
Jack Edwards. Pres.
Mrs. W. D. Rudolph. Sec'y.
THOSE SPRING
STYLES
are simply stunning. Fashion axperts declare they
.are-the hest in years. New ideas are developed
'every -year but the idea in fashions and dress have
never ignored the necessity for clean, shapely, well
kept clothes.
If you cannot add- to your wardrobe.as 'you
wish-REMEMBER that you'll be well dressed
with clean,' shapely clothes at any season.
Our services are pleasing many . . . We have
the best of equi•)ment and experience.
BOONE
CLEANERS
---Telephone 449-
n U ; Paint Up Week, April 18.13
OP!
Red v pot
PAINT
RED SPOT Paint is the favorite of those who
must make their.dollars count. It is an economical
paint but not a c-heap pa-int,lt will give many
years of lasting-satisfaction and protection to your
property at lowest cost per year.
Everyone is co-operating in Clean-Up, Paint- •
Up and Better Homes Week' in 'Murray. Now is
the time to bring your home up todate, make it a
more pleasant place to live, enh*ante its value and
prolong its life.
There's a RED SPOT Paint for--erery 'pur-
pose. All we-asYc is it chance to figure with yeti,-- -
,
See us for your spring needs in farm and gar-
den tools, spring cleaning needs of all kinds.
Seeds, fertilizers, screening, fencing-in fact
everything for the farm, garden and home.
This store prides itself in the number of sat-
isfied customers that trade here year after year.
The farmers' headquarters.
A. B. Beale & Son
Farmers' Headquarters-
..-•••••-•••••••• •• A 2.........A.•••••• Aor. ••••••••••• -
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CIRCUIT COURT
OPENS MONDAY
s
THE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, KENTUeKY. THURSDAY AFTERNOON, APRIL 4, 1935.- • -
'Sallie Broyles v$. Erne•t Broyles; reinains only that the details be.T. H. Ubier, admit_ vs. Vera worked out.
vghes Waldrop; Oberais Newsome
vr.. Onyx Newsome. I_ .1:‘"mtaitaisterce,..1. *AY ..alaigalleeLargsten vs. t.. F. -Thurmond; M. 'self as a ek..1di..iate for the Darn_- 13.../iolton vs. Sun Life Assurance ocratic nomination for GovernorCo.. of Canada: J. D, Houston vs. at the ensuing priMary election;.1. T. Hughes, Willie Desker vs. C. and, if nominated anti elected. I
pledge ...tie the pecsile of Kentucks1
my utmost endeavor to give them
an eoonarnic. efficient .,and faith-
ful administration.
1 shall, at an early date, makeJim Keel: Ruth Utterback vs J. a public announcement of my po-E Utterback. Bank of •Murray vs. sttion on all publle questions per-Key +Brothers Construction Co.; tinent to the issues of this cam-of,, Murray Erwin- .Bertha Page vs. Esther Jones.
tContinued from Page One
larceny; J. T. Bynum,' child dele-
tion; John W. Simpson. child de-
sertion; Claudius Russell. usipg
abusive language: Elbert Skinner,
operating a motor vehicle without
consent of the owner; Leo Hen-
dricks uttering a forged rectill- four charges. _ .
---011-1110•Ci-VIT-d&-ltet'are 42 con-
tinued ordinary cases atal 31 ap-
pearance 
are: r Co. vs.
ce . The appearance
0. T. Skaggs; First National Bank
etal vs. Wavel Camp; eta); Allbrit-
ten and Simmons vs. .Mason Wil-
son; First National Bank, etal vs.
C. L. Armstrong: .Columbia Amuse-
- et:r eitY of MY Ve
camn. vs_ Carl B. -Kingins: Bonk
-Murray vs. F. G. Rogers and Paul
Rogers; Laura Plogard vs. Earl
Bogard: George -R. McConnell vs.
Prudential Life Insurance Co. of
America: Ruby Wilson vs. The W.
0. W.; Kelly-Wilads vs Life CassaulteSo. of Tennessee: K. C. Fra-
zee vs. Guy Downs; Bill Turner vs.
Roy W. Boatwright; J. D. Hou.s- Elnore Bradley vs. B. T. Bradley;ton vs. Murray Lumber Cos Otley Maya • Bradley vs. Carlon Bradley;--Parley vs. Use-Prudential 'tile In- I- L. Veal vs. Minnie HudFSpath:
r
C ',as • •
 41•111, 
sureDtse Co. Ten will appaar before
on charges of operating
slot Mithines.
Charlie Anderson vs. 5. P. Phil.
lipt. eta!, R. L. C.:lades vs. WW
tern Union Telegraph Co.; The
Metrepolnun C.asaulty Ins. Co, st
New Yorle vs. R W Key; Bank of
Murray es. Tom L. McEleath: T. L
Smith vs. J. D. Houston; Dow Fur-
rest vs E. O. Forrest. Liny A.
Dunn vs. Emma Stone; J. B. Stag-
sr vs. City,ot Murray.
On the equity docket are 84 con-
tinued caws and thirty-live ap-
cases: Murray Wholesale Groeery
CO. Vs. Roy B.,•Masons First Na-
tional Bank vs. C W. Kelley; Ellen
Lamb vs. Alvie Lamb; May Joslin
vs Asa Justin: Coy Fidcher vs.
Lena Fulcher: B. F. Scherffius vs.
L. F. Thurmond: etal; Gladys Scott
vs. B. A. Yarbroath and wife; Ver-
na L. White, /edam_ vs. Porter
W./ • r • --Land-..ce-
thitlitticE.-Gladyit Scott vs. T.
E. .Yarbrough: First National Bank
vs, C. Z Cochrurn: Mettle Williams
vs. F. C. Williams; 'C R. Harnlin
vs. Dr. Abb Winchester, Fedeilil
Land Bank vs. A. J. Burkeen'2,Mes.
Lois at Thomasson vs. petition ex-
parte: Steely Perry Neeley. guard-
ian. vs. James Marshall Overcast;
O. Decker. Jessie Wilson vs. Roy
P. Wilson, R. F. Knight vs. J H.
Farris; Bank of Murray vs-../ D.-
Houston and E. 11 Houston; Bank
of Murray vs. C. I. Grugett and
RHEA ANNOUNCES
FOR GOVERNOR
Continuer from Page One •
111int-t awr tonlIblent -tfaty will be
solved in the best interest ol the
state.
"I was much gratified, however.
that during the short time I ser-
ved as chairman of the commis-
sion I was able to even's- a'
to refinance the state bridge bonds
which I feel sure will result in a
saving of a half million dollars
or more The plan having been
approved by some of the leading
bond lawyers in America it now
CAPITOL
TODAY and FRIDAY
VIRGINIA with
BRUCE
HELEN TWELVEVREES
NAT PENDLETON
SHE INHERITED
"TIMES SQUARE"!
-Yokel" gui makes good ... as an Iowa
beauty leaps from gingham to silks to
win love and a million from human
wolves of BroadwayLs Mazda Lan•1
ROBERT
TAYLOR
ISABEL iiwz,u.
PINEY MALIN-
[ Also BEN BERNIE I"nark Ye. Hark Ye'
Haar
PINEY TOMLIN
N. a'
'11.• Object
Of My AftectLow."
4 4
SATURDAY
  • I SUNDAY and MONDAY
--THEIR SCR A P S
START A RIOT.
A Riot of Laugh
I Tuesday-Wednesday
#11. litS el' I
ial\k‘sw *CS Oti
lw ii°414 .FOCI7
/ (1,5° 
(* 
el 
1 
‘°*1
'.' al
1034Priti 0044
filLs
Also "DONKEY BASER I I •
IIAYNAR
ALSO
Final Chapter of
'BURN 'EM UP BARNES'
and
First Episode of
The Return- of
Chandu"
1../AcTasish game'
to Mork* g f:lortuts• An
heard it wasio;PRIES, country
ond !Ado:Moo h riinut# 1sthim
fotget it! • Tits' best of enernies!w.'issidottirkhli•
eoch other so much that they wouldn't thinVof..orctr;4
term; with onvone else/ Come on rand join the _Inn,
WALTER C. KELLY
(THE VIRGINIA JUDGE)
ANDY CLYDE
RICHARD CROMWELL
JANE DARWELL
BETTY FURNESS • GEORGE BARBIER
HOWARD WILSON . A Pawr7tiet Picture
" The statment bore Rhea's Big-
nature. Rhea probably will open
campaign_ headquarters -sit-- Louie-
ville within the next few week.
Rhea was appointed a member
of the Highway Commission' by
Governor Leeson early in 1932.
He has been a leader in Kentucky
politics for many years and. was
Ivo:ignited - as one of Gdsrefrio-r-
Laffoon's chief aides in legislative
organization. tn 1905 he was elec-
ted sheriff of Logan county and
in 1911 was elected State Treas-
urer. He was an ardent rter
el the candidacy of -.ent
Franklin D. Roosevelt. Tom Rhea
highway in Western Kentucky
was named in honor of the guber-
natorial candidate. •
Rhea was born in Russel-itstile on
December 19. 1871. He married
Miss Lillian Clark. in January.
1918 He has a son. Tom Rhea,
Jr
Rheas resignation from the
Highway Commission makes the
40•4121engEsLa. On membership of
-that body since its appointment la
'1 93 2. Commissioners Johnson,
Each Justice c Pikeville. A. P.elummer of Flemingsburg and
Charles Fennell of Lexington were
removed within the last . three
months by Governor Lafloon. Of
the ortgiswl. membership. only J.
1.yter .Danalds.sti of Carrollton.
Garrett WAtters of Dixon, W. C.
Broadbent of. Gediz. ..ad Ed Gat-
lift of WiLumsburg teteani. Don-
aldson, vice-cliairgiere,As_  escpect-
ecTio. succeed Rhea as chairman.
SENATOR GARTH_ __FIEGUSDN. _
CANDIDATE. VISITS CITY
Senator Garth K. Ferguson. La-
Center. candidate for the Demo-
cratic nomination for commissioner
of -agriculture in the August pri-
--et-Murray
Tuesday. greeting e voters.
Senator Fer has many
friends here, having twice made
the race for Congress, and received
much encouragement.
As Secretary of the Kentucky
State Fair for the past lour years.
Senator Ferguson has made an
enviable record, bringing the
operation of the fair out of the
red and returning _a,,profit , to the
state for the first time in many
years. He was accompanied by his
son. Rudy, representative 'from
Ballard and Cialisle counties.
1 POOR SIGHTSHORTENS LIFE 
I Next THURSDAY and FRIDAY I
oi.:11)A.:i WORLD-LOVED DOG AND BOY STORY,
ON TIIF: SCREEN!
"A Dog of Flanders",
_
FRANKIE THOMAS, 0. P. HEGGIE, HELEN PARISH.
giwit'tIGHTNING"
•
!Xmases • -;••••••,....,14. .1.•• tar •x1rar
' ;cr., ..;•-•-••••.......1....•••••••••1 0•11.
Iligrh•ar-••-• !•74•,-. ir7
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GLASSES
oR iEDIT
WHAT ARE .Y91.31 EYES
• - CAUSEtiGr
Do you squint" Are you" ner-vous' Maybe you need glasses.
Come in -right away for an ex-
pert eye examination. We offer
a complete optical service.
Whai Am YOUR [vs Causing?
Open An Account.
Pay as little as
50c WEEKLY
All examinations by our registered Optometrist
M. Manas & .Co -
Legioni Votes to Back
Vinson Bonus Bill---
INDIANAPOLIS. Ape.! 3---The
tuitional executive_ committee of
the American Legion last night
voted unanimously to urge pessage
by Congress of a soldiers' bonus
bill "which includes no other ques-
tion than immediate payment of
the adjusted service certificates.-
The re
..
 solution adopted by the
committee made no reference by
namc.either to the Vinson ur Pat-
man f111111-fajtifIsiil of lh'e
bonus, both of which now are
pending in Congress, but Legion
organization would
", 
-Wnnesupsrrtt the
Vinson. bill. *-
NOTICE FOR AL1110
There will not be ana_preectiirsg
IE. the- --eriTiFFFin -A:lino next Sun-
day afternoon. The third Sunday
afternoon, April 21, 1935, Ernest
B. Motley will preach at 2:30
o'clock.
At that timO defifiitc decision
will be Made regirding preaching
in -the future.
Swearingen Bros. of Mt. Wash,
ington, Bullitt county, report that
egg production doubled when they'
started feeding a balanced ration.
J. L. PENNINGTON
FORMER USED CAR DEALER
of Murray
is now located at ANDERSON MOtOR CO. USED
CAR LOT at 6th and Jefferson, St., PADUCAR
KENTUCKY.
"PENNY" says he has a stock of 50 used cars,
and is better situated to take care of the used car
demands of his friends in Murray and surrounding
territory, and he urges all his friends to corne to
see him.
ANDERSON USED-CAR LOT
Sixth and Jefferson Streets
J. L. PENNINGTON, Manager
PADUCAH, KY:
Kroger Piggly Wiggly Stores
The Complete Foocl Market
227 BROADWAY PADUCAH, KY. ,•
MANAS' HAVE A COMPLETE STOCK OF ELECTRIt
RADIOS, TOO: ,
Paducah's Greatest Sale
BATTERY RADIO SETS
,World Wide Re-
ception on This
Radio!
England, Spain, Italy, Ger-
many. South,. America—all
American broadcasts and po-
lice calls gen be-timed in-on
this fine radio.
6 naves. -Superheterodyne;1935 model, aeroplane dial;automatic volume control:dynamic speaker; dry cell
batteries; large floor model
cabinet of selected .sairint
veneers.
Sale Price,
Complete $3950
With
Batteries
LIBERAL CREDIT . . . EASY TERMS
No Carrying Charges-. . No Interest
5-Tube Performance on
,This Radio!
Cost of operation approxi-
mately I 'Cent an' hour; bat-
teries guaranteed for 250 hrs..
contained in cabinet: 1935
model; aeroplanC dial: send-
trvity control; permanent
Magnetic inductor type spea-
ker: tunes in poliro can.
Sale Price,
Complete $2475
with
BatIleries
Battery Radio
Table Model
M.MANAsE,Co.
227 BROADWAY PADUGA
A 'At
A
trAA
PEAS WIT" LAMB They're- Delicious C. Club FANCY SIFTED PEAS 18cNo. 2 can 
ASPARAGUS WITH VEAL A tasty dish—C. Club Asparagus 15.Picnic si'se can
FLOUR L2y4onl'bs S 99c 21:41a 77c
SUGAR FineGranulated 10 A QPounds nruC
PEACHES C. Club Halves, Sliced 9 Dio. 2 ,,a,„. I-229 2 No. 1 Tall 93Ccans le
PINEAPPLE D2. M. C. 1:2Cluln3s 37c Std. Crushed or Sliced 97c2 N. 2 cans Le
Wesco Brand CRACKERS
2-pound box  17c
C. Club Pure PRESERVES,
16-oz. jar 
C. Club ROLLED OATS,
Large 48-oz. pkg. . 17c
PORK & BEANS or RED
PENICK SYRUP—
Golden or White,
5-pound can . . .... . . 27c
TO-pourid can  49c
ed Pitted CHERRIES,—
No. 2 cans  10c
Standard TOMATOES,
NAVY BEANS, 300 can 5c No. 1 can  Sc
C. Club FANCY CATSUP, APRICOTS, PEARS,
2 large 14-oz. bottles 23c No. 21/2 can  19c
Shortening. For Frying and 1Baking Pound 1 5c
Sugar 10 to 12 lb. Pieces
Cured LPRacon Half or  Whole lb. 27c
EATMORE OLEO 2 POUNDS 27c
SUGAR CURED BACON BUTTS POUND 19c
FRANKS °R BOLOGNA POUND 15c
BREAKFAST BACON .)1,ICED SUGA.k CURED Lb.No Rind—No Waste 32c
BANANAS GOCIergneyellowDozen
Potatoes 100 lb. ;Bag OP I C
Ftdc,Radishes  
Winesap Apples 6 Pounds 25c
Texas G'arpefruit 2ze Each 5c
15 lb.
Peck
15c
13c
Bunches 5c
Lemons Large   S u TO Size Each lc
ets-a-r-2
••••••••••••r •••••• r•Ar.,••••••••••
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Paint Up, Better  Homes, Week In  Murray April  8  To 13
THE LEDGER & TIMES
"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newspaper" [---
$1.00
$1.50
$2.00
ear in Calloway,
I. Graves, Hen-
art Counties.
year elsewhere in
e State of Kentucky.
a year to any address
other than above.
New Series No. 362 CIRCULATION APRIL 1-2,564, SWORNTO; DISTRIBUTION SHOWN Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon, April 4, 1935 COMPLETE COVERAGE CIF ALL CAL-LOWAY COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK Volume CIII; No.414
Modernizing Possibilities
Are Great
Up to 141.30, this country was so
busy building new homes that no
ottentiott was paid to old ones.
After a forceful and emphatic col-
-lapse of this constructica activity,
a badly dazed building industry
picked itself up, brushed off a little
dust and started looking around
for something to replace-the profit-
able period just preceding.
' The phase chraen lair the come-
back was modernization. From
that point on, home owners were
beset with propaganda in the form
of literature, advertising apd "be-
, fore and after" pictures to make
you discontejited, dissatisfied and
thoroughly unhappy with your
present abode.
The results_ were both good and
bad. From it all we learned one
outstanding fact-sthat the possi-
bilities for remodeling were unre-
stricted and no matter how hope-
lessly ugly the project, if prop.
• erly handied, an attractive result
could be obtained. Unattractive
houses, despaired of by owners.
'were tradtformed into attractive
architectural gems by: the magic
touch of cleVer PoeslbiEllea
unseen by the Mime!t were at
once discernible to the trainetheye
of the expert.
This transformation was not al-
ways an expeniive one. More
- - -ENROUTE NORTH OR WEST
—STOP AT—,
VEACH'S REAL
SERVICE
Vienna, Illinois
WHERE 147 JOINS U. S. 45
Shortest and Best Routes to
Chicago and St. Louts
FREE INFORMATION
to all points north and west
REST ROOMS, FREE ICE WATER
SINCLAIR GAS ANIS OILS
We Especially Invite Cur
Kentucky Friends
often than not it was accomplished
through some simple action the
most modest budget could afford.
Such simple work_ as replacing
an unsightly porch with a modern
terrace; a nondescript doorway re-
moved in favor of one of authentic
design; rattly, old windows gave
way to new ones . with divided
lights: inexpensive -shutters added;
bulky, overhanging Cornices cut
down; foundations corcealed; at-
tracti.ve shingles placed over
worn, decayed siding; perhaps a
new 'roof was added with a more
interesting pitch to it, hundreds
of things dune to add to the gen-
erhi attractiveness and livability
of the home.
The possibilities for such im-
provement are limited only by the
amouut of money available for
such work and the exporience and
ability of the person directing it.
That it pays has been proved
beyond doubt, for not only does
it add to the life and livability of
a home but it does so at much
less expenditure than the cost of
a new one.
HELP WANTED.
The following "help wanted"
ad, placed in his local • paper by a-
farmer, may be quoted by thir-
tieth century historians as an
interesting commentery on these
times: "I want a man to work on
my farm. I don't give, dancing
lessons. I have no piano. I can't
serve planked steak three times a
day. I do give three square meals.
a real bed and fair wages.; ft any
man knows a cow from a talking
_machine. can hear an alarm clock
and get .up at 5 o'clock and wants
job. I will agree not to treat
him like one of the family, but a
darned sight better."'"
It Pays to Head the Claaidfledi
11.1111.111=11111111111111.1111101/
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ROOMS FOR RENT?
- ADVERTISE
_ If you have rooms for _rent, -
--Advertise - them -through - -the:-
columns of the Ledger & Times.
The housing facilities in Mur-
ray are inadequate and there
is always someone looking tor
convenient and well located
rooms and apartments.
One advertiser of March 28
advised the Ledger & Times to
please not through mistake run
his ad a second time because
he had already had more calls
than he wanted in fact about
enough to becorde bothersome.
His ad was on a very desirable
piece of property for rifiliTig. '
Persons call frequently at this
office wanting rooms and it is
often necessary to refer to old
numbers or make calls for their
convenience.
Place an 18 word claisified in
next weeks paper if you have
an apartment or rooms for rent
for only 25 cents.
ealialle•••••••••••••••••••414
Strip Tobacco of
Deceased Neighbor
Friends -and-'ne-ighbors of -Login
Dodd, who died a short time ago
at his home just east of Murray,
met at his .home place Tuesday
and Wednesday of last week and
tstripped 3.000 s icks of tobacco for
his family. Thirty-five were there
the first day and 52 worked the
second day;
If you have built castles in the
air, your work need not be lost;
that is where they should be. Now
put the foundations under them.
I have always felt that the best
security for civilization is the
dwelling, and that upon properly
appointed and becoming dwellings
depends more more than anything
else the improvement of man-
ind.-Beaconaf ield.
An Americaut
HO
Livable Porches
Can be had at a small
outlay of money hnd
such nooks can be of
unlimited- pleasure.
See our many items
in porch furnishings.
Rugs Often
are the only need of an
otherwise unattractive
MATE
Bright colors in qual-
ity rugs give your walls
and furnishings a new
setting.
A wide variety to se-
lect from.
Quality Upholstered
LIVING- ROOM SUITES
The more you know about good furniture, the more
you'll appreciate this remarkable value. These suites
are styled along lines that harmonize beautifully with
other furniture, and they're covered in fine, richly
colored fabrics that will give your living room that
"well-furnished" look. Under the fabric there's qual-
ity construction—solid hardwood frames, hand-tied
springs and quality padding that insures many long
years of comfort-giving service.
Home Lighting
Often makes t h e
difference between
attractive rooms
and just ordinary
rooms.
An attractive light
here and there
makes rooms look
"homey".
COME IN TODAY
E. S. Diuguid S
•
ego
..s
Modernize By Keeping Weather Out
Many people don't realize the
amount of heat that is lost by air
leakage around window sash and
frames and around doors and
frames. Tests shave shown that
from fifteen to thirty per cent of
the heat in a room is lost in this
=Inner.
Another large heat loss is at-
tributed to the glass in windows
and doorS. This loss l'aries be-
tween twenty"- and thirty-five -per-
cent._
Window and door frames are af-
fected by heat and cold and mois-
ture and dryness. and they swell
or shrink. There is also oppor-
tunitis for air leakage between a
frame and the building, especially
between masonry and wood.
Calking these cracks around
framed openings is the answer to
this trouble. Jute or oakum
should be forced in between the
frame and the building. and then
a calking compound placed on top
fa the jute or oakum. The com-
pound should be elastic, and it
should be of such kind that it
will not lose its elasticity. Under
She sill is a particularly leakable:
spot. In frame- houses where
building paper has been used the
leakage may not be as pronounced
as in masonry hous with wood
frames and sash.
The infiltration of air between
windows and doors, and their
frames, is controllable with proper
weallaer-stripping. Many windows
and doors swell so that they have
to be trimmed to,make them op-
erate satisfactorily in damp weath-
er. Then in dry weather the
shrinkage creates far too much
clearance. The Weatherstrip. which
is a piece of metal attacried to the
door or window frame stops this
leakage.
The loss of heat through glass is
best stopped by having storm or
double windows. Double windows
stop approximatel one-half of
this loss.
Housing Question
Box
Q-Some of the sashes in Jny
house stick_ How can I repair
them?
A-Sash sticking may be due
to setting of the house, improper
fitting, swelling of the wood, or
hardened paint. Foundations of
the house and structural members
should be checked iaiid then re
paired and strengtheni.-..d if neces-
sary to prevent settling. A drop
of oil . on the window pulleys
makes them easier to operate. Also
put some soap or apply hot paraf-
fin with a brush to the window
slides after removing all dirt and
hardened paint. If they still stjels,
it may be necessary to remove the
sash and plane off surplus wood.
Care shoutit be -taken -oat to get
them too loose,-as_lhis may result
in the infilhation of cold -air and
the loss of heat through the cracks.
.Q-If I put a tin roar on one of
my farm buildings, will I have to•
let it weather some time Wore
painting it .to make the paint
stick? •
is considered. good' prac-
tice to paint tin roafs promptly
to prevent corrosion. Ttis import-
ant, however, that -the .tin be
thoroughly clean and . dry before
paint is applied. Any resin left
from soldering should be scraped
off, and seams should be wiped
clean with a solvent, such as gaso-
Tine or turpentine, to remove any
grease. In fact, if the roof itself
is greasy, it should be thoroughly
washed with warm water and sal
soda or 'Washing powder. A good
quality (if paint is preferable for
tin work. Comparatively thin coats
brushed well over the surface are
less likely to check and peel. than
thick coats.
Control of The
, House Fly--Urged
.The control Of the house fly is
the first move in. sanitation and
the betterment- of health cond•
lions, They fly carries- practicall
every disease and is the aver
menace to health.
AbSolnte cleanliness is thi•
nest essential to control. Di
posal of fly breeding elements I
eluding manure, garbage. nil
bish, human excrement. Temp-
rary means of control include
proper screening of homes,. dairies,
privy, the use of fly poisons,
[fE'aps and sticky paper. Too many
lines of attack cannot be set up
against the house fly. The worst
t'sltuation in Murray, probably, is
the open privies that are let un-
attended. Sanitary toliets can be
built at a very small sum and
health authorities can give much
worthwhile information concern-
ing the building of the best
type.
Complaints were- made several
times -last summer to Dr. J. A.
Outland, county health officer,
concerning the unpleasantness of
such conditions.
In the control of the fly, an
early start is always urged with
.,the first coming of spring.,
I value this delicious home-feel-
ing as one of the choicest gifts a
parent can bestow.-Washington
Irving.
Paint Saves For
Owner
It is said that "Good paint costs
nothing", a saying truly con-
firmed by facts. While there are
several different reasons, for the
use of paint on a house, the most
important one is preservation; ap-
pearance, economic reasons and
satiVation. follow along closely.
*e decay of structural ma-
terial is rapid, often starting after
its first twenty-four hours ex-
posure. Paint is the ideal pre-
servative of wood, sealing the
pores and .preventing the entrance
of decay producing growth. A
good oil paint, properly applied
dries to a continuous elastic film
of metalic, wear resisting pigment.
Renewal of this film at proper in-
tervals is all the protection neces-
sary to many building material.
/t is a good thing ,perhaps,
that through pride hduses are kept
Announcement
TO
Sun Life Policyholders
and Friends
ra..1 r-:'a.m-7Pleaseu to announce that I have
opened offices in the
'PURDOM BUILDING
SOUTHWEST CORNER COURT SQUARE
, Just Over Power and Light Office
I will be pleased to service any Sun Life policy
and furnish any information concerning same. If
interested in a new policy, I would like to explain
the attractive features and low rates of our Life
and Annuity contracts.
E. WALLACE LASSITER
Special Representative
SUN LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY
of CANADA
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Enforce Dog Law
On April 8th.
Enfareenzent....4-thii.".bialinanue
against dogs running at, large
will begin Monday -Chief of
Police Hays states. Dogs run-
ning at. large will be taken up
if they are not licensed begin-
ning Monday The rabies out-
break of last year and some
slight signs again this year have
prompted city officials to make
a more concerted drive than in
previous years. Stray dogs.
and therefore unlicensed dogs,
must go to assure arty appre-
ciable -protection against "shies.'
•••••••••••••••••••••••••
neat and attraetive-by the use of
paint. We paint because our prop-
erty looks shabby. (:),. because
other people in the nt.ighborhood
do-we do not Want our building
to suffer by comparison. The prop-
erty and standing of an individual
among friends and neighbors is
often judged by this factor: The
appearance of your house is as
important as the, appevrance of
your clothes and,- for the same
reason. If your Muse looks shab-
by, you. Simply cannot afford not
paint. - -
--For - econainie reasons. - parnting
is as good business as inscirance
-better in fact, for paint insures
against positive deterioriation. re-
pair bills and financial loss. Per-
haps you will never h.we a fire.
If you wanted to make a loan on
your, house, certainly the well
painted house would receive-more
favorable consideration than the
unpainted, run-down property. In
addition there is an- attractiveness
about a house painted in tasteful
colors that makes the selling of
it an easier matter.
The fact that paint re.ists mois-
-tore. %gamin and gem, life 'is a
high recommendation In itself. It
rrieets the problem of sanitation
at its source; accomplisl.ing its re-
sults by the prevention rather
than the destruction of decay.
Sting yourself as yes think
good, in other things: but don't
scruple freedom in brightening
home. Gay furniture and a bril-
liant garden are a sight day by -
day and make life blither.-Chas.
Buxton.
FRIGIDAIRE SUPER
FREEZER TALKED
-
Every Size of Frigidaire Is Equip-
ped With Super Freezer; -
Has Many Features.
Here's something interesting.
Right now at Johnson-Fain Musie
Co. you can see the g, eatest de-
velopment that electric refrigerat-
ton has made in years. You can
see the already 'famous Frigidaire
Super Freezer-the thing which
everyone is talking about.
It's not a mere convenience fea-
ture, but a basic improvement in
refrigeration itself. The per
Freezer makes possible a complete
refrigeration service. It provides
the right kinds of cold for every
purpose-all in the same cabinet.
There's fast freezing for making
ice cubes and desserts; frozen
storage for meats and ice cream;
extra cold storage for keeping a
reserve supply of ice cubes; moist
storage for vegetables and fruits;
and normal storage below 50 de-
grees for foods requiring dry.
frosty 'Cold. It means better re-
frigeration, faster freezing, and
more. economical refrigeration.
And every model from the small-
est-to the largest has the Super
Freezer!
Come in and see it. Ttes a parr'
of our first showing of the beauti-
ful new 1935 Frigidaires. Come in
today ,r tomorrow. Remember the
Place, Johnson-Fain Music Co. :
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH •
'
Sunday school at 9:30. W. Z.
Carter, superintendent.
Preaching by the pastor 'next
Sunday at 10:45 A. M. and T:30
PM, :a
Young people's meeting at 8:30
o'clock Sunday evening.
Official Board meeting next
Monday at 7:15 o'clock in the pas-
tor's study..
Prayer meeting Wednesday
night at 7:30 o'clock.
-ALL ALWAYS WELCOME".
E. B. Motley. Pastor
No genuine observer can decide
Otherwise than that the homes of
a nation are the bulwarks of per-
sonal and national safety and
thrift,
CLEAN-UP DAYS
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday,
and Friday
APRIL 9-12
The city will furnish wagons to take
-up trash of all kinds. Property owners
must have same at edge of curb.
Be sure and have the trash ready as
wagons will be around only once.
J. F. HAYS
Chief of Police.
By order City Council.
sr
or Better Homes
Healthier Homes . . .
Happy Homes . . .
Relieve Mother of
the gruelling and taxing task of washday that endangers
461.1th and depletes her energies.
Our services are reasonable and means added health
and pleasure for the entire family. Bright, clean garments
snow-white fresh that were handled by us under the most
matters' conditions with pure rain soft water.
PHONE 303
MURRAY LAUNDRY
R. M. POLLARD-. Mgr.
r-_ - • • -•• • :Y., -la,
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PAGE TWO
14 ANSWERS
to Your Questions
About Modernization
Credits
L WHO MAY APPLY?
Any property owner with a reg-
ular income from salary. business.
commissions 2 or ether assured
source.
2. TO 'WHOM DO I APPLY?
To this financIS: institutibn ap-
proved by the Federal Housing
Administration; or to a contractor.
building ,supply .deaeer. equipment
manufacturer or retailer.
3. HOW1NUCH MAY I APPLY
- FOR?
From $100 to $2.000, depending
On your income. for improvements
on any one utoperta,
4HOW LONG MAY NOTES RUN?
For any number of months from
one to five years.- However, the
term of notes depends entirely on
the discretion of the financial ins-
titution which may at its option
require loans to be repaid over
Nati lesser periods as justified by
the amount eou can reasonably
afford to pay each month.
5, WHAT SECURITY IS RE-
QUIRED.?
That you have an adequate reg-
ular .income and a good credit
record in your community Other
security may. be accepted if deem-
ed necessary by the furencial ins-
titution to facilitate extension of
credit; or if required by the law
governing certain institutions.
& WHAT 'ASSURANCE NEED
GIVE?
•
ia.,1 That you own the property.
fb5 That the annual gross -in-
come of the signers of the note
is .51 leest five times the, an;
nual payments to be made on
the note.
BABY
CHICKs
goal profit 71•••••••-•
IIII/mdkw breeds entock• Arr,y•fr! Fl saod.
te•Ird. et:arr.:1 •,:ren owetNod, rercred.
Num_ A•ta Sexed clue., in•••••1 ch+cita. 53•11. Iwo
▪ •01s/ef •••••• LENTUCZY HA
▪ rouitre STREET . . LEZINZ:TC3717
•
NOTICE
• TO Stock Breeders
logy jack. Starlite, will mike
Imenan on old Murray-Hazel road
furpr mile's south of M•rray. For
Isdiarmation inquire at Concrete
Serviee Station on Murray-Hazel
J. C. GOOCH
ici That your mortgage, If any,
is in such standing that the fi-
nancial institution is justified
in approving the loan.
td) that you will use the pro-
ceeds SOLELY for property im-
provement.
7. WHAT SIGNATURES ARE
REQUIRED ON THE
NOTE?
Signature of the property owner;
and (except in special cases) if the
°wrier is an individaul and is mar-
ried, also signature of wife or hus-
band. No other co-signers or en-
dorsers are required, unless neces-
sary to facilitate._ a loan which
could not be mode otherwise.
WHAT IS THE COST OF THIS
CREDIT?
The financial institution may not
collect as interest and ar discount
and or fee of any kind, a total.
charge In eteess .of en • tritibutif
equivalent to $5 discount per $100
original face amount of a one-year
note, payable in monthly install-
ments. Charge for longer periods
than on year is on the same biLtis.
9. HOW DO I PAY THE NOTE?
By making regular, equal,
monthly payments (seasonal pay-
ments for farmers/ until the note
is paid in full
10. MAY 111E OWNER OF ANY
KIND 0 F PROPERTY
APPLY? -
Applications wat no considered
for credit to improve oneelamily,
two-family, or other residences;
apartment buildings, stores, office
buildings, faMories, • warehouses,'
farm buildings.
11. WHERE DO I MAKE PAY-
MENTS!..
The regular installment pay-
ments will be made in person at
the place of business of the fi-
nancial institution; or by mail; or
as otherwise arranged. No pay-
ment shall be Made Its any gove-rn-
mental office or organization.
12. MAY 1 -PAY TLIE---NOTE IN
FULL BEFORE MATER-'
ITT DATE',
. Yes. at any time. A reasotiable
rebate will be allowed for pie-
payment. if tharges have been col-
lected in advance.
13. MAY I MAKE MORE THAN
• -  . ONE PAYMINI AT A
. TIME"
Yes, as many as ,you wish. but
such payments should be in exact
multiples of the agreed payments
-that is. if monthly payment ,is
$10. larger - payments should total
=0. $30, etc.-not, for example,
odd sums such as $18 or $25.
14' WHAT IF I AM LATE . IN
MAKING MY PAYMENT?
The maker must not permit his
."
riumweetwilmiximp,pospeimpuipinale--
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paynients to tin In arrears. Should
a payment be more than 15 daYs
late, the financial institution's eiese4 One. Story Colonial Cottage
pense, caused "thereby, should
reimbursed in part at the rate of of not more than Sc per deltas for Unpretentious Chaim
each payment in mires's. Persis-
tent delinquency will make, it
necessary for the finencial insti-
tution to take proper stepp to ef-
fect collection in full. '
Six Rules For
Lawn Making
The following simplified method
of making lawns 'is the result of
years of ?study in--the lawn-mak-
ing problems of the home garden-
er. Six steps, each carefully ex-
ercised, lead to a beautiful, suc-
cessful lawn.
1. Lawn making starts with the
preParation- orthil-retul. - Spade to
ir depth of at -least lie-inches-ante
pulverize thoroughly. •
.-
2. Apply a complete plaza food,
such as Vigoro, at the - rate of 4
pounds per 100 square feet This
assures an ample supply of all the
elements plants must get from the
soil avaiable when they need them.
Be sure to apply evenly.
' 3. Work Vigoro into the top few
inehes of soil with a rake. .Wait
one day before seeding.
4. Sow. good grass seed it the
rate of 4 to 5 pounds per 1,000
equase feet. If you tow by hand.
sow lengthwise and half cross wise.
. 5. Roil to imbed seed and insure
perfect contact between seed and
soil. A tamper or wide board can
be used on small areas when roller
is not available. This step is es-
sential and should not be emitted.
6. Water thoroughly. using a very
fine spray. Continue to water
daily until seed germination,
complete-3 to 4 weeks-then
water as indicated - under "En-
couraging Deep Root Growth."
Scott county farmers who start-
ed feeding ewes on legume hay
and grain six weeks ago are bee,
ing no trouble from acidosis
Dull Headaches Gone
Simple Remedy Does It
Headaches caused by constipa-
tion are gone after one dose of
Adlerika. This cleans poisons out
of'BOTH upper_ and lower bowels.
Ends bad sleep, nervousness, Dale.
Stubblefield & Co.. Druggists,--in
Hazel by Turnbow Drug Co.-
. Dr. W. C. Oakley,.
' Chiropractor
Office at Home, 609 West Main
Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays
In Afternoon
I P.M. to 6 P. M.
401 -
The Whole
Country
Is Building
MURRAY and CALLOWAY
  COUNTY-- - - _
Is becoming building conscious„ And be-
cause Wise home owners know that now is the
tizne"to re-build, re-pair and moderrtike.-
Eterything is in the builder's favor
Your Family, Too, Now`ran
Enjoy A Modern Honie
PRESENT DAY MODERNIZING
fs 4turc.: t•nables you to 'change your out-
dated-home into a modern . one often_ at a
small Outlay of money.,
If Your Home Needs Moilernizilig-,,.
We invite you to come in at art early date to
talk it over with US. •
A Home
Built Now
Will Have a Much
Greater Value Later
Build now while the cost is just
• rising from rock bottom depres-
sion prices and before another
season sends them away out of
the reach of many. A home
built on the present prices of
material will bring extra value
later because the real estate
market likewise is rising from
its ashes to command much big-
ger value in the near future.
, Why not enjoy the comforts
-atid pleasures of home owning
at a time like this when every
dollar put in will bring more
out later.
CONSULT I'S ON BUILDINt,
PLANS AND PRICES FREE
OF CHARGE
OUR RECORD
is one of many years-service as
counsellors and supervisors fin
h o rn e bililders of Calloway
county.
Many satisfied home owner,
Our arhievement.
Murray Lumber. Co.
-incorporated-
"EVERYTHING TO Buto ANYTHING"
Telephone 2§2- Depot Street
'•!•••••••I•v,•,•,-•.a
•
A
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fLOOR PLAN
MOUSE DATTEQN N231g
For complete building plans and special scale, paste-
together, model of house, send one dollar to the Archi-
tectural Editor, ,Ladies' Home Journal, Philadelphia, Penn.
Specify Plan No. 319.
For a small house the one-story plan hits'm-any advan-
tages over its two-story rival. In the first place, the" ex-
terior,appearance of a five-room house all on one floor
is usually better looking than irthe dimensions were re-
duced and a second story added. The climbing of stairs is
good for only one thing,-and that is to arrive at the top,'
when neessztry. Tb'elirnlitilte the necessity Of going up,
therefore,' cancels all good avy stairs can possibly be.
House number 319 halin two bedrooms with a ,con-
neeting hall, and a bath ro. close at hand. Ithe living
room and dining room face the garden at the rear.
Although not large, the rooms are arranged in an inter-
esting manner and access is easy from place to place. The
garage is part of the house and is of ample Sige for a large
Car,
_ Complete building plans and specifications are avail-
able for this house for $1.00. Included with the plans Is
a -cardboard_ _etit-out model of this house, architecturally
drawn to scale. The model can be colored, and it will vis-
ualize for you exactly what the completed house will look
like. Address_yotir request for plans and model to the
editor of this paper. Journal House Patter Number :;19.
GIVE
THEM
"Better
Homes
We sanction the "Better Homes-Week" and
the city Clean Up and Paint 1..$ Days. Observe
them for yourself and community.
SPECIALS -
For Clean Up Week!
The Corner Basement Store Sells
A Good House Paint, per gal. $1.69
Lisiseed Oil, gallon  S1.00
All Kinds of Varnishes, handy
Paints, can  10c
Window Shades  45c to 95c
Curtains and Materials.
House Furnishings.
9x12 FELT DRUGGETS $4.75 to $5.95
Spring Time for Straw Hats and Light-
Weight Work Clothes
FIRST TRY THE BASEMENT STORE
T. 0. TURNER
^ --was 7-,..r=wile•
West Main' Street
Housing Hints -_
Build a playroom
An eats), way to keep the chil-
d,ren at home, happy, content, and
free from dangers incurred in
playing in the streets, is to furnish
them with a playroom all their
own, where they can romp and.
play to their heart's content with-
out disturbing other- members of
the family.
Unused space commonly found
in the basement or attic of the
average home may be converted
into a recreation room for the
children at little eipense.
-,110rht Beitelt 'Important
The leicatiOn of - electric wall
switches is a minor but important
detail which often receives insuf-
ficient consideration in remodel-
ing an existing structure or build-
ing a new home. ,
The location 'of the switch with
reference to the habit of reaching
for it in a dark room involves
three important factors, namely.
its distance from the trim, height
frone_the.flooe and the side of the
door opening on which it is placed:
How to Keep Garage Warm
the ease of-garaget built in
the basement or attached to the
house, many owners take the chill
out of them during (tenor and cold
weather by installiug an independ-
ent heating' unit in them, or a
unit connected with - the main
beating -Plant.- Likewise. :Ake
filtration of damp and cold drafts
thee the garage can be retarded
by weather stripping, or by nail-
ing strips of felt or rubber sheet-
around the doors so that the
'creeks will _be covered when the
doors are closed: Ths materials
being flexible, they will bend'
readily when the doors Pre opened.
Insulate Attie
The torture of, sleepless .pr rest-
less summer nights may be mini-
mized by. ineulating. the attic of
a home. Suck improvement re-
tards the heat-of the sun and pre-
vents its rays from penetrating
and collecting under the roof. In-
sulation keeps a home noticeably
cooler in the summer. During the
winter it retards heat loss and
the infiltration of cold.
Improve Exteriors
With the approach of Spring,
home owners are turning their
thoughts to exterior improvements
of their dwellings. Items in the
average modernization project sf
low cost but exceptional result in
elude fence repair or replacement
new porch steps; a" porch' canopy'
over the doorway for use in in-
c1 e m e n t weather, screened:in
pOrobes, trellises. garden furniture,
window. ..boxes, concrete...derye-
awe eta':
Notice of First
Creditors Meeting
In the'District Court of the united
States for the Western District of
Kentucky, Paducah Diviskia.
In the matter of William C.
Miller. Bankrupt No, 3940.
To.. the Creditors of the Bankeept:
This is to notify you that Wil-
liam C. Miller was on March 14.
1935. duly adjudiCatecl bankrupt.
-
and the first meeting Of creditors
will be held at the law office of
J. H. Coleman in Murray, Ken-
tucky, April 8, 1935, at 11 A. M., ail
which time the creditors may at-
tend, prove their claims, examine
the titankrupt. elect a trustee and
transact any other business that
may properly come before said
meeting.
J. C. Speight,
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Mayfield. Ky., March 28, 1935.
GETS STATE MENTION
G. W. Faughan received mention
on the all-state team named by the
--Covington Pest in a recent isette.
13. W. was one of the Tigers' most
consistent guards and was eon.
Uistently in floor play. ,
Route 5 News
.--• .
Raining again this morning, .It
sure is a pain in the larmers' neck •
but that is about all- we get any
way.
Not much sickness to report at
this writing. We have had a lot
of deaths around here this winter.
Mrs. Curtis Overby has been on
the sick list for the past month.
Lonnie Hargis and family spent
the past week visitipg kinfolks in
Illinois. They report a very pleas-
.ant trip.
Crossland Overby is going -to-
get hit mail from now on on Route
5 as he is coming back to be one
of us. Crossland has peen board-
ing in town since he came back -
from Akron. Ohio, where he has
been visiting his dqughter since
the death. of his wife. We "mire
will be glad to have him pack
with us on Route 5.
-Dave A/Lbritten visited in Mur-
ray one day last week. •
Jesse Simmons doesn't have
time now to do any think but rock
his bOy.-"Bim Bo".
- Not ..Etierybody
Calloway county sub-
scribes to the Ledger
& Times 'but nearly
everybody reads it!
DO YOU NEED PEP?
"I didn't seem to have
-any pep OT energy and my
appetite was poor." said
Leon %fassey of 1051 Bar.
" Si" 
. 
34amPb*s. Taut._
used Dr. Pierce's Gold-
en Medical Discovery and
it Imilt me right up, gave
me a real appetite and I
hilt fine." Al! druggists.
New sire, tablets SO cts,
Write to Th.:. Pir•c• Buffalo,
N. Y., for free modicai atteic!
Buy them at the
WORLD'S LOWEST PRICES
Save on operating costs, too! -
CHEVROIfT
Half-Ton Pick-Up, $465
(112 ' Whealbosel
11/2-Ton Stake, $720
057" Whoolbase}
Al,,.,. ore list price. of
Enn.rn•rrini ear. n/ lont,
Murtts•Aw. Spo•iai
Men, rrtro. •buesi .1,4.1
-1111141•••• 820 re•rn. P•rwl-r
charto• uath.s,
orrice.
The most important-consideration
,all, in buying and operating
trucks, is economy. Economy of first cost and
operating cost. And the most economical trucks
on the market toilay are--Checrukt Trucks.
They sell at the world's lowest prices. They
give maximum operating economy, too, because
they're powered by valve-in-head six-cylinder
engines. And they will keep on saving you
money, day after day and year after year,
because Chevrolet builds so much extra quality
and rugged reliability into them that their
service is- as carefree as their prices and oper-
ating costs are low. See your Chevrolet dealer
and get the right truck for your job at the
world's lowest prices.'
CliEvROliT MOTOR CO..--DETRorr, MICIL
Crespore Choteratol's two Admired priers and •017C. Af. A • C.moor A General Moan I Woo
i • - .
woom
MIMI MIN
CHEVROLET TRUCKS
OCALER ADVERTISEMFNI"
PORTER MOTOR CON
---Phone 97 
Murray, 
IP
KY:
-
• •
-
•••
-
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THE PUBLIC VOICE
Contributions' to this Column UponTopics of Interest Are always• .1aeliserne. They ras Not Noises-eerily Express the Views of
%hie Newspaper.
LETTER FROM OUTWOOD
3-27-35
U S. V. A., Outwood, Ky.
Mr. Joe Lovett:
Dear Sir:
As - a comraue I write you and
your paper a few lines aa-,yotiliave
no *correspondent from this neck
. of the wood's.
We are all getting along fine,
getting three fine meals a_day, bet-
ter than we had at home. Why
not stay at Outwood, eh? So far
NOTICE'
For Highest Market Prices
Bring Your
_CHICKENS AND EGGS
41.1111.0111••••• ..- •
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lonution' untie BUILDallEMODEALtit. • Ur
as I know there are only two from
Post No. 73 at Outwood. but if it
keeps on raining every day all the
post better come to Outwood.
Joe old top there is one thing I
want you Se- talk to the treys about
at the next -meeting. I think Post
No. 73 should help out in the good
work that the Auxiliary is doing
here in this hospital to patients
who are not drawing compensa-
tions. They furnish these patients
with tablets, pencils, envelopea,
stamps, chewing tobacco, smoking
tobacco, cigarettes and what not.
All these things cost something and
for one think We should take a
part, of the 'funds in the treasury
and send it to the Auxiliary to
help with this good work.
Yours respectfully,
J. H. Henley_
•
John R. Gilpin of Greenup coun-
ty plans to put 600 chicks on an
early.. market and to buy 1,200
more from a hatchery
Henderson county fruit growgrs
organized to meet bi-monthly to
-discuss timely orchard topics.
Highest Market Price for Warren county homemakers who
WOOL
—to--
S. G. BOGGESS
adopted reading as a minor pro-
ject plan to make use of travel-
ing libraries.
Boyle county _club members
WEST HIGHWAY—Just weal of helped give 2.000 hen tests for B.
Murray, at West End Filling Station W. D.- disease.
• •
A Host of
New Patterns
and Colors
Let tint -Messed still
shine Iii'! The colors in
Scare will papers, no
matter how delicate,
are always fresh.
bright, new. Think of
the added years of
serVice—at no added
coat to you.
Leek and feel like any
ether quality wall pa-
pers. Yet with just a
sponge, soap and wa-
ter, all „soil, smudge,
finger marks wash
right off. Sears were
first to perfect this_
new features
Price as low as
C
Our 1936 Spring Wall Paper display is now ready. You'llbe agreeably surprised at the remarkably low cost at which youcan redecorate. Here are conventional designs, all-over pat-terns, stripes and stripe effects, Colonial tapestries, modernisticdesigns starting at only a few cents a single rolls
Latest Photographic Wax Process
The very newest improvement in wall dec-
oration. Wax polished—permanently- fin-
ished, fadeproof, washable paper closely re-
sembling oil cloth._ For kitchen, bathroom,
living or dining room. 221
Realistic Plastic Effects, Stunning
Beautifully blended, heavily embossed plastic
effect Wall Papers in brown, tan or gray and
18 inches wide. For parlor, living room, hall,
dining room. Washable and fadeproof, of course 19
Other Fadeproof Patterns 71/2c
Ungrounded Patterns 5c
PHONE 142
(NOT FADEPROOF)
SEARS. ROEBUCKAND CO.
ST.129 N. THIRD
PADUCAH, KENTUCKY
•
Modernizing Details for Your Old House
C,
ROUND r1001:2
PLAN
Electricity offers to owners of
older houses many modern features
that in themselves will do much
to put the old home on a par with
newer structures.
In the first place, electricity is
much like water. That is, the
size and .number of wires enter-
ing your ihouse from the public
utility's lines wilt 'determine how
much electricity you can distrib-
ute about your house.
There should be a separate cir-
euit for every 609 square feet' of
floor area. The Converience out-
leta en these circuits should be
distributed as evenly as possible
between all the lighting circuits
you have.
The usual electric appliances are
not dr-pens:teat upon' the amount of
square feet in any room.
Therefore we- should take into
consideration. I both energy-using
'appliances •apd lignting outlets
when determining the size aiid
number of wires to enter the house
from the public utility's lines.
The Society for Electric Develop-
ment has determined hoW to add
up your probable need for home
electricity in the following way.
Allow 2 watts per square foot for
the first 2,000 ''square feet of floor
area, plus I watt per square foot
for all areas -in excess of 2,000
square feet. ,..plus 1,000 watts. To
the total wattage thus computed
add the rated capacity of all fixed
appliances, such as range, water
heater. built-in space heater. etc.
A minimum of three No. 6 wires
with 60 ampere switch is recom-
mended. The floor area is corn-
from the outside dimensions
of the house and should include
all spaces except open porches and
unfinished spaces in ba'sement and
attic.
Branch circuits should be of No.
12 wire. Circuits for movable ap-
pliances Using convenience out-
tete should be separate from light
circuits, and no circuit should
:serve more than two rooms_ --Ctrs-
tiOUSt PATTNN
NO. 329
1
HINTS ON HOME PLANNING FROM
ATTICA° BASEMENT GIVES IDEAS
When looking -for some inters--
eating information regarding the
tome which would be of interest
to any home-owner or person in-
tersted in home construction or
modernization, come across the
following "Hints on Home Plan-
ning." wiUch ;concisely gives one
erte dozen .4. ideas—many ways
and means, in which section of the
home might be improved.
Living Room
This is the most used • of all
rokims and should, therefore, be'
well lighted, large enough and
planned for the family needs, giv-
ing sufficient space for home ap-
pliances such as the radio., book
case and standard furniture. A
vestibule or storm door will pre-
vent drafts from entering the room,
where the front door opens direct-
ly into the room and a fireplace
forcoal or wood will prove an e-
conomy in fall and spring.
Dining Room
Large dining rooms have gone
out of fashion. Nt the beat this
-rooth is' used only three braes a
day, therefore in a small house a
dining alcove in the living room
or kitchen is sometimes used. fen
excellent idea is to throw the ex-
tra space thus provided into the
living room
Kitchen
Since more women are compelled
to_do,their. own housework, more
time "Vionlid—be gi_Ven _to _the
-kitchen. Thee toes-thin of -MIL
drainboard. refrigerator, stove,
etc., with reference to natural and
artificial light. is important. Plenty
of ventilation for fumes should
be provided.
- wedrooma:
Bedrooms should have plenty of
light and: air, rather than size,
with enough space for essential
furniture. The tatter should not
interfere -with doors, heating ap-
paratus, etc. Cross-Ventilation is
very iriiportga -especially in homes
without aitties. evesmalile -clothes
closerr are necessary: particularly
in the modest home where no
other storage space is provided.
Closets should be provided with
shelving and a pole for hangers.
Bath Room
This room should have outside
lights, should be entered from the
hall and need not necessarily be
large.- The built-in-tub does not
allot an accumulation of dust be-
tween the tub and wall and is a
modern improvement. Inexpensive
tubs of this type are on the mar-
ket. Medicine closet, hook strips
and hooks should be provided. A
towel or line closet is a con-
venience.
Remodeling Pays
Home Owners
Houses built ten or more years
ago seldom contained features
which today are, considered es-
sential._ These old houses are
stilL' as a rule. ,first class strue-
tures excepting for certain fea-
tures which  be added. Re-
-fimdeling or 'modernizing will put
these houses on_a_par -with homes
built today.
Often the location of a certain
property makes it desirable for
a home, but the house itself
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doesn't seem attractive. If the
house was substantially construc-
ted, as most of them were, it can
be altered as to often make_ it
more desirable than perhaps a
new house would be. This type
of alteration comes, first of all,
under the head of .remOdeling-
Remodeling includes the,seha_ng-
ing of exterior appearance. add- e
ing new parts and altering .M-
terior room arrangements' by
changing partitions, eliminating
some or adcting others. In marx
instances --qttraetive aishitectural,
exteriors can be created without..
the expenclitute of an excessive
amount' of money. Ore thingeriu
keep in mind always it that it.
costs qbeut as much to tear &twit..
existing parts of a house as --it
does to build up new. In re-
modeling, therefore, it is well to
weigh the benefits against the
estimated cost before making a
decision. •
In modernizing, however, the
cost item of the new equipment,
materials and lab& to make, an
old house modern, is not as im-
portant as in remodeling. You
may need to make a choice be-
tween various products of differ-
ent costs to keep within your
budget, but some one product
must be chosen if the old hpuse
- is to become satisfactorily .usable
as a modern dwelling. Attractive
bargains in 'semi-old houses make
modernizing, asarticularly profit- ,
able at .this time.
Not Everybody in
Callow• ay county sub-
scribes to the Ledger
It- Times but nearly
everybdy reads it?
cuits for fixed appliances to be
exclusively for this ,use.
These requirements are equal
to thoaci of the *National Electrical
Code.
Brow-n Hotel Is
J(EA Headquarters
Murray State College will estMs-
lish headquarters for the Kern:
tucky Educational Association
April '10-13 at Louisville in the
Brown Hotel, Prof. E. H. Smith,
director of extension, announced
today.
The room is the "exhibition
room" in the Brown Hotel, at the
nest space to the left Some mem-
bers of the faculty, Of Murray Col-
lege' will be 5resent at all times to
meet the visitors and to give* In-
formation regarding the K. E. A.
and the college. - .
  members of -the Murray
College faculty are on the K. E.
A..priegram, Mr. Smith said, and
the college is especially inviting
students, graduates, teachers, and
friends to call .at the Murray
headquarters in Louisville.
Many
farmers
a week
prices
Christian 'county Negro
ship 17- to 30 dozen eggs
to Chicago for ton Market
Thousands of Women -
Benefited By Cardui
The benefits many women obtain
from Cardui give them great con-
fidence in it... "I have four chil-
dren," writes Mrs. J. L. Ilorred, of
Lagrange, Ga. 'Before the birth
of my children. I was Weak, ner-
vous and tired. I had a lot of
trouble with my back. I took Oar-
dui each time and found it so help-
ful. Cardui did more to allay the
nausea at these times than any-thing I have ever used I am tn vorr
_good health and believe Candid did • lot
of •.. 'Thousands of women teen,
Cardul benefited them. If It does get
TOIL consult • ptristelsa.
at home
atthe SEE LBACH -
Tradition !beans much here in Kentucky—but we
moderns must have all the comforts and convertiences
besides. So the Seelbach has remodeled its gutrgr rooms
and redecorated its' parlors to make them the smartest,
cleanest and flirt comfortable you ever occupied.
You've a treat awaiting you—make the Seelbach your
home when in Louisville. RATES BEGIN AT $1.50 single,
$2.50 double. WITH BATH, $2..00 single, $300 double.
And remember the SEELBACH STABLES and RATH-
SKELLER are the smartest and most reasonable restau-
rants and bars in Loulsifille.
Harold A. Sage, Manager
HOTEL 
Fourth&SEELBACH wainut sts
Home in LOUISVILLE
c.t.v r•T:'!", 
•
--BETTER HOMES WERKiv
WE ARE CO-OPERATING
ELECTRIC REFRIGERATION . .
keeps food fresh longer...a year round ne-
cessity... more delicious meals of tempting
variety... greater economy in marketing.
April 8 - 13
POWER
•
LIVE BETTER IN A MODERN
HOME THIS EASY WAY
You have always wanted to live in a modern
home with an All-Electric Kitchen. Now, under
the provisions of the National Housing Act, you
can borrow the money through cooperating
local financial institutions, at low interest; to re-
model your home, and to purchase the electric
appliances you need. Your electric company and
local merchants, together with the Federal Hous-
ing Administration, are making electrical mod-
ernization possible at today's loff_prices. Ask for
full information. You repay the loan in monthly
.installments over a period of one to three years.
Now is the time to enjoy the amazing economy
and convenience of an All-Electric Kitchen. Your
government has made it easy to have all the
necessary appliances at once and to pay for them
out of income. See your electrical mercl an t today.
ELECTRIC WATER HEATING .. .
24-hour service at low cost. . . an ade-
quate supply arthe right temperature for
every house old need.
ELECTRIC CboKING
fast, clean, economical beat . . . auto-
matically controlled by the time clock and
thermostat.
......
Home Modernization
are available for the purchase ot Kentucky-Tennessee Light- and Power Ca -
Loans
the following Electrical Equip .
,meet;
Ran/es Wiring
• Refrigerators Lighting Fixtures
Water Heaters Water Systems
Dishwashers AirsConditioniiig
_
MI 0. 11.49 MURRAY,
of the Associated System
KENTUCKY
•
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jtte Homes_Week 1 bomea but that doesn't detract
from its truth.
- n'is a platitude of course to say And thin is the fundamental
that a nation's strength LS in its reason why the national gbyern-
 - -
USED  CARS FOR A SECOND CAR
Two ear fit-milies are fast growing be—
cause they ,find a small car convenient for
business and shopping purposes. Terms.
Let US Care for YOUR Car
Beaman's Garage
PHONE 300
West Maple
Street
Murray, Ky.
•
,e111"
No Need for Old Eyes to Suffer While Youth is Served
By Jean Prentice
!eV OUTH will be served," says a
A well-known adage. But most
fair-minded people will agree that old
eyes need net he sacrificed in the
process. For with a little common
sense in the arrangement of lamps and
furniture, proper provision may be
made for old eyes as well as young.
Watch Eye-Comfort Zones
In the upper left- illustration, the
tell-tale hoe of light shows the end
_sof the eye-comfort zone as clearly as
a river bank shows where' the wafer
 ends. It .,.seats that-while t'
has ample illuematioe, poor old
"Granny" has very link; not aearly
enough far eyes that have become
dulled by age and abuse. Of course,
A single lamp placed at the end of a divan repre-sents improper lighting as well as unbalanced fur-niture arrangement. Note how well both partiesare served when the right humps are placed on endtables at each side.
Granny knows that she isn't getting
enough light, bet then, age is tolerantof youth's demands, isn't It
Too oftees we'go on the basis eclat
just enough light to see by is
for our needs. That is one reason why
eye defects sae so prevalent today. We
sotnetinies overlook the fact that our
e 
anyes, in order to see clearly, need 
abundaece of glireless light; far mere
than -we usually give them.
Two Lamps Give Balanced
Arrangement
It is unreasonable to expect one
lone lamp to provide enough light for
two people seated on a divan, unless
That pic—ce-iT Tarnitute is placed away
from the waft—alongside a 
itfor e 
&riot.
xamnle—in whith case 
be placed at the rear center. Any
other position, besides being wrong
from a lighting standpoint, makes for
unbalanced arrangement.
Light Shades Help
A really sensible way to light a
divan situated against a wall is shown
in the upper right illustration. Here
we have two end tables with lamps
of proper height, each equipped with
two 160-watt bulbs. (Smaller bulbs
cannot be expected to give the required
amuum of light) These lamps are
not of-the "dinky" decorative type,
hut really do a_ good job ef providing
illumination, Note, too, that theshades are quite light in color, per-
mitting_ the light- lo arome—theetigh,
and are open- at the top, letting' some
of the light.. escape to the maims,
where it helps to illuminate the entire
room, and provides a soft, ''smooth-
ine effect, appreciated by-all.
tnent is advocating home modern-
oation as the soundest means of
'taming national recovery.
"Hone is .the grandest of alis.
astitutions," Spurgeon ..said many
ears'ago. The law daines it as
. man's castle. regardless of how
imble it may . be, which he may
iefend with every means at his
Thild hoes.. is gustrasiteed by the Cons-
I - --and The privacy of the
1/4 
Modern Plumbing
hiFIRSdTerno
izg
f
inYourNEEDS
- Repair All
"1-inwork 17i-ow
Don't let rust and torrtraion
destroy drain pipes and gut-
ters. A few dollars in re-
pairs can save them from
destruction. (all as for- as
catitnate and find out ablest
the nem copper fixtures that
will last a lifetime and ran
be pars hased through an
NIL % loan New's the time
to save year blow lave*.
went by repatrr-endoremoda
cling
Wha0000r is the plumbing,
heating or wiring problem
in making- YOUR HOME a
.raodern home we are pre-
pared to -solve it for you.
_II you are looking for
values, we challenge you to
compare. the -valuta we are
able- to- otter with the/scent
anyone - -anywhere far the
cempleted..aoh.: Ail we ask
you To ,do- Is . ta bear in
nand_oquallty for -wedgy
when considering prim.
Our.. men are • trained and
-capable, our lines are, com-
plete..
,We will be glad 'to center-
with you' and make ,esti-
mates. of what any ,plumb-
ing. heatidg. wiring- or tin:
work job will cost and les*
mike Your home maga
comfortable and modern.
R. HI VANDEVELDE- & CO,
HARRY JENKINS, Manager
PHONES—Office 435; Residence 437
PLUMBING, WIRING and SHEET METAL
HEATING . • • ••t
•
• ••••••
•
•
tituUma-ed -lleasalseted -States,
it it 'a human deeire to weft The
•leist comfortable 'home piis' stble.
'oid there is vorgress in home
eiveniences just there is in auto-
"bites, radios "and other con-
. eniences • arid. yes ,luxifries, of
: aidern life. The modern home of
..1 years ago is, more or less obso-
ote bailey.
Net only materials but - &kilted;
-nprove and there is more to Iteess:
:41- a home up-to-date than merc-
y 'keeping it - refiaired. .
The business'snen of Amurray-,ateoending every effort to be of ut-
most assistance to every home
sawner who is anxious to bring Fiji
home up to date. The nati
government is- making it as easy
as possible to repair. remodel and
modernize. Fmancial institutions
have eased the necessary funds.
For all - these reasons, because
everyone is putting a shoulder to
the wheel. 1935 will probably see
the high tide... of opportunity for
jnodernizing -homes. Labor and
.materials are still cheap, below
their costs of other years in pro-
portion to other commodities. It
is -only a matter of time, under
the law of economic adjustment,
until they will be higher, -Oh. there Will be other oppor-
tunities some may say. That
might be tree,- but R might not -
"There is a Udell; the affairs of
men, which taken at the flood.
leads on to fortune; omitted -all
the voyage of our lives is spent in
shallows and, -miseries, and we
niust. -take _ the!, current .when it
serves or lose our ventures."
There is only one time to grasp
opportunity and that is now.
If you are the average hone For asowner; your home needr attentlea
badly. . Consult a dealer In the
business. .It Wall cost you nothing as 10to-determine What it would cost
.to- do- what yoto-have- in mind.l.1
I Down
You are under no obligation. to.
proceed. You will doubtless 'be
pleasantly surprised at the mod-
erate costs at which you may have
the home- of which you have been
dreaming foi many years. At leant,
it costs nothing to investigate. -
Reed the Clasellhal Col
For Enemies 'You've
Made
.Periodically. the chief castigator
of -World War veterans in Ken-
tucky rises in its pseudo-righteous
wrath and smites, hip and thigh.
WHY NOT Y
TRAVEL BY BUS!
•
Convenient Schedule
-SSES LEAVE MURRAY TO—
Paducah: 8 A. IL. 11 A. Mo 5 P.481.
Illopkinsville: 7:45 it. M.; 2 P. M.,
7:30 P. 1W.
Dawson Springs: 7:45 A. M.; 2 I'. M.
, Mayfield: 6 A. M., 11 A. Ma 5P.M.
Paris: 7:45 A. M.: 2 P. M.
I ALL Bl..153ES CROSS COLLEGE,
CAMPV8'
connertions to St. Loins, Chicago,
Detroit, and Everyohere.
Terminal at SIXTH and MAIN
C. RAY LINES
Murray, ago
•
•
Phone 458
al
4:b
T H I
SUM
•
Low
() -.
TOO • OWN
<co
stikP1/4'10N
lk*
-e• _
• users say Norge saves up to lilt a month.
Think of it! Think of having the comfort, conven-
ience agd all around satisfaction of Norge —and
at the same time, new economy that will pay for
the Norge over and over again. • Come in and
see the Norge before you buy any refrigerator.
RILEY RADIO CO. .
Phasse 107
It
. .-••••••ret-
East Side Square_,
2o-n-ca
•
those gentlemen in Congress who
—not too courteously—tell it to go
jump in a sewer, where It belongs,
when it tries redemption of the
soldiers' adjusted service certifi-
cates And just so often the fair-
minded people of Kentucky march
to the polls and send those same
representatives back to. congress.
And, also, it happens that year
after year the Cougier-Journal
black-lists virtually the whole
Kentucky congressional delagation,
though . _ people with, respond 
praise and ever increasing ma-
i
Whoever says that eight Ken-
tucky congressmen could repeated-
ly vote against the wishes of 9'7
per cent of the population, dues
violence to the public's upinion of
his 'intelligence.
Admittedly, as 'Me Courier-
Journal continiilly carps. World
War - veterans are numerically
weak. But the pubiic is rallying
to them as it sees they are tht
most mistreated and realigned of
Uncle Sam's creditors. Though the
-vetephile" press contemputously
pictures them as ase..ouly raiders,
it is silent on the araidC made by
railroads,' banks, foreign natlorfs,-
the Eugene Graces and the in-
come tax chiselers, who 'ehrink in
horror at the thointale oi publicity.
The World War veterans—the
3' per cent despised by that puny
section of the press that panders
to a patriotism aspired by pros-
pects of prufit, the a per cent that
treasures memories alOch money
cannot buy, character, assasin.s
destroy. nor thievasobreolt through
and steal, the 3--par cent that
under the- leack:ship of the Ameri-
can Legion protects its meanest
adv6rsacies ag-ainst grave dangers
--these ask 'nothing of their gov-
ernment compaoed to what they
have cheered it fur granting to the-
farmers. the unemployed, business
industry and finance.
- And -Yet ThéFc"47-e— those who
dont. know the smell of.. gun-
powder who are waving the 'flag,
and • pointing to their own silly
forms as the nation's great de-
fenders in the hour of itssopera
These. wolves 'in sheep's skins.
begging the government for ffery
gratuity under the sun and going
into conniption fits whenever 318
vote to pay the natioe's debt to
her soldiers against 90 swivel
chair pafrts who can he frighten-
ed into opposing lines.
. After all. boys, there is such a
thing as being loved for the ene-
mies you have made. Your cause
is just—it will prevail.—Owens-
boro Messenger.
Pruning
The pruning of fruit orchards
in Calloway county is distinctly
needed. Pruning costs little but
means reach. The average orchard
of Calloway county is uncultivated
and unpruned. Pruning will not
only give emote vitality to fruit
but also prevents diseases from
spreading, A decayed limb if not
pruned will eventually lead to
the decay of the trunk. Pruning
prevents small sprouts around ...the
truuk....tear.a... Wing aliP from the
root;.
SOIlle distinguished points in
pruning trees are:
(AI Prune all limbs extending
downward.
03) Saw all decayed limbs off
as closely as possible to the trunk.
iC) Trim slightly all branches
rubbingatogether.
tD/ Exterminate all young trees •
that will be effected by the foil-
age of the larger trees.
The cost of Wale and labor will
be small in comparison to the
benefits deri.ed. 'The tools need-
ed are a pruning kulle, pruning
saw, and a pair of priming scissors.
It Pays to Read the Classifieds
“G'ee,Soapie.don't be foolish, take it.. .then get an Electric'
Dishwasher, it runs one hour for a cent .,. and see were in
the dough" Kentucky-Tennessee Light & Power
Company.
April 810 13
Remodel - - leepair
We are glad to co-operate with the people of Murray andCalloway county in observing Clean Up and Paint Up and Better HomesWeek, April 8 to 13.
You will find local dealers in building materials and supplies,paints and wallpapers, furniture, garden implements, etc. will completelines at extremely moderate prices and anxious to be of utmost service.
' Prices are lower than in many years and NOW is the besttime to give your home a thorough going over with cleaning and paint-ing even if you do not wish to repair or remodel.
Your pleasure in it will be greatly increased and the value ofit enhanced if you see to it that everything is kept ship-shape.
Any dealer will be glad to make you estimates of what yourproject will coat and to assist you in planning it.
•
"ba\o‘k ItIkvisTaN2
Officers
NV. S. Swann, President__
Tremors Beale, Vice Pres.
George Hart, Cashier.
Rev: W. P. Prichard, V. Pres.
L. L. Dunn, Asst. Cashier.
E. H. -Ross, Teller.
Elbert, Lassiter, Teller.
Sally 'Whitnell, Book-keeper
Martha Kennedy, Ba.-keeper.
Velma Tyree, Book-keeper.
Member
FEDERAL DEPOSIT
INSURANCE
CORPORATION
Deposits up to $5,000
Insured
. Directors
W. .S. 'Swann, George Hart,
Max It Hurt, L. N. Moody.
Frank Beaman, J. D. Sexton.
Tremor] Reale, M. T. Morris,
L L. Dunn,. pr. F. E. Craw-
ford, L. E. Wyatt, J. II
Churchill, M. 0. Wrather,
P. Prichard
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iGive Your House A Spring Fixing Up
0 
Start with the hall. How about
the worn place on the floor right
Arthe-tront door? A little clean-
ing, or waxing or varnishing will
fix it up fine. Maybe the treads
on the stairs and the risers need
touching up with paint or stain.
It is an easw matter to get just
the thing you may need for any
task. There is a floor cleaner that
will remove varnish and shellac
from hardwood floors. There are
varnish stains that dry quickly.
Waxing of floors is now a simple
process witfi---tirtich of the hard
labor eliminated Paints and
enamels are to be had that flow
on easily and ry quickly. Any
color or finish desired can be
selected from the regular stock of
your paint store or hardwood
dealer.
Soiled walls, no matter what
kind, can be cleaned readily. There
are special wall paint.: that can
be applied in the morning and will
be dry by night. Repapering is
not such a messy job as many
people think, and the time con-
sumed for an average sized room
SHORTE
COLDS
-- PROVED BY 2 GENERATIONS
PLOWING TIME:—
Get your plow shoes in
shape for spring work now.
We can do much with your
old shoes.
BRING THEM IN
Dutch's Shoe Shop
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
Opposite Ledger & Times Office 
•
v and
°me
paint -
our
ieorge Hart,
N. Moody,
'. D. Sexton
F. T. Morn.
F. E. Craw-
tett, J. 11
Wrather, Y
P. Prichard
-
is small. Nor is the cost great. I
especially during these .timea
low prices.
Old window shades have a habit
of cracking and getting frayed at
the edges. New shades can be
tacitep to old rollers and the ap-
pearance of a room greatly en-
hanced thereby. , Or maybe the
shades are • dirty. Some shades
can be washed.. Others can be
cleaned with a preparation used to
clean. wallpaper.
As for the outside of the hew.
it is a ten to one bet that it needs
painting. - Masonry walls of stone
or brick tan be cleaned down and
their appearance renessed. Some-
times the mortar joints needs
scraping and remortarIng. There
are special paints for covering,
brickwork. Such walls, not un-
like wood, are preserved by pro-
tecting the surffite. It is wise to
have the surface, especidlly wood,
free from loose dirt and particles
before painting. Paint will do its
protective job if the surface upon
whick.it is spread is a satisfactory
holding base.
Murray Needs
Mosquito Control
Murray needs to glee much
thought and time to the control
(11. the mosquito as the, county
has one of the largest number of
malaria cases of any county ex-
cepting those along the Mississip-
pi and Ohio rivers in the extreme
Western part of the state.
For mosquito control:
1. 'Collect and destroy old tin
cans, broken crockery, etc.
2. Cover rain barrels and cis-
terns with fine wire screen qg
tight tops.
'3. Drain -or fill swampy places.
11.4. Apply light oil every two
weeks, tm cestpools, privy vaults
and small bodies of water.
5. Stock garden pools, ponds.
reservoirs and streams with fish.
6. Screen all doors and win-
dows.
• 7. Burn pryettrUffi-Tri—a---rdia-in
or spray with refined oily solu-
tions of pyrethrum.
8. For malarial mosquitoes, and
where it can be done without
danger to stock or humnn beings,
treat swamps with Paris Green.
two level teaspoonsfull in 100
times as much dry dust to cover
1000 square feet of surface.
9. Apply ammonia, soft soap,
or very idot water to ease pain of
bites.
10. As a repellent, rub on
arms enrci legs a mixture of oil
of citronella, one ounce, with
spirits of camphor, one ounce, and.
oil Of cedar, one-half ounce.
New Wrinkles
For you amateur painters—house
variety, not canvas—there • a
neat-little gadget for mixing paint.
It clamps on the pail rim, gallon
size, and has a paddic which is
turned by a crank on the side.
Here's a handy idea. Set in the
splasher back of a well known gas
range is a toaster _compartment
The toaster which ,can be either
gas or. electric, toasts two 'pieces
of bread automatically turning
when the door is opened or closed.
The bathroom is "dolling up."
Smart. looking vanity tables, „lava-
tory mirrors, hanging stikilees,
towel racks. all in handsome colors
and a wide range of designs are
now- available. It's high time
that this room be taken.f,rom the
"stepchild.' class,
Reproduction of genuine period
furniture -in small sires for the
youngsters' room will do much to
give them a foundation of good
taste in furniture.
Read the Classified Column.
Norge Listed
Among Better
Home Features
_
Norge Refrigerators are listed
among the outstanding features
for better homes accca•ding to
Wayne Riley, of the Riley Radio
Co. In making home more con-
venient and more comfortable, Mr:
Riley suggested that nothing could
replace the feature of Norge Re-
tdrigeration. Ile stated that im-
provements made by the Norge
makers have been in conformity
with the desires of the American
housewives. Norge saves up to $11
per month.
Believing in continual and pro-
gressive improvements Norge engi-
neers have for years constantly
striven for the goal they have
now attained. But to be sure that
the beautiful new Norge held
every ','wanted" feature, they went
to headquarters . . . they asked
the wornen of eyery state in the
Union what improvements, what
conveniences, what features they
.wanted in a refrigerator. and 100.-
793 ilkswered, giving, their best
opinions and ideas. Their thoughts
on conveniences. their ' expressed
wishes for beauty in -the kitchen
are skillIfully blended in the new
Norge. Beauty, convenience and
reehanical excellence . . . these
yeti will find in the new Norge.
Its beauty may be copied . . its
convenieoces imitated, but the
Rollator mechanism is exclusively
Norge and only in Rollator Re-
frieration will Norge conveniences.
Norge magnificent style and the
Norge Rollator all 'be found.
Notice of First
Creditors Meeting
In the District Court of the United
States for the Western District of
Kentucky, Paducah Division.
In the matter of William L. Cole-
man, Bankrupt No. 3439.
To the Creditors of the Bankrupt:
This is to notify you that Will-
iam L. Coleman was on March 14,
(hay actpaticatec- i bankrupt
nd that the first meeting of
creditors wilr.be held, at the law
office of J. H. Coleman in Mur-
ray„..Ketitticky. April '8. 1935, at 11
A. M.,_ at which time the creditors
may attend, prove -their claims.
examine the bankrupt, elect a
trtistee , and transact any other
busiheM that may properly come
liefOre said meeting.
J. C. Speight.
Referee in Bankruptcy.
Mayfield, Ky.. March 28, 1935.
"BETTER HOMES WEEK"
Let your Frigtaire Dealer tell you what Frigidaire can mean to you. in better.
homes plans. They Mean savings in time worry, foods, and make housekeeping
a pleasure.
Arrigidaire
NOW ON DISPLAY AT OUR
FRIGIDAIRE SPRING PARADE
We extend a cordial invitation to you and
your friends to attend the Frigidaire Spring
Parade and see the beautiful new Frigidaires.
Each of the 16 snow-white models has the
new Super Freezer, affording greater conven-
ience and economy and setting new stand-
ards for efficient household refrigeration.
The Super Freezer makes possible a Com-
plete Refrigeration Service. It provides the
right kinds of cold for every purpose—all
in the same cabinet. There's last freezing
for making ice cubes and desserts; frozen
storage for meats and ice cream; extra cold
storage for ke;ping a reserve supply of ice
cubes; moist storage for vegetables and
fruits; and normal storage below 500 for
foods requiring dry, frosty cold.
Besides the Super Freezer, the new Frigid-
aire '35 has the Cold Control, automatic reset
defrosting switch that turns the current on
when defrosting is completed, automatic ice
Standoreil Serifs Prieisloint
ASK ABOUT
the Frigidaire
16,000 C 0 N.
arLsT. vv n
Fi4gidaire.
„
tray release, and the interior of each is fin-
ished in porcelain-on-steel.
Come into our showroom at your first op-
portunity. See the Frigidaire Spring Parade!
Then learn how easily yob can have a Frigid-
aire of your own.
Sae" Seder MAW., '35 Muter Strire Frigre IS
We Invite You to See Them at Out Showroom"'
Johnson - Fain Music Co.
- r,• 
,""„eiefties% "
The building fitted accurately to
answer its end will turn out to be
admirable.
Home is the 'chief school of hu-
man virtues.
-a.
Long-Used Laxative
To be bought and used as needed
for many, many years, speaks well
for the reliability of Thedford's
Black-Draught, purely vegetable
family laxative. Mr. C. E. Ratliff
writes from Hinton, W. Va t "My
wife and I have used Thedford's
Black-Draught thirty-five Yeals for
constipation,—tired feeling and
headache. Iuse it when I feel my
system needs cleansing. After all
them years, / haven't found any-
thing' better than Black-Draught.'
Bold In 25-cent packages;•
Thedford's BLACK-DRAUGHT
•ICIITLDREN UU TIM Bram.
STARTENA
GIVES YOU
BIGGER CHICKS
BETTER NICKS/
•
•
J. W. CIopton & Co.
MURRAY:* KENTUCKY
We Pay Highest Masket Prices
for Produce
•
-AA
Minor House-Repair Items Need
1. ke the historical hole In the
it IS the TrriaTI Itein's a re-
pa:r that prevent large upkeep ex.-
penses later on, if the small items
are attended to. Window and deer
frames are vulnerable places for
the continual attack of the ele-
ments. A window frame is the go-
between of sash and house. We
Want our sash to open, so conse-
quently we have sasn frames that
make this possible. And the very
nature of a wood frame makes It
eust..eptible to heat and cold, wet
and dry, and wind.
-....1111,111.... a .•• a.-es .m.
1" PAGE FIVE
•
Attention After Winter
When you remove the storm_ _• —•- - -
sash. if you have them on your
house, or at any rate, before you
put up your screens, give the Win-
dow frames a good inspection.
Brush them out, clean them, and
then if they need it paint them.
If your window frames have
leaked air, and almost all of them
do, now is a good time to remedy
elite leakage. Calking with oakum,
or with a good calking compound.
or both, depending upon the type
of your building and frame, will
put an end to much of this diffi-
outside oil paint.
culty.
Of course_ the space . _between
frame' and sash will also admit air,
unless it is weatherstripped. Metal,
weatherstripping is the best type,
and its use will be worthwhile
from the standpoint of comfort as
well as economy in the use of
fuel.
It is almost a universal custom
to just store away screens in the
fall when they are removed from
windows. In the spring they should
be cleaned, repaired and, in case
where the screee doe, is partly
rusted, painted. The sateen frames,
if of wood, should have a coat of
 4
The spirit and tone of your home
will have great influence on your
idrerr. if di ts-• what it ought
to be, it will fasten conviction en
their m irider heves Atadritired they
may become.
onstipation
If copittPadian causes you Gas
Indigestion. Headaches. bog
Sleep, Pimply Skin, get quick
relief with ADLERIRA. Thor-
ough action, yet gemje, gaga.
ADLER1,(
Dale, Stubblefield & Co., ruggists,
--in Hazel by Turnbow Drug 'Co.
Ire
Its Easy To
Finance
Now!
The Community Is Cooperating:
The Govertiment Is Cooperating:.
We Are Cooperating
•
REMODEL
This OPPORTUNITY To
os ernize and Save
May Never Come Again!
Right now is the time to start modernizing, remodeling or repairing your home. Good materialsstill low priced. Labor is plentiful. And financing is easy. The government is lending every possiblecouragement and assistance to the. home-owner to modernize and have a better place in which,to live.
- • — . • .
are
en-
-WO
Your partieipiting in this great drive should be considered 4cilelrft'om your own personal yiewpoint.Think of yourself first. Investigate conditions luny and look to the future. We believe your own investiga-Oohs will convince you that notins the big opportunity and that it may possibly Dever come again.
- But in addition td having a home that is modern and comfortable, you will -help speed national re-covery. When you remodel and repair you help create a demand for steel, lumber, copper, cemen,t.You are employing men in factories, forest and mines and making it possible for. themto'buy and-thiS helpsyour business—whether it's farming or selling goods.-
Remember your home is a hobby as well as haven. A home ik--not only something tO live in. It'ssomething to live for.
HEADQUARTERS- for HOME IMPROVEMENTS
Estimates gladly furnished
on any of the many ideas
pictured and described
in this helpful book
In 
this FREE Johns-Manville
book you wilt- find all you
need to know about a new, fire-
proof roof; "tiling" the bath-
roomer kitchen; building extra
rooms in the attic or ba3ement;
putting new exterior siding
on your house.
These and doze= of other
ideas, pictured and described in
THE
IDEAS ON
HOME
IMPROVEMENTS
this valuable and instructive
book, will help you to visualize
the many things you can do to
"fix _up" your home economi-
cally.
Ask for your copy today.
You can finance the work
you want done, with no down
payment, through the Johns-
Manville "$1,000,000-to-Lend"
Plan—under the terms of the
National .Housing Act — the
lowest rates in the history
of home improvement fi-
nancing.
WE WILL GLADLY FURNISH ESTIMATES.
No Johns-Manville
Asbestos Shingle Roof
has ever burned,
or worn out ,
STOP
Dreaming
START
.Realizing
• -
The years crowd
in—why put off those
home modernizing
plansy  any longer"
not enjoy the
utmost comforts id
home now—while
you are able to en-
joy them. The years
can never be recall-
ed as they pass
aIon g. Modernize
your home THIS
YEAR and have its
pleasures, joys and
comforts for your-
self and children
through the years to
come.
We handle the following nationally
advertised lines of building materials in
addition to. staple. huilding materials of
every kiod for every purpose.
Johns-Manville Building Material,
Pittsburg Plate-Glass, Paints, Varnishe,..
Brushes; Mirrors.
Red Cedar Shingles- Screen Wire
Calloway County Lumber Co.
Telephone 72 Murray, Ky
• ..,.........d.i.•, 44044016oida,,Limaii waarairsiai iiliamr'
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183 ENROLL FOR 1.Parkr"earys' Game' e, Itinir.of igur- krkmeurdiTayaarage vs. Bank of
_ Monday. May $
COMMERCE STUDY
Prof. Fred (-angles Says
Are Registered for
Typewriting.
---Tharsday, May
field. 
Bluebird Cafe vs. Dale & Stubble-13111ablid Cafe vs. Dale & Stubble-
Parkere Garage vs, Merry Milk
121 Plant.
The total enrollment in the de-
,partinent of commerce in Murray
'State College is 183. Prof. Fred M.
-Gingles. head of the oepartment,
announced today.
Obe; hundred and twenty-one
are enrolled in 'the beginner's class
Of typing. The students taking
typing are not only receiving three
hours credit but are receiving in-
struction of utilitarian value in
almost • any line of WOAC that they
will take up after leaving college.
Besides' shorthand, typing, busi-
ness arithmetic, each of which car-
-_ries. thee e hour- -college credit, a
course in penmanship is offered.
A recent survey made of four
southern states revealed a greater
demand for well-trained commer-
cial teachers than for those of any
other subject.
Murray'Playground
Schedule 1935
'Monday.. April EL
Bank of Murray vs: Jones Drug.
Murray_ Milk Plant vb. Bluebird
Cafe-
Tnestalpi. April 23
Model Cleaners vs. Dale & Stub-
blefield'
Parkers' Garage vs Ti H Van-
develde Co.
Thursday. April 25
Jones Drug vs. Murray Milk Plant
Bluebird Cafe vs_ Model Cleaners_
Monday. April ell
Dale & Stubblefield vs _Parkers'
Garage - .
R. H. Vandeveldets-n- Bank of Mur-
ray.
Marley. April 36,
Murray Milk Plant V& Model
Cleaners.
Jones Drug vs. Dale & Stubble-
field
Thursday. May 2 -
Bluebird Cafe It H. Vande-
velde Co.
Tuesday, May 7
' R. H. Vandevelde Cu. vs.
Drug -
Bank of Murray vs. 
Cleaners.
Thursday. 5
Model Cleaners v_ P
Garage.
•Vandevelde vs. Murray Milk
Plant.
Monday, May 13
Dale & Stubblefield vs. Bank of
?Surrey._
Jonea. Drug Vs. ailuebird Cafe. Nt4
4' Tuesday, May 14
Model Cleaners vs. R H. Vande-
velde Co.
Dale & Stubblefield • vs. Murray
Milk 
PIanTT_ _
Thursday, May 18-
Jones Drug vs. Parkers' Garage.
Bluebird Cafe vs. Bank of Murray.
Monday. May 241
Berdc of Murray .vs. Murray Milk
Plant.
Jones Drug vs. Model Cleaners.
Tuesday, May 21
Bluebird Cafe vs Parkers' Garage.
Dale & Stubblefield vs R. H. Van-
develde Co.
May 23 •
Bank of Murray vs- Jones Drug.
Murray Milk Plant vs. Bluebird
Cafe.
Jones,
Model
arkers'
Monday. May 27
Model Cleaners vs. Dale & Stub-
blefield
Parkers' Garage vs. R. a Vande-
velde.
Tuesday, May 2/
Jones Drug vs Murray Milk Plant
Bluebird Cafe vs Model Cleaners.
Thursday. May 30
Date & Stubblefield vs. Parkers'
Garage.
R. H. Vandevelde Co. vs.
Murray.
Monday. Junk 3
Murray Milk Plant vs:
_Cleariers. _ _ _
Jones Drug vs. Dale & Stubble-
field.
Tuesday, haat I
Bluebird Cafe vs'. R. H.. Vande-
velde Co.
Bank of
Model
LOOK FOR.! WAIT FOR!!
ME NATION- WIDE
REXALL
lc SALE
APRIL 17, 18, 19 and 20
It will be radiocast by both the Col-
umbia and National groadcasting Sys-
tems.
DALE, STUBBLEFIELD & CO.
The C112..jC.M Mere
Murray, Kentucky
-
Nuggets' Garage vs.. Murray Milk
Plant.
Monday, Jane le
R. H. Vasdevelde vs. Jones Drug.
Bank' of Murray vs. Model Clean-
eras
Tuesday, Jane 11 •
Model Cleaners vs. Parkers'
Garage.
R. H. Vandevelde vs. Murray Milk
plant.
Thursday. June 13
Dale & Stubblefield vs. Bank Of
Murray.
Jones Drug Co. vs Bluebird -Cafe.
Monday, Jane 17
Model Cleaners vs R H. Vande-
velde Co.
Dale & Stubblefield vs. Murray
Milk. Plant_
. Tuesday; June LS
Jones Drug vs. Parkers' Garage.
Bluebird Cafe vs. Bank of Murray
Thursday. June 18
ilank of Murray vs. Murray Milk
Plant.
Jones Drug vs. Model Cleaners.
Monday, June 24
Bluebird Cafe vs. Parkers' ,parage.
Dale & Stubblefield vs. R. H Van-
develde.
PLAY IN SECOND HALF
BEGINS HERF
Tuesday. June 25
Bank of Murray vs. Jones Drug.
Murray Milk Plant vs. Bluebird
Cafe
Thursday, June 27
Model Cleaners vs. Dale & Stub-
blefield.
Parkers' Garage-we-1E H. Vande-
velde.
Monday. July 1
Jones Drug vs. Murray Milk Plant.
Bluebird Cafe vs. Model Cleaners.
Tuesday. July 2
Dale & Stubblefield vs. Parkers'
Garage.
R H. Vandevelde Co. vs. Bank of
Murray.
----Thursday, Ally 4
Murray Milk Plant vs Model
Cleaners
Jones'brug vs. Dole -& Stubble-
field.
• Monday. Judy I
Bluebird Cafe vs. It EE Vande-
velde
Parkers' Garage vs. Bang of Mur-
ray. .
Tuesday. July I
'Bluebird Cafe vs. Dale & Stub-
blefield.
Parkers' Garage vs. Murray Milk
Plant"
Thursday. July, 11
R H. Vandevelde Co. vs.' Jones
Drug.
Bank of Murray vs. Model Clean-
ers.
Monday July IS
Model Cleaners vs. Parkers'• Ga-
rage.
R. H. Vandevelde vs. Murray Milk
Plant.
Tuesday, Judy 16
Dale & Stubblefield vs. Bank of
Murray.
Jones Drug vs. Bluebird Cafe.
Thursday, Jeri. 111
Model Cleaners vs. R. H. Vande-
velde
Dale & Stubblefield vs. Murray
Milk Plant.
Monday. July 12
-s Jones Drug vs. Parkers' Garage.
Bluebird Cafe vs. Bank of Murray.
Tuesday. July 23
ir Hank of Murray vs. Mw-ray _Milk
Plant..
Jones Drug vs. Model Cleaners.
Thursday, July 25
Bluebird Cafe vs. Parkers' Ga-
rage.
Dale & Stubblefield vs. R. If.
develde.
Monday, July 29
Bank of Murray vs: Jones Drug.
Murray Milk Plant vs. • Bluebird
Tuesday. Jody IS
Model Cleaners vs. Dalc & Stub-
blefield
Parkers' Garage vs. It. IL Vande-
velde Co. •.
Thursday. Aurae. 1
Jones Drug vs. Murray Milk Plant
Bluebird Cafe vs. Model Cleaners
Monday. August 5
Dale & Stubblefield vs. Parker'
Garage_
R If. Vandevelde vs. Bank of
Murray.
Tuesday. August 6
Murray Milk Plant vs. Mode;
Cleaners.
jonesp.rug 
vs. Dale & Stubble.
field 
Thursday, August 8
Bluebird e co.Cade vs.0 R. Ii Vande-
velde
,Parkers' Garage vs. Bank of Mur-
ray.
Monday. August 12
Bluebird Cafe vs. Dale & Stubble-
field.
Parkers' Garage  _vs. Murray Milk
- Plant.
'Tuesday. August 13
R. H. Vandevelde vs Jones Drug
Bank of Murray vs. Model Clean-
ers. '
Thursday. August 15
Model Cleaners vs. Parkers' Ga-
rage.
R H. Vandevelde vs. •Murray Milk
PASTEURMED
I,
OUR milk is ideal Tor children . . . It is sate
because it is pasteurized and purified under the
most sanitary of conditions . . and it is health.
giving because it contains in large quantities the
vitamins that present colds and sickness.
• Give Them Plenty of Milk
every- day in the 'year and watch them grow in health
?Alt should be included in every meal for .the kIddies
Murray Milk Products Co.
-Telephone 191
^
Radio & Refrigerator
Service
AT RILEY RADIO CO. EVERY
WEDNESDAY
—PHONE 107—
W. H. CARTER
DIAGNOSTRICIAN
 Ten Years Exbersence
4-11 (.1!ub Members Join Hall of Fame _ylty_:..Not Add
Pe4/L / P PI74 7-44 • • a0
The College of Agriculture. Uni-
versity of Kentucky. has selected
another Junior Hall of Fame, corn-
posies! of 10 state champions from
among Ilse 25000 4-H club Mem-
bers in the state. They are Louise'
Carrithers. Jeffersontown. room im-
provement champion; - Mamie F.14-
abeth Hart_ of .Bryanisvilles year-
ning; Louis Hartung. Camp Tay-
PRthl • QIIII(orsd S'ykozeisawit
for. poultry raising; Philip Mathis.
Lexington. swine; Sarah Virginia
McLellan. Bowling Green, cloth-
ing: Roy Prim. Alexandria. dairy-
ing: James Charlotte Sanders, Lan-
caster. baby beef: Charlotte Sint-
! zenberger. Jefferseintown, foods;
James Taylor, GaAliklig, tobacco,
and James p.  ,rawentort;
I sheep.
Plant
Monday. August 19
Dale & Stubblefield vs. Bank of
Murray
-Jones Drug vs. Bluebird Cafe.
Theiday, August IS
Model Cleaners vs. R H. Vande-
velde. • ,
Dale & Stubblefield vs. Murray
Milk Plant.
. Thursday, August tlit
o
Jones Drug vs. Parkers' Garage.
Bluebird Cafe vs. Bank of Murray
• Monday, August 26
Bang of Murray vs Murray Milk
,Plant
Jones Drug vs. Model Cleaners
Tuesday. August '27
Bluebird Cafe vs. Parkers' .Ga-
. rage.
Dale & Stubblefield ,ts. R. H.
Vandevelde Co.
Dairy and sheep raisers of Bar-
ren county are boosting use of
korean Iespedeia.
Not Everybody in
Calloway county sub.
scribes to the Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it!
STOPS YOE 
(111CIER84•0 aild tests prove 
other
new tires slide 145g to /11rfarther than new
Also You Get—
NO Extra Cost
I. 43% More Non-Skid Mtleatia
2. Blowout Protection in EVERY ply
3. Guarantee against road had.
BEALE MOTOR CO.
Incorporated *
Phone 170 Murray, Ky.
e -
Enduring Monuments
to the Hallowed Dead
Fond recollections should be kept alive in en-
during stoner, and Loked ones gone on deserve a per-
manent memorial tMtheir lives and characters and
protection of their last resting place.,
When yotvleal with us the smallest erder is
filled with utmost skill and .conscientious service
at modest prices.
MURRAY MARBLE WORKS
GOLDIE ORR, Manager
East Main Street Murray, Ky.
—TELEPHONE 121 
a Shower
A sheerer bath - makes of 'daily
bathing a joyous incident instead
of a task. Prom. the rising
when • shower dashes away the
lierviness cf sleep, to nighttime,
when it serves* effectively as '. a
sedative, a multitude of uses will
1.make you wonder how you everdid without one.Try a hot, or cold, shower forstimulating the blood 'to vigor
when a tired day leaves .you little
ehergy or esire for the evening's
entertainment. A lukewarm spray
relaxes rather than stimulates,
and should be reserved for bed-
time.
Bath ,Your,  - 
No JUJUS.' is too old to acorn-
modute a shower ,and space in
whiebto _jaatall one, tan almost
always be found.
-The meet common type bf
shower fpr biAlt-in tubs comprises
a -Shower head in the wall which
may be turned so the water will
strike any part of the body. You
may avoid a shampoo if you wish.
A' regulator changes the water force,
and one valve may control the
temperature of the spray, or !here
may be two valve handles, one for
hot and one for cold wider. Extra
,sprays may he added, but this is
essentially the kind of shower
Tiger Grid Drills
Include Scrimmage
The Murray Tigers' grid squad I
is under strenuous drill in their
third week-of spring practice. Last
week's work. ended Pi iday by a
driving scrimmage. was the first
full week given t.) daily -workouts.
Coach Holland is working ttW
squad into a' grid machine that
may equal last year's showing-,
The new recruits arc showing
.promise and the older heads are
showing new spirit. Eight letter-
men return of the seventeen from
last year. •
ATIbri t ten and botr"
showing form and distance In
kicking drills. Dick and Adair.
new end aspirants, are showing
ability on both defense work and
ogoing down on punts. Oakley
_and Jones. at tackles, are proving
to be hoticeable material at tackle
berths and Lassiter 's impressive
in tryouts for the pivot position...
The squad reporting includes:
Ailbritten, Dunn, Irvan, captain,
Elkins, Collie, Buie, Wells, Lassi-
ter, L. D. Flora, Dick. Adair. Jones.
used with till modern tub and. stall
Showers. Brass- with polished
chromium finish' is used on the'
better fixture&
A. shower can be installed almost
any place in the -house as an.en-
tirely independent piect of equip-
ment. It need not be in a 'bath
room. One end of a cilthes closet
can be made over into a shower.
The space required is small. There
are regular shower stalls on the
market that' make' sure of safety
from water leaking. These stalls
make for quick and easy installa-
tion. too.
B. C. Allbritten. Humphreys. 'Wil-
son, Ward, Clark, Dulane 
bert. Oakley. Ralley. 1(01 ,inb,
Mahan. -
Extensive vaccination .-thecked
outbreaks of hog cholera in Jessa-
mine and Madison
Many Wan county farmers
who did psi1 cooperate in the to-
bacco justment • program last
year.are signing coutraPts for 1935.
Henry county _4-H club .mem-
bers are fitting baby beeves tor the
'Louisville Fat Stock Show and
Jerseys for the Kentucky State
Fair.
FREE GIFTS
Of Beautiful Platonic Ware to Encour-
age Bulk Buying
These attractive, milky white platonic table and
kitchen sets have taken American women by storm.
The retail price of this entire set is now $1.00.
'They're free during our wing opening sale.
• With $5.00 purnisaaes you OR, with $6 00.purclipses.the
can have one leave raising WI, butter dish villki cover
WM, a large-ale manuring - ank one Itch *It 840 
per
'Aran did thequteity=
All free, while 
All free, while ripply
• The hundreds at prommp mho but Rearm received the SULianie
set at peasentag shakers sod Weer beet can now esseplete their
sets. See Octane at tap.
Join Our Party
For the Gain
That's In It!'
Help gourseli to the Bust
new Resorting Bargains.
-`4
Beginning Thurklars-
it Lerman Bros. --Offers For 10 Days Only
• a
117 BUSINESS BOOSTERS
To Start the Spring Season With a Bang!
The whole store is ready with the
new season's choicest merchandise
—carefully selected and amazingly
low priced! Come prepared to reap
rich savings—you won't be disap-
pointed. The bargains of the year
are spread befrre you.
We are sending you an extraordinary
personal invitation in the form of
large four-page announcement. If
the mailman fails to leave it, phone
us for a copy or borrow your neigh-
bor's. It's rich In saving opportuni-
ties and worth extra effort to get one.
e._
1111101AN 11100S.\'-H UI PthMTI 1%1 (ORI
KNOWN FOR BETTER VALUES
1.0miummummimmommiggipupnr-
•
2.
c.
•
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